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Abbreviations
AMPA:			

alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid

BOLD:			

blood-oxygen-level dependent

CA:			

Cornu Ammonis

CaM-kinase:		

Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinases

DG:			

dentate gyrus

EEG:			

electroencephalography

EV:			

explained variance

fMRI: 			

functional magnetic resonance imaging
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FSI:			
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GABA:			
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HC:			
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HDT: 			

half-decay time

ISI:			

inter-spike interval

ISVD: 			

initial slope of valley decay

LFP:			

local field potential

LTD:			

long-term depression

LTP:			

long-term potentiation

MSN:			

medium-sized spiny neuron

MWU:			

Mann-Whitney’s U-test

NMDA:			

N-methyl-D-aspartic acid

NRU:			

non reward-related unit

pMSN:			

putative medium-sized spiny neuron

QW-SWS:		

quiet wakefulness-slow wave sleep

rCBF:			

regional cerebral blood flow

REM sleep:		

rapid eye movement sleep

REV:			

reverse explained variance

RRU:			

reward-related unit

SI:			

supporting information

STDP: 			

spike-timing dependent plasticity

STP:			

short-term potentiation

SWS: 			

slow wave sleep

VS:			

ventral striatum

VTA:			

ventral tegmental area
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

CHAPTER 1

Our brain’s ability to acquire and retain new information for recollection later on in time is
invaluable for successful navigation through life. Memories serve as a compass for making
decisions for the future; provide a database on ways to conduct complex actions and color
one’s personal life; however, defining what a memory actually is appears not very easy. Great
variation exists for example in the time that memory is retained and in the type of information
that is involved. Individual memories can contain little information or consist of a large amount
of details bound together. Scientists have classified the memory spectrum according to
various principles. For long-term memory, declarative or explicit memory is distinguished
from non-declarative or implicit memories (Tulving, 1985; Squire and Zola, 1996; Milner
et al., 1998). Declarative memories pertain to facts and events that people consciously
can recollect and make reports about, such as autobiographical memories and ‘world’
knowledge. On the other hand, non-declarative or implicit memories are those that can be
formed outside conscious and linguistic control. The main sub-class of implicit memory is
procedural learning, which comprises the development and adjustment of motor skills and
habits. Although researchers now acknowledge that memory is dependent on the integrity
of multiple interconnected brain structures, some level of anatomical distinction can be
justified as the circuitries underlying different types of learning consist of different subsets
of brain structures. The formation and retrieval of declarative memories require at least
12

an intact medial temporal lobe, whereas implicit memories rely more on phylogenetically
older brain regions such as the striatum and other parts of the basal ganglia.
Irrespective of the type of memory, extensive research has been conducted towards
understanding of the mechanisms by which the brain stores information for the long
term. Memory consolidation in the strict sense refers to the process, that follows the
initial registration of information, by which the memory trace is stabilized and becomes
increasingly resistant to interference by newer information or other disturbances. This
processing takes place across extended periods of time; it occurs beyond awareness
and does not necessarily involve additional behavioral training or exposure to original
stimuli (McGaugh, 2000). A broader view also includes process like memory association,
by which new information is embedded in existing knowledge, memory reconsolidation, the
renewed consolidation that takes place following recall of an existing memory and possibly
active erasure of memory (Walker and Stickgold, 2004). Even higher order processes, such
as extracting the gist of information and generalization of rules across contexts, may be
included in memory consolidation.
The consolidation of memory traces on the cellular level is thought to depend on
strengthening of synaptic connectivity between those neurons of which the activity patterns

represent the learned information (Hebb, 1949). Such strengthening may be initiated at
the moment a scene, event or experience evokes a unique neuronal activity pattern and is
thought to continue through reactivation of this pattern both as a result of re-exposure to
the environmental cues during for example repeated training on a task, or, in the absence
of such cues, during periods of rest and sleep (Marr, 1971; Buzsaki, 1989; McClelland et
al., 1995; McNaughton et al., 2003).
Spontaneous reactivation of neuronal patterns during periods of rest and sleep is central
in two studies that are presented in this thesis. We confined our research to two connected
brain areas, the hippocampus and the ventral striatum, and focused on the type of
information that is reactivated, the coordination of reactivation between the two areas,
and the basic dynamics of the reactivation process. In addition, we studied the functional
connectivity of different cell types in the ventral striatum. First, a general introduction
will provide an overview of relevant literature to explain the rationale of the conducted
research.
Hippocampal involvement in declarative memory formation
The involvement of the medial temporal lobe, including the hippocampal formation, in
forming and maintaining declarative memories became dramatically clear when this
region was bilaterally damaged in a group of patients that underwent medical treatment
(Scoville and Milner, 1957). The most famous case, patient H.M., received a temporal
lobe resection to relieve severe epileptic attacks. As a consequence of the surgical
intervention, H.M. lost the ability to form new memories of facts and events. In addition
to this anterograde amnesia, H.M. could not recall events that preceded the surgery by
several years, whereas more remote memories were left largely intact. This retrograde
amnesia thus showed a temporal gradient, also known as the Ribot gradient. These
lesions were extensive, including the amygdaloid complex and uncus in addition to the
hippocampal formation. That declarative memory formation is specifically dependent
on the hippocampus was later demonstrated by another patient, R.B., who lost the CA1
region of the hippocampus bilaterally because of ischemia (Zola-Morgan et al., 1986).
His amnesia of declarative information was profound, albeit not as severe as in the
patients that lost the entire temporal lobe bilaterally (Squire, 1992).
Several theories attempt to explain the involvement of the hippocampus in the
consolidation of long term declarative memories and differ, besides on this point, in
their view on the necessity of the hippocampus for the consolidation of different types
of declarative memory, i.e. episodic memory (memory for one’s past) and semantic
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memory (memory for general knowledge, or ‘decontextualized’ memory). Among influential
theories is the ‘standard’ theory of declarative memory consolidation. This theory posits that
the hippocampus, together with other areas of the medial temporal lobe, is crucial for all
forms of declarative memory for a limited period of time (Squire, 1986; Squire et al., 2004).
Ultimately, all memories will be consolidated in the neocortex and will thus become resistant
to subsequent medial temporal lobe damage. Alternatively, the cognitive map theory holds
that the hippocampus is necessary for the creation of a ‘world based’ spatial representation
of an environment which provides the context in which episodic events are embedded
(O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Burgess et al., 2002). According to this view, episodic but not
semantic memory is mediated by the hippocampus because spatial context is part of episodic
memory whereas semantic memory is essentially free of personal context. On this account,
episodic and spatial memories will be affected upon trauma to the hippocampus regardless
of the time-point in the past at which the memory was formed, whereas semantic memory
will be spared. The ‘multiple trace’ theory posits that episodic memories exhibit a life-long
dependency on the hippocampus (Nadel and Moscovitch, 1997). This theory states that the
memory gains strength each time an episodic memory is retrieved and re-encoded, leading
to the formation of multiple traces mediated by ensembles of hippocampal-neocortical
neurons. The temporal extent and severity of retrograde amnesia is therefore related to the
14

extent of the hippocampal damage. In contrast, semantic memories are dependent on the
hippocampus only during a limited period after which they are supported by neocortical
areas.
Evidence from patient studies is now complemented with studies using brain imaging
techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). This non-invasive
technique used predominantly with human subjects allows the measurement of changes
in blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) or hemodynamic responses which are associated
with changes in electrical activity of groups of neurons at localized spots in the brain. Studies
using fMRI showed an enhanced activation of the medial temporal lobes as well as the frontal
cortices during the encoding phase of learning words (Wagner et al., 1998), objects (Martin
et al., 1997), faces (Haxby et al., 1996) or visual scenes (Brewer et al., 1998). In the latter
case, the level of activation predicted whether an item was forgotten or recalled as well as
the subjective confidence rating of remembered items. Differential roles of the hippocampus
and neocortex were demonstrated in a study in which subjects had to memorize pictures
and were tested for recall in an fMRI scanner immediately, a day, a month and three months
after the learning episode (Takashima et al., 2006). Over time, the hippocampus showed
decreasing activity whereas the medial prefrontal cortex showed increasing activity when
the memory was retrieved.

Experimental animal studies require a different definition of declarative and episodic memory,
because animals are not able to make overt reports about what they remember. It has
been argued that episodic-like memories should contain at least a “what”, a “where” and a
“when” component (Tulving, 1972; Clayton et al., 2003). Using the food-caching and retrieval
behaviors of scrub jays, it was shown that indeed these birds can retain information on what
type of food was stored at which location and can estimate how long ago each food item
was stored (Clayton and Dickinson, 1998). Likewise, rats were able to associate particular
flavored foods with locations on a radial arm maze and furthermore to predict the availability
of the foods according to the length of the time interval between two trials on the maze
(Babb and Crystal, 2006). Whereas in human episodic memory the “when” component
includes the ability to “mentally travel in time” to locate a past event, it was shown that the
“when” component in the animal studies is most likely based on the ability to estimate how
long ago food was hidden or encountered (Roberts et al., 2008), indicating a qualitative
difference between human episodic and animal episodic-like memory.
Behavioral studies on the formation of declarative-like memories in primates and rodents
are less stringent on the above mentioned criteria, and rather require animals to represent
complex relations among stimuli and/or to form memories that integrate object, spatial
and/ or temporal information. A widely used task in this respect is the Morris water maze.
In this task, rodents are placed in a large tank filled with an opaque water solution and have
to escape to a submerged platform. Over a series of trials, rodents learn to use distal cues
to predict where the platform will be and improve their escape time dramatically. Rodents
whose hippocampus is disabled are severely impaired in learning this task (Morris et al.,
1982; See BOX 1 for a brief description of the anatomy of the rat hippocampal region).
These subjects are not impaired when the escape platform is visible, which represents
a version of the task that does not require the integration of contextual information to
escape quickly. In general, intervention in hippocampal functioning of rodents and nonhuman primates (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1986; Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1990), either
by lesion (Morris et al., 1982; Kim and Fanselow, 1992; Clark et al., 2002; Fortin et al.,
2002), pharmacology (Riedel et al., 1999) or genetic manipulation (Tsien et al., 1996;
Huerta et al., 2000; Rondi-Reig et al., 2001) results in a profound loss of both spatial
and non-spatial relational memory (but see e.g. Zamanillo et al, 1999). A recent study
showed that the dependence of relational memories on the hippocampus may change
as a consequence of prior knowledge (Tse et al., 2007). The memory for novel flavorplace associations appeared to rely on the hippocampus during a time-limited period of
at least several weeks. The authors hypothesized that over the course of learning these
associations, the neocortex may consolidate the memories by developing a ‘schema’,
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i.e. an abstract representation of the task contingencies. Activation of this schema upon
re-entry of the testing arena would then facilitate the learning of new pairs. Indeed, they
found that subsequent new pairs were learned after one presentation only and became
rapidly (< 48 h) independent of the hippocampus.

BOX 1: Brief overview of the anatomy of the rat hippocampus
In the rat brain, the hippocampal formation is a prominent curved structure that
extends from the dorso-septal pole to ventral-temporal sites (Fig. 1.1). In a cross
section of this longitudinal axis, several hippocampal areas are recognized; the
dentate gyrus, the three areas of the Cornu Ammonis (CA1-3) that constitute
the hippocampus proper and the subiculum. The hippocampus is characterized
by a strict laminar organization, clear layers of cell bodies and dendrites can be
distinguished. The principal cells, granule cells in the dentate gyrus and pyramidal
16

cells in Ammon’s horn, use the excitatory transmitter glutamate. In addition, the
hippocampal formation hosts several classes of interneurons. By using the inhibitory
transmitter GABA (i.e. gamma-aminobutyric acid), interneurons are coordinating the
activity of the principal cells (Klausberger et al., 2003). The hippocampal formation
is surrounded by the parahippocampal region, consisting of the entorhinal,
perirhinal and postrhinal cortices and the pre- and parasubiculum. Information
from the neocortex flowing towards the hippocampus is conveyed mainly through
connections within the parahippocampal region. From the entorhinal cortex, it is
then partially transmitted through the trisynaptic pathway, from the dentate gyrus
to the CA3 area before reaching the CA1 area, or directly to the CA1 area and/
or subiculum. Subcortical projections that are considered to have a modulatory
influence on excitability such as the cholinergic or dopaminergic systems, involving
the lateral septum and ventral tegmental area respectively, reach the hippocampus
directly. Efferent projections originate in the CA1 and subiculum and innervate the
parahippocampal region which projects to sensory and associational areas of the
neocortex, as well as subcortical areas by means of the fornix. For detailed reviews
on the anatomy of the hippocampal formation see (Amaral and Witter, 1995; Witter
et al., 2000).

Figure 1.1
Schematic representation of the rat brain. Parts of the neocortex have been removed to
expose the underlying hippocampus. The curved hippocampus extends from the septal
pole (S) to the ventro-caudal temporal cortex (T; i.e. longitudinal axis). Top left: A cross
section of the hippocampus along the short or transverse axis (TRANS) showing the
subfields of the Cornu Ammonis (CA1-3) and dentate gyrus (DG). Abbreviations: mf, mossy
fibers; pp, perforant path; SC, Schaffer collaterals. Adapted from Amaral and Witter (1989)
Neuroscience 31: pp. 573

The role of the hippocampus in memory consolidation in rodents has been primarily
tested in tasks with a spatial component. Therefore, it is still a matter of debate whether
spatial memory just represents an aspect of general hippocampus-dependent memory or
whether it is a distinct form of memory in itself (Squire, 1992; Eichenbaum et al., 1999;
Wood et al., 1999; Leutgeb et al., 2005).
Behavioral correlates of neural firing patterns of the rat hippocampus
The focus on the role of the hippocampus in spatial memory originated in studies from the
early 1970’s when O’Keefe and colleagues demonstrated that dorsal hippocampal CA1
neurons in the rat fired action potentials only in a specific location of the environment: the
place field (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; O’Keefe, 1976). An ensemble of hippocampal
neurons will generally display a stable, uniformly distributed pattern of place fields
in an environment, and this phenomenon has been proposed to serve as the neural
representation of a cognitive map or spatial reference frame (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978;
Gothard et al., 1996). Such a representation of physical space was thought to be a key
component of the rat’s navigational system, as well as to provide the contextual framework
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contributing to declarative memories. Extensive research has shown, however, that
hippocampal firing cannot entirely be explained by purely spatial parameters. For example,
place fields changed location when a salient cue was displaced in an environment (Muller
and Kubie, 1987; Bostock et al., 1991), place fields showed directionality when the animal
was required to run though a narrow path (McNaughton et al., 1983b; Wiener et al., 1989;
Markus et al., 1995) and the field size depended on the abundance of landmarks along
the track (Battaglia et al., 2004a). Furthermore, a pattern of place fields was shown to
destabilize upon changing the environmental cues inside or outside the testing arena
(Gothard et al., 1996; Knierim, 2002), or by altering the task contingencies (Wiener et al.,
1989; Markus et al., 1995; Wood et al., 1999) when the geometrical coordinates of the
maze were kept constant. Place fields may thus appear or disappear, shift position and
change firing properties according to the current environmental contingencies, a process
that is called remapping (Bostock et al., 1991; Kentros et al., 1998) or orthogonalization
(Marr, 1969; Leutgeb et al., 2004). Remapping has been shown to occur in two distinct
forms depending on the environmental changes (Leutgeb et al., 2005). If the local features
of a behavioral enclosure (e.g. the shape or color of wall cues) were modified while the
place of the enclosure was kept constant, hippocampal CA3 and CA1 neurons changed
their maximal firing rate while the location of the place field remained the same, which
18

is called rate remapping. In contrast, global remapping occurred when the behavioral
enclosure was transferred to a new room or environment, which disrupted the distributions
of location and maximal rate of the place field pattern. Rate remapping may serve the ability
to represent different experiences within the same environment while global remapping
may afford the possibility of representing different environments.
Hippocampal place fields may thus be considered to represent conjunctions of cues,
including allocentric-environmental as well as egocentric cues that together define a place
or situation in the environment (McClelland et al., 1995). Other researchers, however,
have emphasized that the hippocampus is responsive also to purely non-spatial variables
(Eichenbaum et al., 1999). In a delayed non-matching to sample task for rats it was
demonstrated that hippocampal pyramidal cells changed their firing rate during approach
of the sample and reward location, odor and/or trial type in addition to spatial location.
Moreover, in this task, the influence of non-spatial variables appeared at least as strong as
that of the location of the animals (Wood et al., 1999).
Dominant oscillatory patterns in the rat hippocampus
Depending on the sleep/wake state of the rat, the hippocampal network expresses different
oscillatory profiles, reflecting the overall activity patterns of large volumes of cells. During

so called ‘exploratory behaviors’ such as running through or exploring an environment and
during rapid-eye movement (REM) or paradoxical sleep, the hippocampus is dominated
by an approximately sinusoid oscillation with a frequency between 4-12 Hz (Vanderwolf,
1969; Leung et al., 1982; Buzsaki and Eidelberg, 1983; Buzsaki et al., 1986). This “theta”
oscillation or “rhythmic slow activity” is partly attributable to the pacemaker properties of
the septum/ diagonal band of Broca, while additional synchronization may be accounted
for by intrinsic network properties of the (para-)hippocampal region (Buzsaki, 2002). Both
the amplitude and the phase of theta waves were shown to change as a function of depth
of recording (i.e., the successive passage of several layers) with the phase difference
between the cell-body or pyramidal layer of area CA1 and the fissure (i.e. the border
between the CA1 and dentate gyrus), being 180 degrees (Buzsaki and Eidelberg, 1983;
Buzsaki et al., 1986). Often, a faster gamma oscillation (30-100 Hz) is associated with
theta waves (Bragin et al., 1995; Csicsvari et al., 2003). Theta oscillations are absent
during ‘consummatory’ behaviors such as drinking, eating and during grooming as well as
during quiet rest periods and slow wave sleep (SWS). In contrast, the hippocampus shows
a desynchronized local field potential (LFP) in this state, referred to as ‘large irregular
activity’. During this type of activity, ‘sharp waves’ can be observed in CA1, occurring as a
result of synchronous bursting of CA3 pyramidal cells (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Buzsaki,
1986). In conjunction with sharp waves, fast field oscillations are present in the CA1
pyramidal layer and adjacent regions (Buzsaki et al., 1992; Ylinen et al., 1995; Chrobak
and Buzsaki, 1996). These ripples consist of several sinusoid waves with a 150-200 Hz
frequency. Pyramidal cells and interneurons generally fire action potentials during ripples
while they are virtually silent during the periods in between.
The ventral striatum in reward-related learning
One of the main target areas of hippocampal and subicular projections is the subcortical
ventral striatum (Kelley and Domesick, 1982; Groenewegen et al., 1987; Brog et al., 1993),
which mostly consists of the nucleus accumbens (see BOX 2 for a brief introduction of
the anatomy of the ventral striatum). Besides hippocampal information, the ventral striatum
receives extensive input from various cortico-limbic structures such as the prefrontal cortex,
amygdaloid complex and the thalamus (Kelley et al., 1982; Berendse and Groenewegen,
1990; Groenewegen et al., 1990; Berendse et al., 1992). Output projections from the
ventral striatum reach brain areas related to motor behavior such as the ventral pallidum,
the substantia nigra, the ventral tegmental area and the lateral hypothalamus (e.g.
Groenewegen and Russchen, 1984).
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BOX 2: Brief overview of the anatomy and connectivity of the rat ventral
striatum
The ventral striatum is located in the rostro-ventral part of the basal forebrain.
Together with its dorsal counterpart it constitutes the input structure of the basal
ganglia, which further consists of the globus pallidus and ventral pallidum, the
subthalamic nucleus, and the substantia nigra pars compacta and pars reticulata.
The dorsal and ventral striatum may be perceived as a continuum in the sense
that no clear boundary can be drawn between the two regions (Fig 1.2; Voorn et
al., 2004). The major structure of the ventral striatum is the nucleus accumbens
(Heimer and Wilson, 1975), which can be divided on histochemical grounds into
a core and a surrounding shell region (Voorn et al., 1989; Zahm and Brog, 1992).
The ventromedial parts of the caudate-putamen and the bridges of the olfactory
tubercle are usually taken to be part of the ventral striatum. The ventral striatum
is characterized by strong inputs from limbic and cortical structures, such as the
hippocampal formation (dorsal and ventral CA1 and subiculum), entorhinal cortex,
basolateral amygdala, prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex and also from
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the midline thalamic nuclei (Fig. 1.2; Kelley and Domesick, 1982; Kelley et al., 1982;
Groenewegen et al., 1987; Berendse and Groenewegen, 1990; Groenewegen et al.,
1990; Berendse et al., 1992; Brog et al., 1993). Neuromodulatory transmitters are
provided by the dopaminergic ventral tegmental area and the serotonergic median
raphe nucleus (Haglund et al., 1979), as well as by cholinergic interneurons of the
striatum (e.g. Kawaguchi et al., 1995). Striatal output pathways target cells in the
ventral pallidum, the ventral tegmental area, the substantia nigra pars compacta and
pars reticulata and the lateral hypothalamus (Groenewegen and Russchen, 1984).
Via relay stations such as the ventral pallidum, subthalamic nucleus and substantia
nigra pars reticulata, striatal output reaches the mediodorsal, ventromedial and
ventrolateral thalamus, which in turn project to the premotor and prefrontal cortices
(Zahm and Brog, 1992).
Inputs from the cortico-limbic areas form glutamatergic synapses on the dendritic
spines and shafts of the principal cells of the ventral striatum, the medium-sized
spiny neurons (MSNs), which constitute about 90-95% of the cell population (Chang
and Kitai, 1985; Gerfen and Wilson, 1996). GABAergic striatal output is transmitted
via axons of the MSNs, which, besides projecting outside the ventral striatum,

maintain a relatively extended pattern of axon collaterals within this area, providing a
short-range regulation of the excitability of neighboring cells or ensembles (Wilson
and Groves, 1980; Bolam et al., 1983; Czubayko and Plenz, 2002; Tunstall et al.,
2002; Taverna et al., 2004).
Interneurons, of which the fast spiking interneurons (FSI), low-threshold spike
interneurons and large, aspiny cholinergic interneurons are most prevalent (Wilson
et al., 1990; Kawaguchi, 1993), comprise the other 5-10% of striatal neurons. FSIs
constitute a class of GABAergic interneurons that can fire action potentials at high
frequencies (Kawaguchi et al., 1995; Koos and Tepper, 1999; Berke et al., 2004;
Taverna et al., 2007) and express the calcium-buffering protein parvalbumin (Cowan
et al., 1990). These cells receive glutamatergic inputs from cortical areas and have
aspiny dendrites and axon collaterals that spread to relatively large areas of the
striatum but do not project outside the striatum (Cowan et al., 1990; Kita et al., 1990;
Kawaguchi, 1993; Kawaguchi et al., 1995). Because of the latter two properties,
FSIs are thought to provide a feed-forward inhibition of MSNs, thereby shunting
glutamatergic inputs and simultaneously regulating persistent synaptic changes in
glutamatergic inputs onto MSNs (Pennartz and Kitai, 1991; Pennartz et al., 1993;
Pennartz et al., 1994; Thomas et al., 2000). In vitro, striatal FSIs have been shown
to exert an inhibitory influence on MSNs mediated by GABAA receptors (Koos and
Tepper, 1999; Koos et al., 2004; Taverna et al., 2007).

A classic view considers the ventral striatum as a neuronal “interface” between cognitive
and emotional brain systems and systems generating behavioral output; i.e. the ‘limbicmotor interface’ (Mogenson et al., 1980). Physiological and pharmacological studies
indicated, however, that the overall activity of the medium sized spiny neurons in the
ventral striatum is not linearly correlated to the level of locomotor activity (see Pennartz
et al, 1994 for a review). Furthermore, evidence from histochemical and connectional
studies showed that the output of the ventral striatum also, though indirectly, reaches
centers in the mid- and forebrain such as prefrontal cortical areas, suggesting a role
for the ventral striatum in non-motor functions (e.g. Groenewegen and Russchen, 1984;
Zahm and Heimer, 1993). Subsequent evidence from behavioral studies showed that
the amygdala-ventral striatal projection conveyed information on environmental cues that
predicted reinforcement, indicating that the output of the ventral striatum is influenced by
reinforcement (Robbins et al., 1989). Considering the complexity of the input and output
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topography, the heterogeneity of the Figure
cellular 1.2
composition and the numerous behavioral
functions in which the ventral striatum participates, Pennartz et al. (1994) proposed that
within the ventral striatum, distinct networks of cells may form functional ensembles which
act in parallel and in this way maintain a broad range of functions.
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Figure 1.2
Schematic representation of a coronal section through the brain at the level of the striatum
(middle panel) showing the dorsal (DS) and ventral (VS) part of the striatum. The ventral
striatum consists of a core and a surrounding shell region. The topographical arrangement
of striatal afferents originating in the frontal cortex (upper left), midline and intralaminar
thalamic nuclei (upper right), basal amygdaloid complex (lower left) and hippocampal
formation (lower right) is color coded. Corticolimbic areas and their corresponding striatal
projection zones are shown in the same color. Note that the hippocampal formation (in
particular the subiculum and the CA1 region) projects to the ventral striatum, specifically to
the medial, ventral and rostral shell, as well as to the immediately adjacent parts of the core.
Abbreviations: ac, anterior commissure; ACd, dorsal anterior cingulate cortex; AId, dorsal
agranular insular cortex; AIv, ventral agranular insular cortex; CeM, central medial thalamic
nucleus; CL, central lateral thalamic nucleus; IL, infralimbic cortex; IMD, intermediodorsal
thalamic nucleus; MD, mediodorsal thalamic nucleus; PC, paracentral thalamic nucleus;
PFC, prefrontal cortex; PLd, dorsal prelimbic cortex; PLv, ventral prelimbic cortex; PV,
paraventricular thalamic nucleus; SMC, sensorimotor cortex. Adapted from Voorn et al.
(2004) Trends Neurosci 27: pp. 470

In this view, a specific pattern of glutamatergic and dopaminergic inputs recruits the
associated functional ensemble in the ventral striatum. The selected ensemble generates
a characteristic output pattern that, when transferred to target structures, may elicit
behavioral effects that are linked to this ensemble. Currently, ventral striatal functioning
is summarized as driving or invigorating goal directed behavior on the basis of the
motivational value of environmental cues and contexts (Pennartz et al., 1994; Robbins and
Everitt, 1996; Cardinal et al., 2002).
The role of the ventral striatum in different types of reinforcement-dependent learning has
been extensively studied over the past decades. The acquisition and performance of both
Pavlovian and operant conditioning appear to depend on an intact ventral striatum. In
Pavlovian or classical conditioning tasks, paired presentations of a neutral cue or context
and a reinforcer induce appetitive responses to that cue or context in the case of a positive
reinforcer (i.e. reward) or aversive reactions to avoid punishment in the case of a negative
reinforcer. Selective lesions of the accumbens core (Parkinson et al., 1999b), antagonism
of NMDA or dopamine receptors in the nucleus accumbens during task performance
(Di Ciano et al., 2001) or dopamine depletion of the nucleus accumbens (Parkinson et
al., 2002) severely impaired appetitive Pavlovian conditioning. In instrumental or operant
conditioning, subjects are required to make a response, for example a nose-poke or a
lever press, in order to obtain a reinforcer. The learned association between a response
and the outcome evokes increased responding. Rats with manipulated accumbens (core)
functioning, because of a lesion or NMDA or dopamine receptor antagonism, were retarded
in learning this association, and showed a depression of overall response rates (Balleine
and Killcross, 1994; Kelley et al., 1997; Sokolowski and Salamone, 1998; Smith-Roe and
Kelley, 2000; Corbit et al., 2001).
In addition, when the nucleus accumbens was disabled by a lesion or dopamine
antagonist infusion, rats were impaired in tasks that require the use of spatially distributed
environmental cues in order to reach a goal, such as the Morris water maze (Sutherland
and Rodriguez, 1989; Ploeger et al., 1994). A study that used a radial arm maze task,
in which the rats had to remember and revisit the maze arms in which they previously
found food, reported retarded learning and performance after transient inactivation of the
nucleus accumbens by infusions of the local anesthetic lidocaine (Seamans and Phillips,
1994). Noteworthy is, that in all studies thus far, rats with a disrupted nucleus accumbens
performed like controls in hippocampal-independent versions of the water maze task and
radial arm maze task, which excludes the possibility that the observed impairments were
due to factors unrelated to the task, such as motor behavior.
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Studies in which pharmacological agents were injected into the nucleus accumbens
shortly after training on a task disclosed a role for the ventral striatum in the consolidation
of newly acquired information. An inhibitory avoidance task is an aversive conditioning task
in which a single pairing of an environment with a foot shock inhibits rats to re-enter the
environment on subsequent testing. Rats that received an intra-accumbens injection of
tetrodoxin following this experience, showed shorter latencies than controls on the re-entry
of the compartment where they were previously shocked (Lorenzini et al., 1995).
In a Pavlovian autoshaping paradigm, classically conditioned appetitive responding on
the day following task acquisition was impaired after post-training administration of a D1
dopamine receptor antagonist or a NMDA receptor antagonist (Dalley et al., 2005). It was
also shown that blocking protein synthesis in the ventral striatum shortly following training
on an instrumental conditioning task impaired the retention of the memory of the task
(Hernandez et al., 2002). Immediate post-training infusions of a selective D2 dopamine
receptor antagonist or an NMDA receptor antagonist impaired retention on the spatial, but
not on the visible, platform version of the Morris water maze task (Setlow and McGaugh,
1998; Sargolini et al., 2003). In these studies, the agents had no effect on consolidation
when they were applied a few hours after training, indicating the specific dependence of
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early consolidation on glutamate and dopamine, which provide signals to the intracellular
machinery that promotes the synthesis of proteins.
The above mentioned studies show that, besides the glutamatergic inputs that arise
in cortico-limbic structures, the functioning of the ventral striatum critically depends on
dopamine release originating from activity in the ventral tegmental area. Dopamine, in
general, plays a major role in controlling and regulating cognitive and behavioral functions
in rodents, primates and humans (Robbins and Koob, 1980; Taylor and Robbins, 1986;
Schultz, 1997; Spanagel and Weiss, 1999). Dysfunction of dopaminergic transmission is
associated with various pathologies ranging from Parkinson’s disease to schizophrenia,
mania and depression (Hornykiewicz, 1962; Stevens, 1973; Randrup and Munkvad, 1974;
Willner, 1983; Swerdlow et al., 1987; Laruelle et al., 2003; Nestler and Carlezon, 2006).
Moreover, the addictive properties of several drugs of abuse arise to a major extent via
the mesolimbic dopaminergic system (Kalivas and Volkow, 2005; Everitt and Robbins,
2005). The role of dopamine in the striatum and its impact on reward-related learning is
controversial (Pennartz, 1995; Spanagel and Weiss, 1999). An influential theory holds that
dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area signal the deviation or ‘error’ between
the temporal prediction and the actual occurrence of a reward (Schultz et al., 1997;
Schultz, 2007). Dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area and the substantia nigra

have been shown to respond only to primary rewards when these occur unexpectedly.
When a reward can be predicted by the animal, the response is transferred to the earliest
conditioned, reward-predicting stimulus. Likewise, when a predicted reward is omitted,
dopamine neurons show a depression in their firing activity at the time the reward would
have been obtained.
An alternative hypothesis holds that the basal ganglia may subserve a selection mechanism
between available behavioral strategies (Redgrave et al., 1999). In this view, the dopamine
signal facilitates the re-allocation of cognitive and behavioral processing capacities towards
any unexpected event of significance, including reward. When converging inputs compete
for limited cognitive or motor resources, dopamine in the ventral striatum will filter out
irrelevant patterns or switch between existing patterns of incoming information (Pennartz
et al., 1994; Taverna and Pennartz, 2008). This switching hypothesis thus proposes a more
general role for dopamine in associative learning.
The role of the ventral striatum in reward-related processing is further emphasized by
chronic recordings of single unit activity in the rodent ventral striatum and the primate
striatum. Single units signal reinforcers by increments and decrements in firing rate timelocked to the receipt of primary reinforcers of both positive and negative valence. These
transient modulations in firing rate can occur during the consumption phase following
reward delivery (Apicella et al., 1991b; Roitman et al., 2005) or prior to the delivery of a
reward signaling the expectancy or anticipation of that reinforcer (Schultz et al., 1992;
Setlow et al., 2003). Within trials, the latter responses may gradually gain strength until the
reinforcer becomes available. Moreover, responses are also found to cues predicting the
availability of reinforcers (Apicella et al., 1992; Setlow et al., 2003; Roitman et al., 2005).
Such representations have been shown to develop with learning; responses first occur to
the primary reinforcement but subsequently, over the course of learning, they are thought
to be transferred back to the time of cue presentation (Roitman et al., 2005). In addition,
rodent studies using operant conditioning paradigms showed brief firing rate increments
and decrements prior to, during and after the behavioral response next to firing rate changes
attributable to primary natural rewards or drugs of abuse (Carelli and Deadwyler, 1994;
Chang et al., 1997; Janak et al., 1999; Carelli, 2002). Primate neurons fired differentially
in relation to the availability of a reward (Hollerman et al., 1998) and to the type (Hassani
et al., 2001) magnitude (Cromwell and Schultz, 2003), and temporal proximity (Bowman
et al., 1996; Shidara et al., 1998) of predicted reinforcers. These studies excluded the
possibility that the expectancy-related responses were due to particular motor behaviors,
general arousal, or to the sensory properties of the stimuli that were used. Studies in
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rodents also reported neuronal correlates related to location and locomotion (Lavoie and
Mizumori, 1994; Shibata et al., 2001).
Recent fMRI studies have supported the postulated role of the ventral striatum in
processing and predicting reinforcers. The human ventral striatum was activated as
evaluated by BOLD signal contrasts during cue presentation and reward delivery in
an appetitive classical conditioning task (O’Doherty et al., 2006). The level of BOLD
activation appeared to be dependent on the individual preferences of the available
juice tastes. The most and the least preferred juices induced the highest activations
whereas intermediate juices evoked less activation. Other studies have shown predictive
activations of the ventral striatum during appetitive learning for juice and money rewards,
as well as during learning with aversive stimuli such as pain (Knutson et al., 2001;
Jensen et al., 2003; O’Doherty et al., 2004; Seymour et al., 2004).
Synaptic plasticity
Strong evidence indicates that the storage of information in neural networks takes
place through alterations in synaptic connectivity induced by firing patterns during
learning and consolidation, which is called plasticity. In 1949, Donald Hebb postulated
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that, when the pre-synaptic cell fires closely in advance of the post-synaptic cell, the
synapse between the two cells will be strengthened (Hebb, 1949). Hebb envisioned this
mechanism to underlie the formation of cell assemblies; i.e. networks of neurons that
are functionally interrelated. Electrical stimulation patterns were shown to induce both
long term potentiation (LTP; Bliss and Gardner-Medwin, 1973; Bliss and Lomo, 1973;
Andersen et al., 1977) and reduction (long term depression, LTD; Lynch et al., 1977) of
synaptic responses in vitro and in vivo. LTP could be induced by stimulation patterns
resembling physiological activity (Larson and Lynch, 1986; King et al., 1999a) and was
shown to be long-lasting (Abraham, 2003) which are two fundamental features ascribed
to cellular memory formation. Learning-associated LTP was found to occur in the lateral
amygdala of rats when they were conditioned to an electrical shock (Rogan et al., 1997)
and in the hippocampus after the rats mastered an inhibitory avoidance test (Whitlock et
al., 2006). In spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) the time and order in which spikes
are emitted is critical for induction of an enhancement or depression in synaptic efficacy
(Levy and Steward, 1983; Markram et al., 1997; Bi and Poo, 1999; Abbott and Nelson,
2000; Dan and Poo, 2004). If firing of the presynaptic cell was followed within 40 ms by
activity of the postsynaptic cell, synaptic transmission between the two was enhanced.
In contrast, when the postsynaptic spike preceded presynaptic activity by at most 40 ms,
synaptic efficacy was decreased.

If plasticity represents synaptic mechanisms for establishing memories in the hippocampus
and elsewhere, then changes in evoked plasticity should affect the formation of memories.
Blocking NMDA receptors in the hippocampus impaired the formation of spatial memories
to solve the water maze task (Morris et al., 1986). Furthermore, repeated induction of LTP to
asymptotic levels in the hippocampus, thereby saturating the synapses, blocked the ability
of rats to learn the location of the hidden platform in the water maze (McNaughton et al.,
1986; Castro et al., 1989; Barnes et al., 1994). Recently it was shown that manipulations
that reversed the maintenance of LTP also produced persistent loss of spatial memories
(Pastalkova et al., 2006). Additional evidence was provided by the use of genetically
modified mice, lacking a gene for a protein that is involved in the cascade of events
leading to the induction of LTP. Mice lacking the R1 subunit of the NMDA receptor in the
hippocampal CA1 neurons showed normal basal synaptic transmission but LTP, induced
through stimulation of the Schaffer collaterals, was disrupted (Tsien et al., 1996). These
mice were also dramatically impaired in the formation of spatial memories. Furthermore,
knock-out mice lacking the gene for CAM kinase II, or those that expressed a form of this
protein resistant to autophosphorylation, did not show LTP, and were impaired in spatial
learning (Silva et al., 1992a; Silva et al., 1992b; Giese et al., 1998; Lisman et al., 2002).
Mice lacking the A subunits of the AMPA type glutamate receptor did not show LTP but
could nonetheless learn the Morris water maze task (Zamanillo et al., 1999), indicating
that there may be other ways to form memory traces on the cellular level in addition to
the currently known mechanisms.
Most of the research on synaptic plasticity has been dedicated to the hippocampus
but LTP and LTD have also been observed in other brain areas such as the neocortex,
amygdala and the ventral striatum (Artola and Singer, 1987; Pennartz et al., 1993;
Kombian and Malenka, 1994; Rogan et al., 1997). In the ventral striatum, LTP of excitatory
transmission on medium sized spiny neurons may constitute an important mechanism
underlying acquisition and storage of reward-related information (Pennartz et al., 1993;
Pennartz et al., 1994).
Memory consolidation during sleep
Anchoring information in long term memory may take a considerable amount of time.
It has long been hypothesized that consolidation processes continue during periods of
rest and sleep, when the brain is ‘off line’; i.e. not engaged in the processing of external
stimuli, and considerable research has aimed to disclose the role of sleep in memory
consolidation. Early rodent studies focused on the role of REM sleep, and deprived
subjects of this sleep phase between training and testing on a behavioral task. Typically,
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rats were sleeping on a pedestal surrounded by water. As muscle tone decreased at the
time of REM sleep onset rats would fall in the water and wake up. The body of evidence
obtained with this method failed to confirm or refute a clear link between REM sleep
and memory. This can be explained by the fact that, besides REM sleep deprivation, the
method also caused stress, loss of SWS, isolation and fatigue, which are factors that
could have influenced the results (see Vertes and Eastman, 2000; Siegel, 2001).
Currently, evidence from human studies indicate that memory can indeed benefit from a
period of sleep. This relation was most convincingly shown for procedural memory tasks in
which sleep dependent consolidation is expressed by an increase in performance that is
unrelated to time per se. A set of complementary studies showed that learning on a visual
discrimination task improved significantly after the first night of sleep following training
(Karni et al., 1994; Stickgold et al., 2000a) whereas a 4 to 12 hour period of waking
following acquisition did not induce this increment (Stickgold et al., 2000a; Stickgold et
al., 2000b). In these studies, some of the subjects were deprived of sleep on the night
following learning but had a recovery period of two days before performance on the task
was tested. This protocol prevented fatigue and loss of alertness from influencing the
results. Gais and colleagues (2000) deprived subjects during early-night sleep (SWS
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enriched) or late-night sleep (REM sleep enriched) and found a SWS-dependent increase
in performance that was enhanced by subsequent REM sleep. Whereas previously a
specific REM sleep dependence was reported (Karni et al., 1994), it was shown more
recently that a suppression of SWS by 30% can limit the improvement on the visual
discrimination skill (Aeschbach et al., 2008). A study by Stickgold et al. (2000b) verified
the findings by Gais et al. by showing that performance benefits were correlated with both
early night SWS and late night REM sleep and that the product of these sleep parameters
can explain over 80% of the inter-subject variance. Findings of comparable studies using
other procedural learning tasks such as the sequential finger tapping task, in which
subjects type sequences of numerals as fast and accurately as they can (Fischer et al.,
2002; Walker et al., 2002; Walker et al., 2003) or learning tasks based on auditory cues
(Fenn et al., 2003; Gaab et al., 2004), yielded results remarkably consistent with those of
the visual discrimination task, including apparent contributions by the two different sleep
states.
Sleep has also been shown to enhance the retention of declarative memories, often
tested with recall and recognition of previously learned items. Several studies by Born
and his colleagues have shown an improvement on an associative word-pair task, which
depended on an early-night, SWS-enriched, sleep (Plihal and Born, 1997; Gais and Born,

2004). Later studies that included a recovery night after sleep deprivation confirmed these
results, and showed that they could not be attributed to fatigue or circadian influences
(Drosopoulos et al., 2005; Gais et al., 2006). In addition, factors like task difficulty (Empson
and Clarke, 1970; Tilley and Empson, 1978), emotional salience (Wagner et al., 2001; Hu
et al., 2006; Wagner et al., 2006) and explicit recollection (Drosopoulos et al., 2005) have
been shown to determine the sleep-dependence of retention.
Interestingly, recent studies show that sleep may also promote the formation of novel,
higher-order associations. A night of sleep, following training on a numeric sequence
problem solving task, was shown to trigger insight into a hidden rule that enhanced
performance on the task the next morning (Wagner et al., 2004). Likewise, sleep has
been shown to facilitate the formation of inference-based novel relationships between
previously learned items (Ellenbogen et al., 2007).
Reactivation of neuronal activity patterns during ‘off-line’ periods
Based on the early ideas of Marr (1971), it is currently thought that memory consolidation
benefits from spontaneous replay of neuronal patterns representing behavioral
experiences during periods of rest and sleep; i.e. when the brain is not occupied with the
processing of environmental stimuli. Reactivation may strengthen synaptic connections
activated during the preceding behavior and may link pieces of information stored in
distributed form throughout the brain. The first hint towards the occurrence of experiencespecific reactivation of neurons was provided by a study in which the activity of two
hippocampal neurons was monitored during periods of wakefulness and sleep in each
recording session (Pavlides and Winson, 1989). During recordings, the experimenters
confined a rat to the place field of one neuron, which induced robust firing of that neuron.
The other neuron, that exhibited a place field elsewhere in the environment, remained
virtually silent. During subsequent sleeping periods, the cell that was active during the
awake period displayed an elevated firing rate and increased burst firing compared to
the inactive neuron. This effect was not observed during periods of wakefulness after
place field exposure. This study showed that the level of activity of a hippocampal neuron
during an awake experience can influence its excitability in a subsequent sleep period.
To demonstrate experience-specific reactivation however, the temporal relationships
between patterns of multiple neurons, reflecting their co-activation during the preceding
behavior, requires consideration. If reactivation occurs, cells that were near simultaneously
active during the behavioral experience should tend to be co-active in subsequent sleep
and cells that are activated independently of one another during running should not be
coactive during sleep afterwards (but see our results in chapter 5).
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Wilson and McNaughton (1994) recorded the activity of relatively large ensembles (up
to ~100 cells) of hippocampal neurons during behavioral episodes flanked by periods
of sleep. In each of these periods they assessed the co-activation of pairs of neurons
by computing a correlation of the spike trains binned in small time intervals (100 ms).
When firing of cell pairs within the ensemble was correlated during the behavior, mainly
because their place fields overlapped, it was also correlated during subsequent SWS, but
not necessarily during the sleep preceding the behavior. Just as significant is the finding
that cells that were not active together during the behavior, because of non-overlapping
place fields or inactivity, remained uncorrelated during sleep.
Subsequently, Kudrimoti et al. (1999) formulated an analysis to quantify reactivation, based
on partial regression methods, that represents the similarities in firing pattern correlations
for all pairs of simultaneously recorded cells. The Explained Variance reflects the extent
to which the variance in the distribution of cell pair firing-rate correlations during rest and
sleep following track running can be accounted for statistically by the pattern of correlations
induced during the running itself. In addition, the analysis controlled for the distribution
of correlations that was present in the rest and sleep periods before track running (i.e.
the baseline period; before the activation of neurons in the behavioral task). Using this
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method, the authors showed that hippocampal reactivation was significantly stronger
during sharp wave-ripples compared to the intervals between these events (see also
Wilson and McNaughton, 1994). This finding suggested that reactivation may depend on
the occurrence of sharp-wave ripples rather than on SWS per se. In addition, no indications
for the occurrence of reactivation were found during REM sleep. The reactivation strength
decayed generally within ~30 minutes to undetectable levels although the authors note
that neural patterns were incidentally re-expressed for up to 24 hours after the behavioral
experience. Rats in this study were sequentially exposed to familiar and novel spatial tasks
interleaved with periods of rest and sleep. This paradigm demonstrated that reactivation
occurred both after running in a well-known environment as well as following a novel
experience. Moreover, neural patterns of these two separate events recurred in the same
SWS episode, indicating that multiple traces are processed in close temporal proximity to
one another.
If the reactivated trace represents an experience that evolved in time, the trace should
not only contain information on the activated ensemble but also on the order in which
the individual cells fired. Indeed, hippocampal cell pairs with overlapping place fields that
showed a particular firing order during running on a triangular track preserved temporal
asymmetry in subsequent sleep (Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996). During sleep, the

temporal offset between the firing of the two neurons appeared compressed about 10-20
fold while the relative magnitude of the offset was maintained. Later studies showed that
also in larger ensembles of hippocampal neurons the order of spike timing is preserved
in the sleep period after a behavioral experience (Nadasdy et al., 1999; Lee and Wilson,
2002). Both studies also indicated a time compression of the reactivated trace. In this
context the term replay is used to indicate the re-expression of neural activity patterns. In
contrast to ‘reactivation’, ‘replay’ assumes recurrence of the same or a similar temporal
order of neuronal firing as evoked during the behavioral experience.
Most studies emphasize the dependence of replay on quiet resting states and SWS but
firing pattern similarity between track running and REM sleep has also been shown (Louie
and Wilson, 2001). Interestingly, the firing patterns observed during running on a track
were similar to those observed during REM sleep episodes before running on the task. It
should be noted, however, that REM periods following track running were sparse. Hence,
under-sampling might explain the lack of observed reactivation. Nonetheless, the question
remains whether the effect represents lingering recurrence of activity patterns induced
during the track running episode on the day before, or whether some pre-activation process
occurs, based on the expectations of the upcoming track running. The former option is
supported by evidence showing that the plasticity-associated immediate early gene zif268 was up-regulated in REM sleep periods following a behavioral experience (Ribeiro
et al., 1999; Ribeiro and Nicolelis, 2004). This elevation is found to be more prominent in
remote than in early REM sleep episodes.
Although pioneering work already indicated that reactivation might be occurring during
sharp waves-ripples rather than during SWS as a whole (Kudrimoti et al., 1999), the idea
that replay thus could take place during short pauses between running periods and/or
reward consumption in an arena has only recently been tested. Indeed, ensemble firing
patterns during task performance were reliably reactivated during sharp-wave ripples on
the task (O’Neill et al., 2006). The similarity of the firing patterns during behavior and awake
sharp wave-ripples and the emission rate of sharp wave-ripples were found to increase
with experience and regularity of the behavior (Jackson et al., 2006). While during rest and
sleep associated reactivation the firing order induced during behavior (‘forward replay’)
is preserved, sequences of neural activity were found to be replayed in reversed order
during the behavioral episode when rats were pausing after running down a linear track
(Foster and Wilson, 2006). This conclusion was subsequently refined by the observation
that replay occurred in forward order when rats were about to start running the next lap on
the track, while if they just had finished the lap and had not turned around yet, the order
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of firing was reversed (Diba and Buzsaki, 2007). Taken together, these results suggest that
the ‘internal rehearsal’ and consolidation processes already starts during the behavioral
experience and continues during rest and sleep following the behavior.
Many theories on consolidation of declarative memories assume an interaction between
the hippocampus and the neocortex (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Squire, 1986; Nadel and
Moscovitch, 1997; Squire et al., 2004). In line with this view, hippocampal and neocortical
activity patterns might become aligned during a behavioral event and subsequent
reactivation of the hippocampal pattern might orchestrate reactivation of the associated
neocortical pattern leading to the stabilization of the memory trace (Marr, 1971; Buzsaki,
1989; McClelland et al., 1995; McNaughton et al., 2003). If this were the case, reactivation
is expected to occur in the neocortex as well as between hippocampal and cortical
ensembles. Studies in rodents and primates have indeed shown neocortical and joint
hippocampal-neocortical reactivation (Qin et al., 1997; Tatsuno et al., 2006; Battaglia et al.,
2007; Euston et al., 2007b; Ji and Wilson, 2007). In addition, cross-regional reactivation
was also found for different neocortical areas (Hoffman and McNaughton, 2002). During
sleep, the parietal and the prefrontal cortices showed forward reactivation, which in
the latter structure was compressed by a factor ~7 (Euston et al., 2007b). Two studies
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provided evidence of joint hippocampal-cortical reactivation. A coordinating role of the
hippocampus in reactivation in its target areas would be revealed by a firing order in which
the hippocampal cells are consistently activated before the neocortical neurons. However,
the studies did not present evidence for a preferred firing order (Qin et al., 1997; Ji and
Wilson, 2007).
The main focus of reactivation research has been on the hippocampus and neocortex as
these structures have been shown to be important for declarative memory consolidation;
however, the ventral striatum also displays recurring neural activity patterns during sleep
(Pennartz et al., 2002; Pennartz et al., 2004). These findings imply that reactivation is a
widespread phenomenon that also occurs in subcortical structures. Reactivation appeared
prominent during SWS, and did not decay until at least 40 minutes after track running.
Neurons that increased their firing rate during and shortly after the occurrence of sharp
wave-ripples reactivated more strongly than others, which suggest that ventral striatal
reactivation is influenced by the hippocampus.
The reactivation of neuronal patterns during sleep has been shown to occur in several
species: rats, primates, song birds (Dave and Margoliash, 2000) and probably also humans.
Using PET scanning, which measures regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) as indicator of

activity of vast groups of neurons, Peigneux et al. (2004) showed that rCBF was elevated
in the human hippocampus in SWS following a route-learning task in a virtual environment.
The level of rCBF increase during sleep was correlated to the task performance of the
subjects on the next day. In a follow-up fMRI study, the hemodynamic response in the
hippocampus appeared also elevated during awake episodes following training on the
route-learning task, when subjects were engaged in a control task that did not tax spatial
memory (Peigneux et al., 2006). Thus consistent with the rodent literature, reactivation may
occur at least at a global level in the human brain both in periods of wake and periods
of sleep. Imaging studies addressing reactivation also indicated REM sleep as potential
substrate. When a hippocampus-independent serial reaction time task was used, REM
sleep associated elevations in rCBF were found in areas located in the occipital and premotor cortices. (Maquet et al., 2000; Peigneux et al., 2003).
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Outline of this thesis
Cognitive operations, including reactivation, are likely mediated by large networks
of connected neurons distributed throughout the brain. To understand the neural
underpinnings of these processes, scientists have recognized the need for methods
that allow examination of neural processing on the network level rather than on the level
of single cells. This project focused on the interplay within and between cell groups of
different phenotype in the ventral striatum. Furthermore, we aimed to examine the process
of reactivation in the ventral striatum as well as in the hippocampal-striatal circuitry. Our
experimental approach included recordings made simultaneously from neural ensembles
in the dorsal hippocampus and ventral striatum in freely moving rats. These areas are
anatomically and functionally strongly connected, but are widely separated in the brain.
To be able to conduct these multi-area recordings we developed a device, the ‘splithyperdrive’ containing 14 individually adjustable electrode drivers. Chronic implantation of
the drive allowed stable recordings of ensembles of up to 25 hippocampal and striatal cells
during several weeks, under low restraint and low stress conditions for the rat. Recordings
were made while the rats were running along a triangular track and during periods of rest
and sleep. This experimental method and its validation are described in chapter 2.
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In the ventral striatum, a relatively small group of fast-spiking interneurons are thought
to exert inhibitory control over the activity of the principal cell population, the mediumsized spiny neurons, thereby possibly influencing processes such as synaptic plasticity.
Evidence on this interaction has been provided by in vitro electrophysiological studies,
leaving open the question on how firing patterns of the fast spiking interneurons manifest
themselves in the awake brain while the animal is engaged in behaviors such as running
and reward consumption. Chapter 3 deals with the question of whether the fast spiking
interneurons exhibit changes in firing rates linked to rewards and other behavioral events
in a way that could be similar or dissimilar to the principal cells. Furthermore, the temporal
relationships between the firing of putative fast-spiking interneurons and medium-sized
spiny neurons are addressed, to shed light on the interactions between these two important
cell groups.
The evidence that the ventral striatum is involved in the consolidation of memories and
its prominent role in the mesolimbic reward processing system of the brain triggered the
question of whether the ventral striatum would specifically reactivate information related
to rewards. If this were true, it would indicate that memory traces not only consist of
feature- and spatial/contextual information, but also contain an emotional or motivational

component. Given that striatal reactivation occurred during quiet wakefulness and SWS,
it appeared also interesting to test whether it is most prominent during sharp wave-ripple
complexes, as in the hippocampus, or whether reactivation is not modulated during these
events. Moreover, the question arises whether reactivation also occurs during REM sleep,
when the hippocampal local field potential is devoid of sharp wave-ripples and shows
a pattern that is more related to an active awake state. Chapter 4 describes our study
on the relation between striatal reactivation and reward-related processing, including the
dynamics of the reactivation process in the striatum.
Successful foraging behavior as well as the mastering of a range of laboratory tasks
depends on a representation of a type of food and the location where the food can be found,
information that is processed in the hippocampal-ventral striatal circuitry. A coordinated
reactivation between the two areas may contribute to consolidation of spatial/contextual
and motivational information during and after foraging behavior. Moreover, based on the
key role of the hippocampus in declarative memory consolidation, it has been hypothesized
that the hippocampus initiates and coordinates reactivation in its target areas. This would
imply the existence of an organized interaction between the hippocampus and ventral
striatum during periods of reactivation. A guiding role of the hippocampus would be
indicated when activity in hippocampal networks consistently precedes activity in striatal
networks during a behavioral experience and reactivation during subsequent rest. The
investigation of cross-structural replay is described in chapter 5. In this study, we also
examined factors that may govern joint reactivation as detected by near-synchronous
firing in the hippocampal-striatal circuitry during the behavioral experience, such as firingrate modulation by the theta oscillation, the temporal order of firing, and the expression
of place and reward-related firing patterns. Furthermore, the temporal dynamics of firing
patterns between hippocampus and ventral striatum are addressed here. In chapter 6
our results are summarized and discussed in relation to the current literature and future
possibilities for research.
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CHAPTER 2

Abstract
Complex cognitive operations such as memory formation and decision-making are
thought to be mediated not by single, isolated brain structures but by multiple, connected
brain areas. To facilitate studies on the neural communication between connected
brain structures, we developed a multi-electrode microdrive for chronically recording
ensembles of neurons in two different brain areas simultaneously. The ‘split drive’
contains 14 independently movable microdrivers that were designed to hold tetrodes and
to permit day-to-day adjustment of dorsoventral position in the brain. The limited weight
of the drive allowed rats to adjust well to the headstage after recovering from surgery
and permitted stable recording sessions across at least several weeks. In addition to
describing the design and assembly of the split drive, we also discuss some important
individual parts of microdrives used for tetrode recordings in general. Furthermore, the
split drive was applied to two widely separated and connected brain structures, the
hippocampus and ventral striatum. From these two areas, stable ensemble recordings
were conducted in rats performing a reward-searching task on a triangular track, yielding
group sizes of about 15 and 25 units in the dorsal hippocampus and ventral striatum,
respectively.
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Introduction
To advance our understanding of the neurophysiological basis of cognitive processes such
as memory, spatial navigation, decision-making and planning of complex movements, it
is mandatory to conduct multi-neuron extracellular recordings from the brains of awake
animals. Over the past decades there has been an increasing tendency to work with freely
moving animals, particularly to study naturalistic behaviors and cognitive processing
under low-restraint and low-stress conditions. Furthermore, as more investigators are
realizing the need to investigate the neurophysiology of behavior and cognition at the
neural-network or assembly level, research has been recently shifting from single-unit
to multiple single-unit (or ensemble) recordings. This need has been fuelled by the
notion that, in vertebrates, cognitive functions are likely to be mediated by networks
of many interconnected neurons rather than single cells (e.g. Georgopoulos et al.,
1989; Churchland and Sejnowski, 1992; Pennartz et al., 1994; Wilson and McNaughton,
1994; Laubach et al., 2000; Pouget et al., 2000; Miyashita, 2004) and thus should be
addressed with methods for probing network activity. Important advances have already
been made in meeting this need, particularly for ensemble recordings in smaller animals
such as birds, rats and mice (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993;
Gothard et al., 1996; McHugh et al., 1996; Bragin et al., 2000; Fee and Leonardo, 2001;
Lin et al., 2006).

In addition to this growing interest in neural network functioning in general, evidence has
accumulated to suggest that complex cognitive operations involve interconnected brain
structures. For instance, hippocampal-neocortical interactions are deemed necessary
for long-term episodic and semantic memory formation (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991;
Kim and Fanselow, 1992; Eichenbaum, 2000; Pennartz et al., 2002). Behavioral studies
using disconnection lesions or split-brain paradigms have indicated a requirement for
communication between connected brain structures for different cognitive operations, e.g.
amygdala-orbitofrontal cortex interactions in control over response selection by reinforcer
value (Baxter et al., 2000), prefrontal-ventral striatal interactions in affective modulation of
attention and flexibility (Christakou et al., 2004), interhemispheric frontal interactions in
executive control over memory retrieval (Miyashita, 2004) and frontal eye field-superior
collicular interactions in oculomotor control (Hanes and Wurtz, 2001). Several methods
have been developed thus far to realize high-density recordings from more than one
brain area simultaneously. One such approach is to chronically implant sets of microwires
remaining stationary in multiple target areas, due to being fixed to the cranium at the
time of surgery (e.g. Chapin and Woodward, 1982; Nicolelis et al., 1997). Although
successful, this approach does not allow one to optimize the number and quality of unit
recordings from session to session and may gradually lead to signal loss due to gliosis
and immunoreactions in peri-electrode tissue (Biran et al., 2005; Spataro et al., 2005).
Alternatively, rigid electrode arrays for recording from neocortical regions have been used
(e.g. Utah intracortical electrode array; Rousche and Normann, 1998), as well as rectangular
grids (“warp drives”) containing 144 75 μm-diameter, stainless steel electrodes that could
be manually pushed down into brain tissue, however with limited electrode density and
without the option of using tetrodes (Hoffman and McNaughton, 2002; Battaglia et al.,
2004b). Joint ensemble recordings from rat hippocampus and medial prefrontal cortex
(Siapas et al., 2005) and from two subregions within the hippocampus (Maurer et al.,
2005) have been recently published, but the microdrive arrays used in these studies were
not described in detail.
Here we present a ´split drive´ for dual-area ensemble recordings that was based on
previous designs for single-area tetrode recordings (Gothard et al., 1996; Knierim et al.,
2000; formerly marketed by Kopf Instruments, Tujunga CA., U.S.A.) and was designed to
meet the following requirements: (i) considering the advantages of tetrodes in isolating
single-units and yielding high numbers of cells (McNaughton et al., 1983a; O’Keefe and
Recce, 1993; Gray et al., 1995), the drive had to be compatible with the use of this type
of electrode arrangement; (ii) it had to contain independently movable drivers for optimal
positioning of each tetrode; our instruments contains 14 microdrivers based on earlier
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designs using lead screws (Ainsworth and O’Keefe, 1977; Wilson and McNaughton, 1993);
(iii) the design should enable investigators to record from two widely separated areas in
the rat brain and a deep (ventral) location of either area in the brain; (iv) fast, reliable and
spatially accurate operation of each microdriver, at the same time being compatible with
mild restraint of the animal during electrode displacement, and (v) limited weight (up to 30
grams in the design presented, which was validated in rats). While it appeared possible to
meet these requirements, special attention will be given here to solving the problem of how
to spatially configure and bend the cannulae that guide the tetrodes into two separated
bundles. In addition, we describe some parts of multi-tetrode drives that have not been
presented in detail before, as well as the use of the split drive for two interconnected
brain areas – the hippocampus and ventral striatum of the rat – and some innovative
modifications that may help further improve the utilization of tetrodes in general.
Materials and Methods
Subjects and behavioral procedures
Split microdrives were tested in four male Wistar rats (375-425 g, Harlan, the Netherlands).
The animals were individually housed under a 12/12 hours light/dark cycle with light onset
at 8:00 AM, recording sessions being performed in the animal’s inactive (day) phase.
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Animals were water-restricted but had ad libitum access to food during shaping and
recording days. Access to water in the home cage was limited to a 2-hour period following
the recording and training session, added to consumption of reward during the session
itself. All experiments were carried out in accordance with national guidelines on animal
experimentation.
Before surgery, rats were shaped to run back and forth along a linear track to obtain
reinforcements at both ends. Runs were partially reinforced with three types of reward (10%
sucrose solution, vanilla desert or chocolate mousse). Following surgery and recovery,
rats were first retrained on linear track running until pre-surgery performance levels were
reached, and next introduced to a novel task. In this task the rat was required to search
for reinforcement by running in one direction along a triangular track (length of equilateral
sides, 90 cm, width 10 cm). Running was interrupted by visits to three reward wells placed
at the center of each side under a partial reinforcement schedule (probability of reward
was 33% per well visit). The types of reinforcement were the same as mentioned above,
with each of the three reward types applied to one and the same cup. Thus, each type of
reward was assigned to a fixed cup location throughout all recording sessions of a single
rat. A single reward was delivered to one of the three cups during a full lap along the
triangle according to a pseudorandom schedule. The triangle task, lasting about 20 min.,

was flanked by two rest periods (rest 1, 20-60 min.; rest 2, 60-120 min.). Rest episodes
were spent inside a ´nest´ consisting of a towel folded into a wide flowerpot next to the
triangular track.
Split microdrive design and assembly
The design of the split drive (Fig. 2.1) was derived from earlier tetrode drives as used by
Wilson and McNaughton (1993) and Gothard et al. (1996). It resembled these drives in
its basic inverted-cone or ‘calyx’ shape and the use of a circular array of drive screws to
move tetrodes up and down. A drive nut was mounted on each screw, with a drive cannula
holding the tetrode parallel to the drive screw. Although these nuts and screws have been
used in previous studies, they have not been described in detail. Therefore we will pay
some attention to these aspects in addition to the parts specific for the split microdrive.
The split drive was divided into an upper section, containing the array of 14 drive screws
with attached drive nuts and cannulae, a middle section or ´core´, and a bottom section
including the two bundles targeted towards the two brain areas of interest (Fig. 2.1A). The
total weight, height and top diameter of the split drive amounted to about 27 g, 5.6 cm
and 4.1 cm, respectively.
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An example of a drive screw-nut-cannula configuration, repeated 14 times full-circle in
the upper section, is shown in Fig. 2.2A. The screws were 1.6 mm in diameter, made of
stainless steel (type 304), with a full turn corresponding to a vertical displacement of 350
μm. The screw was anchored into the core piece and could not rotate. The core was made
of either Makrolon or Kel-F (Vink Kunststoffen, the Netherlands), a type of Teflon that is
particularly resistant to chemicals and deformation. Drive nuts were made of aluminium
and had two indentations of unequal width at their upper surface (Fig. 2.2E). Each nut was
set in a mantle piece made of Makrolon or Lexan. Hereafter we will refer to an individual
drive cannula holding a tetrode and being mounted in the mantle piece as a ´leg´. Any leg
could be moved up and down manually by fitting a turn-tool onto the indented surface of
the nut, with two protrusions of the turn-tool uniquely matching the indentations. When the
turn-tool was thus fitted onto the nut, the nut was able to rotate around the drive screw and
inside the mantle, which did not rotate itself. Legs were made of stainless steel (Small
Parts, Miami Lakes, Fl., U.S.A., inner and outer diameter: 0.33 and 0.64 mm). The drive
screw-nut combination was constructed to allow the nut to rotate around the drive screw,
with low friction relative to the mantle piece. Besides the channel for the drive screw, the
mantle piece contained two vertically oriented drill holes, one of which fitted the leg that
was fixed to it by glue. The other hole fitted a solid conducting bar (stainless steel, 0.7 mm
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in diameter) along which the nut and mantle piece were sliding during down- or upward
movement. This construction kept the leg in the same lateral position with respect to the
screw and ensured its stable, rectilinear vertical descent parallel to the screw. This effect
was achieved because the conducting bar was firmly anchored into the core and kept the
mantle piece in place, whereas the nut could freely rotate around the drive screw. While the
nut was rotating downwards, it also drove the mantle piece along because the nut’s upper
and lower edges extended slightly laterally over the corresponding contours of the mantle
piece (Fig. 2.2E). We refer to the parallel configuration of drive screw and nut, conducting
bar and leg as a ´tripod´ (Fig. 2.2A).
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Figure 2.1
Overview of the split microdrive. (A) Longitudinal section with (a) printed circuit board,
(b) dust cap and lower cover piece, (c) central post, (d) drive screw, (e) drive nut with
mantle piece, (f) drive cannula or ´leg´, (g) inner cylindrical space, (h) muster place for guide
cannulae, (i) screw cap, (j) element fixating guide cannulae, (k) bundle of guide cannulae
held together by a casing. The total height and top width of the split microdrive were 5.6
and 4.1 cm, respectively. Upper, middle and bottom sections are indicated by U, M and B,
respectively. (B) Side view of the split microdrive with the dust cover and lower cover piece
rendered as transparent. The drive nuts are in the lowermost position. Lowercase characters
denote the same parts as in (A). The outer surface of the screw cap was provided with a
diamond-shape texture to promote attachment of dental acrylic. (C) Transparent view of the
drive, showing several of its elements more clearly than in (A). A guide cannula (m) protrudes
from a leg (f) and converges with other cannulae towards one of the two muster places (h).
The bar for conducting the drive nut with leg up or down is represented by (l).

When drive nuts had been turned fully downwards, the attached legs protruded through
the core piece via guide holes of 0.65 mm diameter. This middle section contained an
inner cylindrical space (diameter: 10.0 mm; Fig. 2.1A) in which the set of legs converged
into two tightly packed bundles (Fig. 2.1A and C; Fig. 2.2B and C). However, the legs
holding the tetrodes throughout the upper section extended only slightly into the inner
cylindrical space (1.0 mm at maximum, with tetrodes fully lowered). At this stage the legs

were sliding over a thinner type of cannula, referred to as ‘guide cannula’, that extended
all the way down to the exit grid of the bundle (Fig. 2.1A and C; Fig. 2.2C). The spatial
layout of drive cannula, guide cannula and the elements contained within these is shown
in Fig. 2.3. The outer and inner diameter of the latter stainless steel cannulae were 0.31
and 0.15 mm, respectively (Advent Research Materials, Oxford, U.K.). This arrangement
allowed an individual tetrode to be driven down into the brain by a vertical displacement
of the leg from the upper section into the core, while the guide cannula maintained a fixed
position and did not protrude into the brain, but retained its guiding function for the tetrode
throughout the middle and bottom section.
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Figure 2.2
Separate renderings of important parts of the split microdrive. Note that the lowercase
characters denote different parts than in Fig. 2.1. (A) Configuration of the ‘tripod’, consisting
of (a) drive screw, (b) conducting bar, (c) mantle piece surrounding the drive nut, (d) drive nut,
(e) leg. (B) Bottom view of the split drive, showing the spatial trajectory of the guide cannulae,
marked by different colors for rendering purposes, as they emerge from the legs (e) and
converge towards a muster place (f, indicated by dotted line). Viewpoint is located slightly
below (i.e. towards the cranium) the muster places, within the inner cylindrical space. Below
the muster places, the guide cannulae collectively bend away from the center towards one of
the two bundles. Bottom surface of the core is indicated by (g). (C) Side view of the spatial
trajectory of the guide cannulae. Tetrodes can be inferred to pass through two curves, one
centered close to the muster places (f) and one at the point where the thin guide cannulae
are aligned vertically to pass straight through the bundles. (D) Element fixating the guide
cannulae at a point slightly above the muster places (Fig. 2.1A). This element contained 14
indentations, each holding a guide cannula in place. (E) Detailed view of the drive nut. The
indentations of unequal width for fitting a turn-tool are indicated by (h). The mantle piece
fitted onto the cylindrical surface denoted by (i), allowing free rotation of the nut, and did
not cover the slightly wider upper- and lowermost parts of the nut.

The requirement that made the split drive especially different from a ´monodrive´ (i.e.
a tetrode array with one bundle targeted towards a single brain area; Gothard et al.
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1996) was that a smooth sliding movement of the legs over the guide cannulae must be
combined with a divergence of the two sets of tetrodes towards the bundles (Fig. 2.1A).
In the case of joint hippocampal-ventral striatal recordings, a distance of 5.8 mm between
the bundle centers was required. A potential problem in this configuration is that the
guide cannulae start diverging too close to the lowermost point where the legs are sliding
over them. The solution chosen to avoid this problem was to construct the array of guide
cannulae such that they ran straight through the core piece, ending at 2 mm above the
upper core surface, whereas further down they converged to two muster places (Fig. 2.1A
and C; Fig. 2.2B and C), from which they gradually diverged towards the bundles. After
having entered the bundles, the downward course of the cannulae was straight again.
This configuration allowed tetrodes to have a maximal vertical travel distance of 11.0 mm.
To prevent buckling of the tetrodes and their supporting tubes (see below) within the
guide cannulae, it was essential to achieve smooth curvatures around the muster places
and points of entry into the bundles. To facilitate this, the middle and bottom sections of
the split drive were made taller (+9.8 mm in total) than in the original monodrive design.
The curvature around the muster places was 28° across 4.9 mm. In preliminary versions
of the split drive we noted that downward movement of drive nuts and legs sometimes
led to lateral excursions of the muster places, causing distortions of the curvature, which
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was prevented by fitting the converging cannulae through the slots of a fixating element,
placed at the center of the inner cylindrical space (Fig. 2.1A, 2.2D). Application of epoxy
glue onto the bottom part of the inner cylindrical space appeared also useful for this
purpose. It did not prove necessary to use both a fixating element and epoxy glue. Special
care was taken to approximate equal curvatures for all individual cannulae above and
below the muster places. To prevent buckling during split drive assembly, cannulae were
filled with music wire (0.12 mm in diameter, Small Parts) prior to bending.
The central part of the bottom section of the split drive consisted of a Kel-F piece (11.0
mm in diameter) that formed an extension of the core of the middle section and was fixed
to it by a screw cap, 16.1 mm in diameter. Similarly, the inner cylindrical space of the core
piece extended into the bottom part by way of a less wide space (diameter: 7.9 mm). The
guide cannulae were fixated and held together in two bundles by two cylindrical stainlesssteel casings, which were 9.0 mm in length and protruded below the Kel-F piece by 5
mm. The spacing between the tetrodes as they exited the hexagonal grid of each bundle
amounted to 300 μm.
Tetrodes were fabricated as described before (Gray et al., 1995). Briefly, they were made
by twisting together four 13-μm diameter nichrome microwires (Kanthal, Palm Coast Fl.,

U.S.A.) and forming a microbundle by melting together their polyimide coatings using a
heat gun. Electrode tips were gold-plated using a gold cyanide solution (Select Plating,
Meppel, Netherlands) to achieve an impedance range of 0.5 - 1.0 ΩW for tetrode wires
and 0.3 - 0.4 MΩ for reference electrodes. Before the split drive could be loaded with
tetrodes, we first inserted supporting tubes of fused silica (inner diameter: 65 μm, outer
diameter: 127 μm; Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix Az., U.S.A.) into the legs and fixated
them with glue to the top ends of the legs (Fig 2.3). Subsequently, the tetrodes were
inserted into the fused silica tubes via their top ends and glued to these ends as well as
the legs. The total length of the fused silica tubes was shorter than that of the tetrodes to
prevent them from penetrating into brain tissue.
To relay electrical signals from the tetrode wires to the preamplifiers of the headstage,
individual wires diverged from the same end points towards a custom-made printed circuit
board that was held in place by a centrally positioned post, made of Kel-F (Fig.1). Gold
pins or cactus needles were used to fixate microwires in each designated receptacle hole
of the board, while wire insulation was locally removed by the friction caused by thrusting
the pin into the hole. Low-impedance connection between tetrode tip and corresponding
board output was repeatedly checked, as well as possible cross-talk between different
leads. Entry of dust onto the printed circuit board or tetrode array was prevented by a
plastic, semi-transparent dust cap and cover piece (Fig. 2.1A).
Surgery and tetrode positioning
Following anesthesia with 0.08 ml/100 g body weight Hypnorm i.m. (0.2 mg/ml fentanyl
and 10mg/ml fluanison; Janssen Pharmaceutics, Beerse, Belgium) and 0.04 ml/100 g
Dormicum s.c. (1.0 mg/kg midazolam; Roche Netherlands, Woerden), rats were mounted
in a Kopf stereotaxic frame with bregma and lambda in the horizontal plane. Craniotomies,
both in the right hemisphere and 1.5 mm in diameter, were made above the dorsal
hippocampus (4.1 mm posterior and 2.5 mm lateral to bregma) and ventral striatum
(+1.8 mm and 1.4 mm; Paxinos and Watson, 1986). After removing the dura, tetrode
bundles were placed on the cortical surface and subsequently the cortical surface was
covered with a viscose layer of a biocompatible, dual-component Silastic (i.e., a silicone
elastomere, World Precision Instruments, Berlin, Germany). The split drive was fixed to
the skull using dental cement and 6-8 small bone screws, one of which was used as
ground. A few hours after surgery, pain relief was provided by applying 0.5 mg/ 100 g
body weight Fynadine s.c. (flunixinum, Schering-Plough Santé Animal, Segre, France).
In addition, dehydration was counteracted by postsurgical i.p. injection of at least 2.0 ml
saline solution.
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core piece are indicated by (d) and
(e), respectively. Inset 1 shows how the
tetrode (f, purple-yellow) is inserted into the fused silica tube (i, light green) and how these
parts are positioned relative to the drive cannula or ‘leg’ (h, grey-blue). The tetrode and
fused silica were glued to the drive cannula at the locations approximately indicated by
orange patches (g). Inset 2 zooms in on the part of the drive cannula into which the guide
cannula (j, light purple) is protruding. Parts common to both insets are indicated by the
same characters. For rendering purposes, the relative diameters of the drive cannula, guide
cannula, fused silica tube and tetrode have only been crudely approximated.

Tetrodes were lowered towards the target structures across about 7 days, including the day
of surgery. Five tetrodes were targeted towards the pyramidal cell layer of hippocampal area
CA1, using the dense firing activity and high-amplitude spikes in neocortical layer V, as well
as the gradual increase in sharp-wave and ripple activity just dorsal of CA1’s pyramidal cell
layer as electrophysiological beacons. Seven tetrodes were advanced towards the ventral
striatum, using layer V unit activity and the lack of such activity in the corpus callosum as
guiding cues. Movement of individual tetrodes was verified by noting loss of previously
recorded units and appearance of new ones, and the amounts of consecutive movement
across recording sessions (usually 20-40 μm per day) were documented in a lab journal.

Following downward movement, tetrodes were left in place for at least 90 minutes before
commencing recordings. A single electrode was placed in the corpus callosum above the
hippocampus, serving as reference for differential recordings, and a second electrode was
positioned in the hippocampal fissure for recording theta oscillations. In two out of four rats
an additional reference electrode for ventral striatal recordings was placed in the corpus
callosum overlying the striatum. No marked differences in noise rejection or local field
potential profiles were noted when using these different reference electrodes.
Recording, data acquisition and analysis
The printed circuit board situated on top of the split drive was connected to a headstage
containing 54 unity-gain field effect transistor preamplifiers (Neuralynx, Tucson, AZ, U.S.A.).
Their output was relayed via flexible, multiwire cables to a 64-channel commutator with
torque sensor and motor drive (Model MDC 900; Dragonfly, Ridgeley, W-Virginia, U.S.A.) and
fed into eight 8-channel amplifiers (Neuralynx; amplification: 5000X; band-pass filtering:
0.6 – 6.0 kHz for single-units; local field potentials were amplified 1000X and filtered between
1 - 475 Hz). Spike waveforms passing a pre-set threshold were digitized at 32 kHz across
1 ms using a Cheetah analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) interface (Neuralynx), whereas
local field potentials were sampled at 1690 Hz. The headstage contained an array of lightemitting diodes which allowed video-tracking of the rat’s head position, using a camera
situated about 1.5 m above the behavioral setup. The spatial and temporal resolution of
the videotracking system were 2.5 mm/pixel and 16.7 ms (i.e., 1/60 Hz-1), respectively. In
addition, the behavior of all rats was recorded on analogue videotape for off-line analysis.
Based on their waveforms, spikes were sorted using a semi-automated clustering algorithm
(BubbleClust, P. Lipa, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, U.S.A.) and subsequently refined by
visual inspection using the MClust program (A.D. Redish, Univ. of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
MN, U.S.A.). In addition to the waveform characteristics recorded on the four leads of each
tetrode, spike interval distributions and autocorrelograms were used to check whether
clusters of spikes were attributable to a single unit. Units were not included in further
analysis when firing less than 20 spikes in at least one of the three episodes. Rate maps,
i.e. graphs displaying a single unit’s firing rate as a function of the spatial position of the
rat’s head on the triangular track, were constructed by dividing up the track in spatial bins
0.75 cm in width, counting the rat’s occupancy time and number of spikes that could be
allocated to each bin based on the time stamps of spikes and head positions, and dividing
the spike count by the occupancy time. Bins with very low occupancy (< 0.167 s across
the total behavioral period) were not assigned a primary firing rate value. A secondary, final
firing rate value for each bin was obtained by a spatial smoothing procedure in which each
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bin’s primary firing rate value was averaged with the primary values from its four direct
neighboring bins.
Final end positions of tetrodes were marked by passing a 25 μA current of positive polarity for
10 s through one of the four leads of each tetrode to produce a small lesion. On the next day
animals were transcardially perfused (0.9 % NaCl solution followed by 4% paraformaldehyde
in 0.1 M, pH 7.4 phosphate-buffered saline). Their brains were removed and cut in coronal
sections (40 μm) using a Vibratome (Leica, type VT-1000S, Wetzlar, Germany) and Nisslstained.
Results
A total of 4 rats were fitted with a split microdrive; they all adapted to carrying the split
hyperdrive on their heads within a few days after surgery and their recovery rate was similar to
rats carrying a classical monodrive. After tetrodes had been moved down to their respective
target locations in the dorsal parts of the ventral striatum and dorsal hippocampus (Fig. 2.4),
a total of 30 recording sessions were performed (7.5 ± 0.9, mean ± sem, per rat), yielding an
average of 25.4 ± 2.1 single units per session in the ventral striatum and 14.9 ± 1.9 single
units in the hippocampus. Decisions to terminate recording sessions in a given rat were
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mainly motivated by reaching the ventralmost position of the 7 tetrodes considered to be
within the confines of the ventral striatum according to stereotaxic estimates. Thus, the current
study did not assess the longevity of stable split drive implantations across many weeks or
months per se, but this longevity stretched at least across the first 3-4 weeks following
surgery. Proper translocation of tetrodes was confirmed by comparing their histologically
identified end points with the stereotaxic coordinates calculated from the sum of distances
traveled across sessions. Only rarely we failed to observe loss of recorded single units and
appearance of new ones when drive screws were turned, corresponding in the histological
assessment to a lesion site that was far too dorsal than stereotaxically calculated. Such
´stuck´ tetrodes can sometimes also be encountered in classical (monodrive) configurations
(Gothard et al., 1996; Pennartz et al., 2004) and their rate of occurrence in split microdrives
was about as low as in monodrive recordings done in our lab under similar conditions. A
block of movement was observed for only 2 tetrodes (one hippocampal, one ventral striatal)
across all four rats studied. Judging by the time course of spike waveform measures such
as amplitude or area, unit recordings were stable across the entire session, spanning about
2 to 3 hours from the beginning to the end of the rest periods flanking the behavioral task.
Thus, the sets of legs and guide cannulae can be concluded to have functioned properly, at
least to the extent that a very high percentage of tetrodes could be displaced smoothly and
reliably to and within the target areas across many sessions.

Figure 2.4
Histological assessment of electrode positions in (A)
the dorsal hippocampus and (B) the ventral striatum.
Both photographs represent coronal, Nissl-stained
sections and were obtained from the same rat. While
the tetrode tracks in area CA1 show characteristics of
gliosis due to lesion currents and thus indicate end
points, the lesions in the ventral striatum represent
passing tracks. LV, lateral ventricle; AC, anterior
commissure; Pir, piriform cortex.

Figure 2.5 presents some examples of spike clustering plots and average spike waveforms
for ventral striatal units. To be included in our analysis, neurons had to have less than
0.1% of their spike intervals assuming values below 2.0 ms and low amounts of spikeamplitude drift on each of the four tetrode leads. As was the case for hippocampal units,
we encountered many units in the ventral striatum that could only be distinguished well
from nearby units on the same tetrode by taking into account spike waveform parameters
recorded on more than one tetrode lead.
Figure 2.6 shows examples of rate maps of simultaneously recorded ventral striatal and
hippocampal units. The detailed results of these recordings will be described elsewhere
(chapter 4). Briefly, each rate map represents the spatial distribution of the firing rate of
an individual unit, quantified in square bins that were repetitively visited while the rat was
running unidirectionally along a triangular track and collecting rewards. Qualitatively, it can
be noted that, when ventral striatal units showed a significant change in firing rate on the
track, the change was almost always incremental with respect to the background firing
rate, and could be allocated in a large majority of cells to track sites corresponding to
one or more reward locations, or to a spatial trajectory of about 10-40 cm directly leading
up to one or more reward sites. Thus, if ventral striatal units showed a spatiotemporally
differentiated firing profile on the track, their predominant pattern of activity was an increase
in firing rate at or prior to one, two or three reward sites (Fig. 2.6B). Firing increments of
hippocampal units (Fig. 2.6A) were restricted to particular locations distributed along
the triangular track, including reward sites, and were thus characteristic of place fields,
although their dependence on head direction was not explicitly verified in this task.
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Example of spike clustering plots and spike waveforms for a tetrode recording from the
ventral striatum. Spike waveform parameters such as amplitude, area, energy (i.e., sum
of the squared amplitude across all 32 data points of each waveform) and principal
components were used to generate the cluster plots such as shown in (A) and (B) for the
same dataset recorded on a single tetrode. (A) plots the area of the spike waveform on
lead X of the tetrode against lead Y of the same tetrode in arbitrary units; in (B) the same
parameter is plotted for lead Y versus lead W. (C) shows averaged spike waveforms for all
4 separable clusters shown in (A) and (B) and across all leads, adopting the same color
code as in (A) and (B) and plotting the waveforms on lead X, Y, Z and W from left to right
for each unit. Subsequent inspection of the spike interval distributions (lower panel of C)
and autocorrelograms confirmed that the clusters were attributable to single units. When in
(B) the area information from the W-lead would be removed, three clusters (purple, red and
green) would not be distinguishable from each other. In (A) the red and green cluster cannot
be separated using both the X- and Y-leads.

Discussion
We designed a split microdrive that allowed us to simultaneously record cell assemblies in
two widely separated, connected structures of the rat brain during active behavior, i.e. area
CA1 of the hippocampus and the ventral striatum. To be able to continue using some drive
parts that had been previously validated for single-area ensemble recordings in rats (Gothard
et al., 1996), we based the design of the split drive on the original ´monodrive´ configuration.

9.6 Hz

A.

9.7 Hz

16.9 Hz

Figure 2.6
Spatial distributions of firing rate
(rate maps) for simultaneously
recorded hippocampal (A) and

14.6 Hz

8.5 Hz

10.6 Hz

ventral striatal units (B). Based
on their time stamps, each spike
of each unit was attributed to a
spatial bin of 0.75 cm width on
the triangular track, and the color

B.

27.2 Hz

47.8 Hz

7.5 Hz

of each bin represents the local
firing rate of each unit. Firing rates
were color-coded according to the
‘hotness’ scale shown below the
rate maps and ranged from 0 Hz

6.3 Hz

9.4 Hz

4.8 Hz

(black) to a maximum that varied
from unit to unit, as specified in
the top right corner of each rate
map. The exemplars shown here
were part of larger hippocampal

0

Firing rate

max

and striatal ensembles recorded
with the split drive during a single

session (N=15 and N=21 units, respectively). In particular, many ventral striatal units were
virtually silent on the triangular track but active during rest or sleep. Units were included in
the figure when they generated at least 500 spikes on the track. The running direction was
clockwise. The hippocampal units in (A) showed dense firing at particular locations on the track
such as in one or two corners or close to one of the three reward sites, situated in the middle
of each side of the triangle. Ventral striatal units (B) exhibited firing patterns that were frequently
associated with one or more reward sites and much less often with other behavioral events or
locations. For example, the unit with a 47.8 Hz maximum in the middle position of the upper row
in (B) showed enhanced firing when the rat approached and arrived at all three reward sites.

Major modifications were applied to the spatial trajectory of the guide cannulae and the
materials used, whereas the calyx-shaped configuration of drive screws in the upper section
remained virtually unchanged. Despite a modest increase in height and weight relative to
a monodrive, stable ensemble firing activity from the two brain areas was recorded across
behavioral sessions lasting several hours. Following surgery, the rat was well capable
of adjusting to the head implant and was only mildly restrained by the attachment of a
headstage and tether cables during spatial navigation. The split drive implant remained
stably attached to the skull for at least several weeks, thus permitting investigators to train
rats extensively on a behavioral task and perform long-lasting recording series across
the complete dorsal-ventral extent of the brain areas under scrutiny. Moreover, each of
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the 14 microdrivers could be operated swiftly and reliably while the rat was awake. Upon
termination of an experiment, most parts of the split drive remained intact and could be
used for further experiments; only tetrodes, fused silica tubes and gold pins were not
reused. Occasionally, the bottom ends of the bundle and guide cannulae of hyperdrives
were clogged by blood or plasma, necessitating replacement.
Although we only recorded simultaneously from hippocampus and ventral striatum in
this study, the drive configuration poses no particular barriers for application to other
connected brain structures. For instance, the basic split drive design can accommodate
larger distances between brain areas by enlarging the bundle separation while maintaining
smooth curvatures around the muster places, which may necessitate a slight increase
in height of the assembly. Similarly, when target brain areas are distributed along the
mediolateral axis, the bundles can be easily configured to compensate the difference
in their dorsoventral cortical entry points. Brain areas which are limited in size along the
anterior-posterior or mediolateral axis (e.g. medial prefrontal cortex) can be approached by
producing ´flat´or ellipsoid tetrode arrangements in one or both bundles.
Whereas during tetrode descent the pyramidal cell layer of area CA1 was conventionally
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identified by e.g. growing sharp wave-ripple activity and exhibited firing patterns
characteristic of place fields (Fig. 2.6A), unit recordings in the ventral striatum could
not be distinguished from those in the dorsal striatum by particular EEG or waveform
characteristics. However, their rate maps suggested an association of enhanced firing with
reward locations (Fig. 2.6B) and behavior directly leading up to the acquisition of reward,
which is in agreement with previous studies recording units in ventral striatum (Schultz et al.,
1992; Shidara et al., 1998; Setlow et al., 2003; Pennartz et al., 2004; Roitman et al., 2005).
Post-hoc histological controls confirmed that the large majority of tetrodes had reached the
approximate positions predicted by day-to-day downward tetrode movements. In contrast
to the assertion by Nicolelis et al. (1997) that there is no need to employ tetrodes instead
of single microwires when recording from brain areas with moderate cell density, we found
many ventral striatal units that were only clearly separable from other units on the same
electrode lead when using spike waveform information from multiple leads (Fig. 2.5); their
spikes would have been likely grouped together with those of neighboring units had only
one electrode wire been available for recording. No indications were found for differences
between tetrode recording quality in the split microdrive as compared to a monodrive. The
numbers of units recorded per ventral striatal tetrode in our split drive were comparable
with those in a previous monodrive study (Pennartz et al., 2004). Although for area CA1 a
maximal cell number per tetrode of 12 or even higher has been occasionally reported (e.g.

Wilson and McNaughton, 1993), the mean and standard errors of cell numbers recorded
per tetrode have not been consistently reported in the literature. Moreover, the net yield
strongly depends on the criteria for accepting or rejecting spike clusters as attributable to
a distinct unit.
In addition to a split drive design resembling a classical monodrive, various alternative
design approaches can be adopted when aiming to record from two or more brain areas
simultaneously. An alternative approach can be to manually assemble a number of tripods,
held together by dental cement, which may have a certain advantage of flexibility and
obviates the need for accurate micromachining facilities. However, the current split drive has
the advantage of being highly reproducible and robust both in spatial layout and operation,
as the tetrode array and guide cannulae can be assembled in a stereotyped manner.
Successful assembly and operation does depend on the availability of micromachining
facilities, which, however, do offer opportunities for upscaling of production.
In view of future multi-area ensemble recording studies, various options for expanding
and enhancing multi-tetrode arrays can be envisioned. Following the introduction of a
motorized, miniature 3-electrode microdrive (Fee and Leonardo, 2001), Cham et al. (2005)
recently developed a semi-chronic recording system for computer-controlled positioning
and signal optimization of single platinum-iridium electrodes in monkey neocortex.
Motorized driving may also be applied to tetrode arrays and in other animal species
such as rats, as far as weight and size remain permissive. Indeed, such motorization may
reduce the time needed to search for large numbers of units in advance of each recording
session, and would thus facilitate the use of larger numbers of tetrodes. A further gain in
expanding the number of electrodes may be obtained by miniaturizing the microdrivers
by using e.g. silicon actuators. However, the force that such small actuators can deliver
requires attention, especially when vertical electrode movement is constrained by friction
between electrodes and guide cannulae or brain and connective tissue.
Although in the current split drive a tetrode only rarely got ‘stuck’ because of e.g. buckling
inside its guide cannula, the importance of maintaining smooth curvatures of the guide
cannulae must be emphasized when aiming for expanded microdrives. For instance,
sharper angles may become a problem if the distance between the two tetrode bundles
were to increase markedly. Moreover, when an experiment would require multi-electrode
placements in more than two brain areas, the current ‘calyx’ configuration would become
less useful because of the size of the drive screw and nut, and the varying angles along
which the bundles would diverge from the muster places. The technique of Hoffman and
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McNaughton (2002) to record from 4 areas of the monkey neocortex simultaneously
employed relatively rigid and thick single electrodes, placed in grid boards. This approach
could be further enhanced by using miniature actuators for motorized electrode
displacement. Alternatively, one may aim to maintain a multi-tetrode configuration for
poly-areal recordings by creating multiple adjacent calyces, each directed at a different
brain area, and avoiding potential problems relating to cannulae curvatures. This option
should become increasingly feasible as electrode drivers and motorized actuators will be
miniaturized further.
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Abstract
Whereas previous in vitro studies revealed inhibitory synaptic connections of fast-spiking
interneurons to principal cells in the striatum, uncertainty remains about the nature
of behavioral events that correlate with changes in interneuron activity and about the
temporal coordination of interneuron firing with spiking of principal cells under natural
conditions. Using in vivo tetrode recordings from ventral striatum in freely moving rats,
fast-spiking neurons were distinguished from putative medium-sized spiny neurons on
the basis of their spike waveforms and other firing characteristics. Cross-correlograms of
fast-spiking and putative medium-sized spiny neuron firing patterns revealed a variety
of temporal relationships, including a subset showing a transient decrement in mediumsized spiny neuron spiking around the moment the fast-spiking unit fired. Notably, the
onset of these decrements was mostly in advance of fast-spiking unit firing. Coordinated
activity was also found amongst pairs of fast-spiking units, often marked by broadly
enhanced concurrent firing. When firing behavior of fast-spiking neurons was studied
in relation to behavioral events in a reward-searching task, they were generally found to
show a decrement in firing rate specifically when the rat received a reward, whereas the
large majority of putative medium-sized spiny neurons, when responsive to this event,
increased their firing rate.
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In conclusion, our data indicate that the decrements in firing rate of medium-sized spiny
neurons concurrent with fast-spiking activity are most parsimoniously explained by a
partially synchronized network of interneurons that collectively inhibit firing of principal
cells. Furthermore, firing patterns of ventral striatal fast-spiking interneurons display
distinct post-reward decrements in firing rate.
Introduction
The ventromedial sector of the striatum (VS), which contains the nucleus accumbens
as its main component, plays a role in invigorating and adjusting emotional and goaldirected behaviors (Mogenson et al., 1980; Pennartz et al., 1994; Berridge and Robinson,
1998; Cardinal et al., 2002; Kelley, 2004; Voorn et al., 2004; Salamone et al., 2005).
Clinically, the VS has been implied in a considerable number of disorders, ranging
from drug addiction to obsessive-compulsive disorder, depression and schizophrenia
(Laruelle et al., 2003; Sturm et al., 2003; Everitt and Robbins, 2005; Kalivas and Volkow,
2005; Nestler and Carlezon, 2006). Whereas the principal cells of the striatum, i.e.
medium-sized spiny neurons (MSNs), comprise ~90-95% of all neurons in this structure
and have been extensively studied, much less is known about the functioning of an
important class of its interneurons, viz. those generating ‘fast’ (i.e. short-lasting) action

potentials (fast-spiking interneurons, FSIs). Most of our knowledge on striatal FSIs has
been gained in intracellular recordings from striatal slices maintained in vitro, and in
immunocytochemical studies. FSIs express the calcium-buffering protein parvalbumin,
and have aspiny dendrites and axon collaterals reaching nearby and more distant
subregions of the striatum (Cowan et al., 1990; Kita et al., 1990; Kawaguchi, 1993;
Kawaguchi et al., 1995). In vitro, striatal FSIs are capable of inhibiting firing of MSNs
when these are depolarized by intracellular current injections (Koos and Tepper, 1999;
Koos et al., 2004). Dual-cell recordings in acutely prepared slices showed that inhibition
of MSNs by FSIs is mediated by GABAA receptors, both in dorsal (Koos and Tepper,
1999; Koos et al., 2004) and ventral striatum (Taverna et al., 2007). Functionally, FSIs
in the VS are thought to provide feed-forward inhibition of MSNs, thereby shunting
glutamatergic limbic and prefrontal inputs, and simultaneously exerting an inhibitory
control over induction of long-term potentiation or other persistent synaptic changes in
glutamatergic inputs onto MSNs (Pennartz and Kitai, 1991; Pennartz et al., 1993; 1994;
Thomas et al., 2000).
Despite these in vitro results, the functional behavior of striatal FSIs under naturalistic
behavioral conditions remains largely unknown. One may hypothesize that these neurons
subserve a general role in sustaining a characteristic dynamic EEG state (e.g. oscillatory)
within the striatum or, for instance, a homeostatic role in preventing a hyperexcitable
state in case of massive glutamatergic input (cf. Mallet et al., 2005). An alternative
but not mutually exclusive hypothesis holds that FSIs code task-related information in
the sense that their spike timing or mean firing rate shows changes that correlate with
discrete behavioral task phases or external events. We investigated the validity of the
latter alternative by making tetrode recordings from the VS of awake and resting rats
and examining FSI firing patterns in relation to the rat´s behavior on a reward-searching
task set on a running track.
Another major question arising from previous in vitro studies is whether FSI activity is
functionally effective in inhibiting firing of MSNs in non-anesthetized animals, when spikes
are not artifically induced by somatic current injections. Thus, we studied the temporal
coordination between FSIs and putative MSNs firing by way of cross-correlograms
based on firing patterns recorded during resting conditions. Cross-correlograms provide
useful information about the functional connectivity of neurons in vivo (Aertsen et al.,
1989) and, when revealing short-latency interactions, can be indicative of monosynaptic
interactions (e.g. Csicsvari et al., 2003). Besides examining putative inhibition from FSIs
onto MSNs, we also asked whether MSNs may show a ‘rebound excitation’ following
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FSI spiking, as has been found for interactions between hippocampal interneurons and
pyramidal cells (Buhl et al., 1995; Cobb et al., 1995). Results for putative FSI-MSN pairs
in VS were subsequently compared with temporal relationships found for FSI-FSI or
MSN-MSN pairs. When present, coordinated activity amongst FSIs themselves may be
important in generating rhythmic mass activity in the striatum in vivo, given that FSIs in
VS have been reported to be entrained to striatal theta oscillations (Berke et al., 2004).
Results
Two main types of ventral striatal units
Spike waveforms and firing properties of a total of 256 VS units were recorded during
behaviorally active or resting-sleeping conditions. Of these units, 148 were sufficiently
active during rest periods to be eligible for the cross-correlation analysis. Two main
classes of units could be distinguished on the basis of waveform properties (see
Experimental Procedures), mean firing rates and firing pattern during a behavioral task.
First, analysis of waveform properties indicated that the spike decay phase was well
suited to segregate fast-spiking (FS) units from other units with broader spikes and
slower decay of the spike valley (Fig. 3.1; Table 3.1). When two decay parameters were
plotted against each other (i.e., the half-decay time vs. initial slope of valley decay; Fig.
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3.1C) and a clustering algorithm was applied to discard units whose membership of a
cell cluster was below an 80% certainty threshold, one cluster of 20 FS units and one of
114 other units were found. As an additional verification of spiking differences between
the two clusters, their mean firing rates were found to differ dramatically (FS units during
rest: 12.0 ± 2.0 Hz; others: 0.55 ± 0.07; P < 1.10-6, Mann-Whitney U-test). These and
other numerical values throughout the text represent means ± SEM unless otherwise
noted. Considering that medium-sized spiny neurons (MSNs) make up the vast majority
of striatal neurons (~90-95%; Kemp and Powell, 1971; Groves, 1983; Chang and Kitai,
1985; Gerfen and Wilson, 1996) these other units are likely to be of this type, but
nevertheless it cannot be excluded that this group might contain a few tonically active
(presumably cholinergic) neurons (Kimura et al., 1984; Apicella et al., 1991a; Bennett
and Wilson, 1999). The short-lasting spikes with rapid decay found for FS units are
well in agreement with the patch-clamp data from immunocytochemically identified,
parvalbumin-positive GABAergic interneurons (Kawaguchi, 1993; Kawaguchi et al., 1995;
Taverna et al., 2007). Similarly, morphologically identified MSNs have broader spikes
and, in vivo, exhibit phasic firing patterns at low mean rate (Wilson and Groves, 1981;
Taverna et al., 2004; Mahon et al., 2006). Nevertheless, we wish to emphasize that the
identifications that can be made from extracellular spike recordings are less certain than
in vitro; therefore we will designate a putative MSN as “pMSN” and not as “MSN”.

Figure 3.1
Spike waveforms and classification of fast-spiking (FS) units and putative medium-sized
spiny neurons (pMSNs). A: Spike waveform of a representative FS unit. B: Idem, but now
for a representative pMSN. Note the broader spike and slower decay of the spike valley
towards baseline. Furthermore the plots show how the parameters Initial Slope of Valley
Decay (ISVD; A) and Half-Decay Time (HDT; B) were computed; Vv is the most negative
value (valley point) of the spike waveform in the plot, V0.26 the voltage at 0.26 ms after Vv,
Apv the peak-to-valley amplitude and V0 the baseline voltage (note, however, that negative
polarity of voltage is plotted upward). C: Plot of HDT values against ISVD for 148 units
eligible for the cross-correlation analysis. The graph shows two distinct groups of data
points, corresponding to FS units (open circles; N=20) and pMSNs (open squares; N=114).
Some units (crosses, N= 14) did not exceed the 80% certainty threshold for belonging
to one of the two clusters (boundaries indicated by dashed lines) in a fuzzy clustering
algorithm and were therefore not classified as FS unit or pMSN.

Temporal relationships between firing patterns of fast-spiking units and putative
medium-sized spiny neurons
Previous in vitro studies on dorsal and ventral striatum suggest marked inhibitory
interactions between fast-spiking interneurons and MSNs (Koos and Tepper, 1999; Taverna
et al., 2007). These interactions are predicted to be dominated by FSI-to-MSN inhibition,
although additional effects, such as rebound excitation after FS-mediated inhibition of
MSNs, may also be found (cf. Plenz, 2003). In our current study, functional interactions
between FS units and pMSNs were studied by way of cross-correlograms obtained from
neurons recorded in both experiment 1 and 2 (with a total of 20 FS units and 114 pMSNs).
These diagrams were based on rest-sleep episodes rather than active behavior to avoid
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spurious correlations induced by coinciding neural responses to behavioral events (cf.
Brody, 1999). A prerequisite for making accurate cross-correlograms is the availability of
sufficient spike counts. This prerequisite was fulfilled for many FS-pMSN pairs, particularly
due to the high mean firing rate of FS units. Indeed, the mean firing rate during resting and
sleeping was over twenty times higher for FS than for pMSN units (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Waveform characteristics and firing rates for fast spiking (FS) units and
putative medium sized spiny neurons (pMSNs)
FS units
Subset experiment 1 & 2 for
cross-correlation analysis
ISVD
HDT (ms)
Firing rate ‘rest’ (Hz)

62

Firing rate ‘rest’ (Hz)

pMSNs

20

n
114

35.0 ± 1.1

15.0 ± 0.3

0.20 ± 0.00

0.31 ± 0.00

12.0 ± 2.0

0.55 ± 0.07

Experiment 1
Firing rate ‘active bahavior’ (Hz)

n

10

190

21.5 ± 4.0

0.23 ± 0.05

9.7± 2.5

0.17 ± 0.05

Waveform measures and firing rates for different groups of FS units and pMSNs. ‘Experiment
1’ contained a total of 10 FS units as well as 190 simultaneously recorded pMSNs. A
substantial part of these pMSNs fired at very low rates during the rest episodes and therefore
did not contribute to the cross-correlogram analysis. The firing rates during active behavior
and rest were significantly higher for FS units than for pMSNs (Mann-Whitney-U test, p <
1.10-6). Both FS units and pMSNs showed significantly higher rates during active behavior
than during rest (Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test, FS units: p < 0.005, pMSNs: p
< 1.10-4). ‘Subsets from Exp 1 and 2 for cross-correlation’ comprise those neurons that were
sufficiently active during the rest phase and were classified as FS unit or pMSN. The average
firing rate during the rest period was significantly different between the FS units and pMSNs
in these subsets (Mann-Whitney-U test, p < 1.10-11).

Of a total of 122 eligible FS-pMSN pairs, we identified 63 cross-correlograms (51.6 %)
exhibiting peaks or troughs that were significantly different from baseline in at least one

time window (see Eperimental Procedures). Of these 63 pairs, we will first describe the
occurrence of troughs in pMSN firing when the FS unit was taken as reference cell,
whereas other types of interaction will be discussed next. Based on the in vitro data on
inhibitory FSI-to-MSN transmission (Koos and Tepper, 1999; Koos et al., 2004; Taverna et
al., 2007), the straightforward prediction can be made that FS firing should be followed,
at least in some cases, by a trough in pMSN firing at a relatively short latency. Troughs in
pMSN firing associated with FS spiking were indeed encountered in 17 pairs, but with an
average trough latency of -7.4 ± 3.5 ms (range: -30 to +30 ms; Fig. 3.2A,B). Surprisingly,
only 2 out of 17 pairs exhibited a trough latency > 0 ms; when a trough was present,
its onset was usually clearly positioned < 0 ms. If rebound excitation of pMSNs would
occur following FS firing, a trough in the cross-correlogram should be succeeded by an
increment in correlated firing. Although such increments were occasionally found, they did
not reach statistical significance.
A.		

B. 		

C. 		

D.		

63

Figure 3.2
Cross-correlograms indicating temporal coordination between FS units and pMSNs in ventral
striatum. All plots (A-D) represent cross-correlograms with an FS unit as reference cell and
a pMSN as target cell. The time lag (x-axis) was divided in bins of 10 ms in (A-D) with zero
time lag marked by a vertical line. On the ordinate the spike count per bin is plotted after
subtraction of the spike count of the shuffled cross-correlogram. The expected mean level of
spike counts is marked by the horizontal line, which is close to a spike count of zero due to
shuffle-subtraction. Note the decrements in pMSN firing around the moment of FS unit firing
(A, B), the steep, phasic increment (C) and the phasic increment followed by a decrement
(D). All cross-correlograms (A-D) were recorded from different cell pairs.

Forty other pairs showed a monophasic peak of enhanced firing with latencies between
-50 and +50 ms (mean ± sem: -11.3 ± 3.8 ms with FS unit as reference cell; Fig. 3.2C;
some pairs with even longer latencies were found but not included here). A majority of
these peaks were located at negative time lags, i.e. the FS predominantly fired after the
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pMSN. Finally, six additional pairs displayed a peak followed by a though across more
extended time lags (Fig.3.2D). The latency was -98.3 ± 38.8 ms and +60.0 ± 41.1 ms
for peaks and troughs, respectively (range of peaks: -240 to -10 ms; troughs: 0 to +260
ms). No pairs were found exhibiting the temporally reverse combination, i.e., trough
followed by peak.
Temporal relationships between firing patterns of units of the same type
Although most of the 20 FS units from the in vivo datasets were recorded in separate
sessions, 11 FS-FS pairs were recorded simultaneously and on different tetrodes, and
offered an opportunity to consider temporally coordinated firing amongst cells of this
subpopulation. Seven significant interactions were observed (63.6 %). Four of the FS-FS
pairs showed a rather broad, main peak sometimes accompanied by a narrower peak
(-50 to 70 ms; N=2) on the shoulder of the main peak (Fig. 3.3A). The mean latency of
the peak in the cross-correlogram was -12.5 ± 12.5 ms (range: -50 to 0 ms). Two other
pairs showed a peak followed by a trough (Fig. 3.3B), with peaks ranging from: -200
to -100 ms and valleys from -50 to -10 ms. The remaining FS-FS pair with a significant
interaction showed a singular trough with a latency of -25 ms.
64

A.

B.

C.

D.

Figure 3.3
Cross-correlograms indicating temporal coordination between pairs of FS units (A,B) and
pairs of pMSNs in ventral striatum (C,D). For explanation, see Fig 3.2. Pairs of FS units show
episodes of enhanced concurrent firing over narrow as well as broader time ranges (A),
or phasic increments followed by a decrement (B). Temporal firing relationships between
pMSNs comprise decrements in pMSN firing around the time that another pMSN fires (C),
or transient peaks of concurrent firing with time lags close to zero (D).

Finally, we considered pMSN-pMSN firing relationships, which may be predicted to be
dominated by unidirectional, lateral inhibition mediated by GABAA-receptors (Czubayko
and Plenz, 2002; Tunstall et al., 2002; Koos et al., 2004; Taverna et al., 2004; Venance

et al., 2004). Of the eligible pairs a majority (13 out of 17, 76.5%) showed a significant
temporal relationship. Six pairs showed a trough in firing, with a latency of -8.3 ± 8.3
ms (range: -50 to 0 ms; Fig. 3.3C). Seven other pairs showed a concurrent increment of
firing, with peaks around or slightly in advance of 0 ms (-14.3 ± 9.2 ms; range: -50 to 0 ms;
Fig. 3.3D). In pairs of this type, a combination of a peak and trough was not found.
Behavioral correlates of fast-spiking unit activity
We considered how firing-rate patterns of FS units were spatially distributed across the
triangular track that was used for the reward-searching task. These FS units (N=10) were
all recorded in Experiment 1 and thus form a subset of the 20 FS units used for computing
cross-correlograms. By running unidirectionally along this track (Fig. 3.4), rats encountered
rewards of 3 different types at 3 specified sites with an average probability of 33%, each
reward type being associated with one of these 3 places.
The mean firing rate of the FS units during track running was 21.5 ± 4.0 Hz (N=10). In all but
one of these units we found statistically significant deviations from baseline firing in close
correlation with one or multiple task events. Although the specific response patterns were
heterogeneous, one common feature was found in all of these behaviorally modulated FS
units: their firing rate consistently decreased, often for several consecutive seconds, when
the rat encountered and consumed a reward at one, two or all three sites (Fig. 3.4A, B).
When the rat stopped at a reward site but did not receive a reward, no clear decrement was
present except for one unit. Prior to arrival at a reward site, the FS units exhibited a variety of
firing behaviors. Four out of 9 FS units exhibited a gradual increase in firing rate (“ramping”)
when the rat approached one or more reward sites (Fig. 3.4A, site 1) whereas 2 units showed
a gradual decrease. Of the 3 remaining cells, 2 showed a brief peak in firing just before
arrival at the reward site, whereas one unit did not show significant pre-reward activity. It
is possible that the firing-rate changes generated directly (i.e. within ~20 cm) in advance
of reaching the reward site contain a component of reward identification by e.g. smell or
sight.
In comparison, pMSNs showed a much lower average firing rate (0.23 ± 0.05 Hz, N= 190,
Table 3.1) during track running than the 10 FS units recorded in the same sessions (p <
1. 10-6, Mann Whitney’s U-test; these 190 pMSNs include the pMSNs from Experiment 1
used for the cross-correlation analysis, plus the simultaneously recorded units that lacked
sufficient spike activity to be eligible for this analysis, but satisfied the ISVD-HDT criteria for
classification in the pMSN group. Of these 190 units, 15 showed a significant behavioral
correlate; this low percentage (7.9 %) is at least partly due to the large proportion of
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t Figure 3.4
Behavioral correlates of four ventral striatal neurons (A-D) as observed during reward
searching behavior on a triangular track. The waveforms of the neurons recorded across
the four leads of a tetrode are shown in the top left corner of each panel. The first two units
were identified as FS units (A and B), while (C and D) show putative MSNs for comparison.
The upper right side of each panel shows the spatial distribution of firing rate (‘rate map’).
The units were taken from different behavioral sessions; for all cases the running direction
was clockwise. The color of each bin represents the local firing rate of each unit. Firing rates
range from 0 Hz (black) to a maximum (white) that varies from unit to unit and is specified
at the top right of each rate map. White numerals in (A) apply to all three rate maps and
refer to the reward sites and the types of reward allocated to each site (1: sucrose; 2:
vanilla dessert; 3: chocolate mousse). The bottom graphs in each panel show peri-event
time histograms for the six types of behavioral events in the task (visits to all three reward
sites, each one of which was coupled to a specific reward type; visits were specified
according to the presence or absence of reward). The synchronizing time point (t=0 s)
was the moment the rat crossed a line perpendicular to its running trajectory just prior to
arriving at a reward site. Arrivals at other reward sites are indicated by grey ticks in the
raster plots. Histogram bars represent average firing rate in bins of 250 ms; asterisks mark
statistically significant deviations from baseline (Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs signed-rank test,
p < 0.01). Note the decrements in firing rate following two (A) or three (B) types of reward in
the FS histograms. In contrast, the pMSNs show increments in firing rate, either a transient
increase just prior and after arrival at each reward site (C) or a gradually increasing firing
rate prior to reward site arrival (D). Additional decrements in FS rate are visible at multiple
corners of the triangular track. The FS unit in (A) showed a significantly stronger decrease
to the chocolate-mousse reward at site 3 as compared to sucrose at site 1 (Kruskal-Wallis
test, p < 0.05, followed by Mann-Whitney’s U-test, p < 0.05). Moreover, for all three reward
sites the response pattern upon reward was significantly different from the non-rewarded
condition (Mann-Whitney’s U-test, p < 0.05). The responses to reward of the FS unit in (B)
all differed significantly from each other, showing progressively more suppression of firing
rate from sucrose to vanilla to chocolate. Significant differences between the rewarded
and non-reward conditions were found for sites 1 (vanilla) and 3 (chocolate). The pMSNs
(C and D) exhibited a significant difference between the reward conditions at site 2 and 3
versus 1 (vanilla, chocolate and sucrose, respectively). In addition, all three reward sites in
(C) showed a significant difference for rewarded versus non-rewarded conditions whereas
in (D) responses for sites 2 (vanilla) and 3 (chocolate) were different for reward presence
versus absence.

units generating only few spikes during track running, making a robust assessment of the
pattern’s statistical significance in this subgroup difficult. The nature of these 15 correlates
was heterogeneous and included both pre- and post-reward responses. When pMSNs
showed a significant change in firing rate upon encountering and consuming a reward (10
units, 66.7 %), the change uniformly consisted of a firing rate increment (Fig.3.4 C,D). Thus,
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their reward responsiveness was largely opposite in sign to that of FS units. Halting at a
reward site where neurons. The remaining 3 units with correlates exhibited a general firingrate increment upon arrival at a reward site, but these increments reached significance
only when both reward and non-reward events were taken together. As was the case for FS
units, pMSNs exhibited a variety of firing behaviors prior to arrival at a reward site, including
ramp-like increments in firing rate (Fig. 3.4D) or brief pre-reward peaks (Fig.3.4C).
Discussion
Using multi-neuron recordings with tetrode arrays in freely behaving and resting rats, we
studied the firing behavior of FS units and pMSNs of the ventral striatum in relation to
behavioral events in a reward-searching task. These two cell types could be distinguished
on the basis of their spike waveforms and their mean firing rates could be used as an
additional criterion to differentiate them. When analyzing cross-correlograms between
pairs of FS and pMSN units while the animal was at rest, a subset of pMSN units showed
a pronounced trough in firing density when FS units spiked. However, this decrement
in pMSN firing usually commenced already before the moment of FS spiking, which
would contradict a simple scheme of a direct, monosynaptic inhibition. In addition, crosscorrelograms of FS pairs often showed rather broad peaks of concurrent firing, although
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other interactions such as combinations of peaks and troughs were also encountered.
Upon studying behavioral correlates of firing-rate changes of pMSNs and FS units during
a reward-search task, FS units generally showed a decrease upon reward consumption,
whereas a large majority of pMSNs increased their firing rate during this event.
Classification of fast-spiking and putative medium-sized spiny neurons
A foremost point for discussion is whether these extracellularly recorded classes of units
can actually be identified as parvalbumin-positive fast-spiking interneurons and mediumsized spiny neurons. First, the much higher abundance of pMSNs than FS units agrees
with the fact that MSNs make up ~90-95% of the total cell population in the striatum
(Kemp and Powell, 1971; Groves, 1983; Chang and Kitai, 1985; Gerfen and Wilson, 1996),
whereas parvalbumin-positive interneurons are estimated to comprise ~0.7% of striatal
cells by stereological accounts (Luk and Sadikot, 2001). That the relative percentage of
FS units in our sample is higher than immunocytochemically estimated can be explained
by the low mean firing rate of MSNs in vivo and their low excitability in vitro (Wilson and
Groves, 1981; Uchimura et al., 1989; Pennartz et al., 1991; 1994; Wilson, 1993; Stern et
al., 1998; Taverna et al., 2004; Mahon et al., 2006) and the consequent difficulty to identify
clusters with very low spike counts as belonging to a distinct unit. Second, the spike
properties of ventral striatal FS units resemble those of immunocytochemically identified

FS interneurons in vitro (Taverna et al., 2007; cf. Kawaguchi, 1993; Kawaguchi et al., 1995),
especially in their short spike duration, rapid and strong spike afterhyperpolarization and
ability to fire at high frequencies. When the second derivative of action potentials of
identified FS interneurons, recorded in whole-cell mode in vitro, was computed, clusters
of decay parameters were found to overlap with the clusters recorded in vivo and to
be distinct from clusters of identified MSNs (Taverna and Pennartz, unpublished data;
cf. Taverna et al., 2007). In contrast, both pMSNs (Fig. 3.1) and MSNs, identified in vivo
and in vitro respectively, show broader action potentials and slower decay and spike
afterhyperpolarization and reach only low mean firing rates (cf. Berke et al., 2004). That
these neurons were mostly transiently active while the rat performed the reward-searching
task fits their profile as phasically active neurons (Wilson and Groves, 1981; Kimura et al.,
1996; Shibata et al., 2001; Mahon et al., 2006). The current study adds a new element
to the palette of criteria for distinguishing different types of striatal neurons in vivo, viz.
the opposite response pattern of FS and pMSNs units to reward consumption, as further
discussed below. Despite the availability of various distinguishing criteria, however, it
should be emphasized that the immunocytochemical identity of a given type cannot be
proven by extracellular recordings, and caution should be exerted in interpreting recorded
spike patterns as belonging to a certain type. In particular, FS and pMSN samples might
have contained small subgroups of less well-characterized striatal interneurons.
Temporal relationships between firing patterns
The temporal relationships between firing patterns of putative FS units and pMSNs were
studied by computing cross-correlograms from spike trains recorded while the animals
were resting or sleeping. This part of the study primarily yielded insights into FS-pMSN
interactions (122 pairs), while smaller samples of FS-FS and pMSN-pMSN pairs were
assessed in addition. Of the FS-pMSN pairs showing a significant deviation from baseline
in the cross-correlogram, a substantial number (17 out of 63, 27.0%) showed a trough in
pMSN firing around the moment of FS spiking. However, in contrast to the prediction that
MSN firing is inhibited via a direct, monosynaptic input from FS interneurons, which would
be expressed as a trough in the cross-correlogram with a time lag > 0 ms, the average
trough latency was actually negative to zero (Fig. 3.2A,B).
Considering the evidence for the powerful and widespread nature of FS-to-MSN inhibition
in striatum (Koos and Tepper, 1999; Taverna et al., 2007), this finding may seem surprising
at first, but can be explained when the patterns in FS-FS cross-correlograms are also
taken into account. The dominant pattern found in these relationships was a rather broad
peak of concurrent firing (Fig 3.3A; 4 out of 7 pairs, 57.1%), sometimes accompanied
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by a trough (Fig.3.3B). Apparently, when a FS unit fires there is a high probability of
another FS unit spiking already beforehand, which can be explained from a configuration
in which at least some FS units receive excitatory input and engage in mutual excitatory
interactions via gap junction coupling. Indeed there is evidence for electrotonic coupling
amongst FS interneurons (Koos and Tepper, 1999; Taverna and Pennartz, 2008) as well as
for glutamatergic inputs onto FS interneurons from neocortical, amygdaloid, hippocampal
and/or thalamic structures (Kita et al., 1990; Pennartz and Kitai, 1991; Bennett and Bolam,
1994; Plenz and Kitai, 1998). When current anatomical and electrophysiological knowledge
is combined with the present observation of troughs in pMSN activity already commencing
before FS firing, the scheme emerging is that of a ‘reticular’ system of electrotonically
coupled FS interneurons that can be rather easily excited by limbic-cortical input to one
locus of the system and that subsequently inhibit MSNs situated at other loci of the
same system. Thus, we propose that the collective results can be most parsimoniously
explained by an interconnected network of FS interneurons providing a fast, ‘early’
inhibition onto striatal projection neurons, once this network receives either a global or
restricted excitatory input. This configuration is well compatible with earlier proposals for
FS interneurons mediating feed-forward inhibition, but extends this idea in a major way by
suggesting that feed-forward inhibition is mediated by a broadly synchronized network of
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interneurons (Fig. 3.5).
Nonetheless, it should be kept in mind that alternative explanations for the troughs in
pMSN activity around the moment of FS firing cannot be excluded. Lateral (or recurrent)
inhibition between MSNs might play a role, although experimental evidence indicates
that individual MSN-MSN synapses may be too weak to significantly affect firing and
that FSI-MSN synapses are more effective in doing so (Tunstall et al., 2002; Koos et
al., 2004; Taverna et al., 2004; 2007). Also, an external inhibitory input to MSNs that is
somehow coordinated with FS unit firing would be compatible with the results, but the only
likely source of extrinsic GABAergic inputs to the VS is the ventral pallidum (Hakan et al.,
1992; Groenewegen et al., 1993) and these inputs are known to synapse primarily onto
parvalbumin-positive interneurons, not MSNs (Kita, 1993; Bevan et al., 1998; Bolam et al.,
2000). Apart from the predominant patterns in FS-pMSN and FS-FS cross-correlograms
discussed above, other types of temporal coordination were observed. For FS-pMSN pairs,
these types of interaction comprised peaks of concurrent firing (Fig. 3.2C) or a combination
of a peak followed by a trough (Fig. 3.2D). These peaks can be most parsimoniously
explained by the FS unit and pMSN receiving temporally coherent, glutamatergic inputs
from afferent areas, although other explanations cannot be excluded. That some of the
troughs in pMSN firing were preceded by a peak is well compatible with a feed-forward

inhibitory circuit in which limbic-cortical input may excite the MSN already before FSI firing
and before the onset of inhibition by the interneuron (cf. Pennartz and Kitai, 1991), as well
as with the network scheme proposed above. Clear indications for a rebound excitation
following a trough in pMSN firing density were not found.
Figure 3.5
Schematic representation of the
interactions between fast-spiking
interneurons and medium-sized
spiny neurons, proposed to
underlie the observed crosscorrelation patterns. FSIs and
MSNs both receive excitatory
glutamatergic input from corticolimbic structures (glutamatergic
synapses are indicated with
black triangles, excited neurons
are

colored

grey).

Through

electrotonic coupling of FSIs,
restricted cortico-limbic input
may lead to the activation of a
network of FSIs, thereby providing a widespread, broadly synchronized inhibition on the
MSN population (inhibited units and GABAergic synapses are depicted in white and open
triangles respectively). Thus, also MSNs that are not synaptically connected to FSIs receiving
monosynaptic glutamatergic input can be inhibited upon activation of the FSI network.
Axonal branches of MSNs make functional, unidirectional GABAergic synaptic contacts
onto dendrites of nearby MSNs. Such single-cell mediated inhibition, however, is likely too
weak to directly influence the firing of the postsynaptic MSN. PFC: prefrontal cortex; HPC:
hippocampus; AMY: amygdala; MTN: midline thalamic nuclei; VP: ventral pallidum; VTA:
ventral tegmental area; SN: substantia nigra; LH: lateral hypothalamus.

Besides FS-pMSN and FS-FS cross-correlograms we also studied firing relationships
between pairs of pMSNs. This analysis produced evidence for broadly concurrent firing
in about half of the eligible pairs (Fig.3.3D), which may be explained by a common,
but temporally dispersed glutamatergic input. In the other eligible pMSN-pMSN pairs,
comprising almost 50% of this group, troughs in firing density of pMSN target cells were
found around the moment the other member of the paired fired (Fig. 3.3C). Because
these troughs spanned both positive and negative time lags (as in the case of FS-pMSN
interactions, e.g. Fig. 3.2B), they cannot be directly explained by a scheme of direct lateral
(or recurrent) inhibition between individual pMSNs. Two possible explanations hold that
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(i) the trough commences early because other pMSNs are crudely synchronized with the
reference pMSN under scrutiny (Fig. 3.3D) and already inhibit the target pMSN by way
of their axon collaterals before the reference cell fires, or (ii) FS interneurons provide an
´early´ inhibition of the target MSN but do not suppress firing in the reference MSN. Which
of these schemes applies is a question awaiting further investigation.
Behavioral correlates of fast spiking unit activity
In studying the behavioral correlates of in vivo FS firing patterns, a striking general feature
was noted, viz. the suppression of firing rate during and following reward consumption.
In contrast, pMSNs recorded in the same sessions showed a predominant firing-rate
increase in the same task phase, while pre-reward changes in firing behavior were rather
heterogeneous for both cell groups. First, these results suggest a fine-grained coding
or information-processing capacity for FSIs in the VS. Our finding that FS units did not
show a firing decrement when the animal halted but received no reward suggests that
a cessation of locomotor activity cannot explain the observed correlate. However, it
will require further studies to elucidate the exact task-related parameters encoded by
FSI firing rate as they may include sensory, motor and motivational aspects of reward
consumption.
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Second, the contrast between post-reward decrements in FS activity versus predominant
increments in pMSN activity (Fig. 3.4) suggests a functionally dissociable and opposing
role of these cell types during reinforcement processing in general. These findings
lead to the hypothesis that a reward-related decrement of FSI firing may be coupled
to a partial release of MSNs from inhibition, resulting in an enhanced VS output signal
propagated to target structures such as the ventral tegmental area and ventral pallidum,
as well as a widening of the temporal window for the induction of long-lasting changes in
glutamatergic synaptic contacts onto MSNs, which is under GABAergic control (Pennartz
et al., 1993). Such long-term plasticity has been postulated to subserve the storage and
consolidation of associative coupling of sensory cues and motor actions to reinforcement
contingencies (Robbins and Everitt, 1996; Kelley et al., 1997; Pennartz et al., 2002; Dalley
et al., 2005).
Further implications and conclusions
While the distinct reward-related decrements in FS unit firing during the reward-search
task on the triangular track are consistent with their role in coding task-related information,
it is equally important to consider their potential functions in mediating rhythmic mass
activity in the dorsal and ventral striatum. Various forms of rhythmic EEG activity have been

described in VS, although it has not been always ascertained whether these rhythms truly
originate from the VS itself. In an awake, immobile state and during face washing, deltalike (0.5 – 3 Hz) rhythms have been described in the VS of freely moving rats (Leung
and Yim, 1993), whereas during behavioral performance in a radial-maze task, theta (~8
Hz), beta (~20 Hz) and gamma (~50 Hz) activity has been reported (Berke et al., 2004;
cf. Masimore et al., 2005). By virtue of the strong monosynaptic connectivity between
bursting FSIs and MSNs (Koos and Tepper, 1999; Taverna et al., 2007), it has been
suggested that FS interneuron firing may help to entrain MSN activity to particular rhythms
(cf. Berke et al., 2004) and it is noteworthy that the burst frequency of FS interneurons
in vitro (~2.4 Hz) falls within the delta-frequency range, whereas their intra-burst firing
rate (~52 Hz) lies within the gamma range (Taverna et al., 2007). The current evidence
gathered from active behavioral and resting phases is well compatible with a role for FS
interneurons in coordinating or entraining striatal principal cell activity because, first, their
firing-rate changes were generally of opposite sign with respect to the firing increments
of pMSNs during reward consumption; such opposing excitability changes in FS and
pMSN subpopulations may be well reflected in periodic mass phenomena, although this
issue deserves further investigation. Second, the various configurations of troughs, peaks
or combinations thereof in the cross-correlograms indicate widespread, diverse forms
of temporal coordination amongst FS and pMSN subpopulations which may well be
expressed in transient oscillatory activity at the more macroscopic level of field potentials.
To what extent subgroups of FS interneurons and MSN synchronize and phase-lock
to oscillations in various frequency bands remains to be investigated, although a tight
temporal relationship between FS firing and theta rhythm has been previously reported
for the VS (Berke et al., 2004). It will be equally worthwhile to examine how the various
forms of temporal coordination (Fig. 3.2 and 3.3) depend on the state of corticostriatal
networks, for instance during different sleep phases (slow-wave or REM sleep) or during
bouts of theta or gamma activity appearing during active behavior.
In conclusion, the current data indicate that firing patterns of VS FS units - contrary to
those of pMSNs - display distinct post-reward decrements in firing rate, which supports
a function for FS interneurons in fast information processing during reward-consumption
and related behavior. Furthermore, cross-correlograms for firing patterns of FS and pMSN
units revealed a variety of temporal relationships, of which the most significant were
patterns of concurrent FS-FS firing and decrements in pMSN firing density around the
time a FS unit spiked. These results are consistent with a rather broadly synchronized
network of interneurons that selectively suppresses firing activity of striatal projection
neurons.
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Experimental Procedure
Behavioral procedures and unit recordings.
Ten sessions of unit recordings from non-anesthetized animals were obtained from 4 rats,
comprising ensembles of 14-19 simultaneously recorded ventral striatal units per session.
Spike datasets were taken from two experiments designated as Experiment 1 and 2. From
Experiment 1 (2 rats, 6 sessions) we used spike data from a post-behavioral rest/sleep phase
as well as from the task that preceded it, involving food search and running along a triangular
track. From Experiment 2 (2 rats, 4 sessions) we only used spike data from a rest/sleep phase
occurring after the rats had been performing a T-maze task. All procedures were performed
following the Netherlands and National Institutes of Health (U.S.A.) guidelines for the use of
vertebrate animals in research.
Behavioral procedures in Experiment 1. Subjects were adult male Wistar rats (375-425 g,
Harlan, the Netherlands). Animals were housed individually, weighed and handled daily and
kept on a 12:12 light/dark cycle with lights on at 8:00 AM throughout the training and recording
period. Animals had access to water in the home cage for a 2-hour period following each
training session but had ad libitum access to food. Following pre-training on a linear track,
surgery and recovery, rats were introduced to a task in which they were required to search for
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reinforcement by running in one direction along a triangular track (length of equilateral sides,
90 cm, width 10 cm). The types of reinforcement were 10% sucrose solution, vanilla desert or
chocolate mousse, with each of these reward types applied to a corresponding cup, placed at
the center of one of the triangle sides. Thus, each type of reward was assigned to a fixed cup
location throughout all recording sessions of a single rat. A single reward was delivered to one
of the three cups during a full lap along the triangle according to a pseudorandom schedule.
The triangle task, lasting about 20 min., was flanked by two rest/sleep periods (rest 1, 20-60
min.; rest 2, 60-120 min.) during which the rat stayed in a “nest”, i.e. a towel folded into a
deep plate on a flower pot located next to the track. Because the second, post-behavioral
resting period presented the longest recording episode of the session devoid of controlled
behavioral events which may affect firing relationships such as synchrony, cross-correlations
were computed from this period.
Behavioral procedures in Experiment 2. Subjects were adult male Fisher 344 rats (Charles
River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA) weighing 320-340 g. Housing conditions were similar to
Experiment 1, except that lights went on at 10:00 PM. Water and food (rat chow, 4% mouse/
rat diet 7001, Harlan Teklad, Madison WI, U.S.A.) were available ad libitum until 8-4 days
before surgery. During the training and recording periods, rats were maintained at 80% of their
weights as observed under ad libitum conditions and had access to water at all times.

A complete recording session consisted of a pre-task rest/sleep period lasting 15-30
minutes, a T-maze task lasting 10-20 minutes in which food-deprived rats learned to forage
for food rewards that were distributed at the arm ends according to a probabilistic schedule,
followed by a post-task resting period lasting 15-40 minutes (Pennartz et al., 2004). Spike
data from the postbehavioral rest period of Experiment 2 were used to compute crosscorrelations but not to analyze behavioral correlates of unit activity. The rationale for this
restricted use of Experiment 2 was that the structure of the triangular task of Experiment 1
incorporated a unidirectionality of track exploration, which was more suitable for analysis of
behavioral correlates of interneuron firing patterns than in the case of Experiment 2. Since
the electrophysiological and analysis methods for the two experiments were very similar, we
will only indicate the main differences in the section below.
Surgery and Electrophysiology. Tetrodes (diameter ~30 μm) were used to obtain stable,
parallel recordings from many well-isolated single units (McNaughton et al., 1983a; Recce
and O’Keefe, 1989; Gray et al., 1995). In Experiment 1, we used a “split drive” targeting
one bundle with 7 tetrodes to the VS and a second bundle with additional tetrodes to
hippocampal area CA1 while 2 reference electrodes were placed in the corpus callosum
and hippocampal fissure. In Experiment 2, a multi-electrode drive containing 12 tetrodes
was implanted unilaterally above the VS of each rat, while four electrodes were placed in the
neocortex and hippocampus to serve as a reference and to record neo- and archicortical EEG
traces. Hippocampal recordings were not addressed in this paper.
For implantation, animals were anaesthetized in Experiment 1 with 0.08 ml/100 g body weight
Hypnorm i.m. (0.2 mg/ml fentanyl and 10 mg/ml fluanison; Janssen Pharmaceutics, Beerse,
Belgium) and 0.04 ml/100 g Dormicum s.c. (midazolam 1.0 mg/kg; Roche Netherlands,
Woerden); in Experiment 2 we used sodium pentobarbital (40 mg Nembutal / kg body weight
i.p.). Rats were mounted in a Kopf stereotaxic frame. The exit port of the tetrode bundle targeting
the VS was centered on 1.7 mm anterior and 1.3 mm lateral to bregma (Paxinos and Watson,
1986). Recording sessions were initiated as soon as all tetrodes were estimated to have
entered the VS. On consecutive recording days, individual tetrodes were usually lowered further.
Spikes were captured by taking a 1 msec data sample at 32 kHz whenever the voltage signal
exceeded a preset voltage threshold, using a Cheetah ADC interface (Neuralynx, Bozeman,
MT, U.S.A.; amplifier gain: 5000X, band-pass filtering: 0.6 – 6.0 kHz). The headstage contained
an array of light-emitting diodes which allowed video-tracking of the rat’s head position, using
a camera situated about 1.5 m above the behavioral setup. The spatial and temporal resolution
of the videotracking system were 2.5 mm/pixel and 16.7 ms (i.e., 1/60 Hz-1), respectively. In
addition, the behavior of all rats was recorded on analogue videotape.
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Data analysis
Single units were discriminated off-line using established cluster-cutting methodology
(BubbleClust and MClust; cf. Mizumori et al., 1989; Gray et al., 1995). Spike interval
histograms, autocorrelograms and average spike waveforms were checked before a
putative cluster of spikes was accepted as belonging to one unit. To seek spike parameters
optimally suited to distinguish fast-spiking (FS) units from putative medium-sized spiny
neurons (pMSNs), we initially quantified a number of waveform parameters, including the
initial rising slope, spike half-width, ratio of peak and valley amplitude, valley half-decay
time (HDT), initial slope of valley decay (ISVD) and delay from valley minimum until return
to baseline. The ISVD was calculated as follows:
ISVD = -100 .(Vv-V0.26)/Apv

(EQ.1)

where Vv is the most negative value (valley point) of the spike waveform, V0.26 the voltage
at 0.26 ms after Vv, and Apv the peak-to-valley amplitude (Fig. 3.1A). The HDT was defined
as the time interval during which the valley decayed back to its half-maximal value (Fig.
3.1B).
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Although many previous studies have traditionally focused on spike width as a criterion to
distinguish FS interneurons (e.g. Constantinidis and Goldman-Rakic, 2002; Berke et al.,
2004), criteria derived from the rate of valley decay yielded a clearer group separation for
the data presented here than the former measure. Moreover, all spike waveform measures
were also applied to the second derivatives of averaged action potentials recorded from
immunocytochemically identified fast-spiking interneurons and medium-sized spiny
neurons in a previous whole-cell patch-clamp study (Taverna et al., 2007; cf. Lorente de
No’, 1947; Phillips, 1973), and also here the two types of identified neurons could be
best separated using the valley decay parameters HDT and ISVD. However, it should be
emphasized that extracellular recording methods, regardless of the precise classification
method chosen, do not provide a strict verification of the phenotype of recorded neurons.
Using a fuzzy-clustering algorithm (see: Fuzzy Clustering and Data Analysis Toolbox,
http://www.fmt.vein.hu/softcomp/fclusttoolbox; cf. Bezdek, 1981) on the ISVD and HDT data
of 148 ventral striatal units elegible for cross-correlogram analysis, two groups of neurons
were delineated. This type of clustering algorithm has the advantage that it provides an
indication about the certainty that a given data point belongs to a certain cluster, thus
making its in- or exclusion less arbitrary than is usually the case. In fuzzy clustering, the
algorithm provides a value, bounded between 0 and 1, representing the certainty that a

neuron belonged to either group. Neurons that were not classified into one single group,
based on a certainty-measure larger than 0.8, were removed from the dataset (14 out of
148). The final dataset contained 134 ventral striatal units, of which 114 were classified as
pMSN and 20 as FS unit.
To illustrate the degree to which pMSNs and FS units were separated using the clustering
algorithm, their average ISVD values were 15.0 ± 0.3 (N=114) and 35.0 ± 1.1 (N=20),
respectively. HDT values for MSNs and FSIs were 0.31 ± 0.00 ms and 0.20 ± 0.00 ms.
Cross-correlograms, based on the spike datasets from the postbehavioral rest/sleep phases
in Experiment 1 and 2, were constructed according to Perkel et al. (1967) and Eggermont
(1992). Cross-correlation data from both experiments were similar and therefore pooled. A
spike shuffling-subtraction procedure was applied (Perkel et al., 1967; Aertsen et al., 1989).
Because exact significance levels are notoriously difficult to derive from these histograms,
we adopted Eggermont’s procedure (1992) to compute the mean expected number of
joint spike counts, μ, and the levels of μ ± 3*SD (SD, standard deviation; corresponding to
p=0.0013) to provide at least crude indications for non-random excursions of spike counts
above or below the expected range. These indicators are considered crude because the
expected mean and SD of spike count are estimated under the assumptions of Poissondistributed spike trains and of independence of the two spike trains. Cross-correlograms
were only analyzed when cell pairs were recorded on different tetrodes and produced
sufficient spike counts across the sampling period; the threshold for eligibility was a joint
product of mean firing rates of 2.0 Hz2.
Cross-correlograms were primarily assessed using a bin size of 10 ms (range of time
window: -500 to +500 ms). To study temporal relationships at both coarser and more finegrained resolutions, we used bin sizes of 1 and 50 ms in addition (windows: [-50, +50] and
[-2000, +2000] ms, respectively). Peaks and troughs with a latency of ± 50 ms with respect
to time lag zero were taken into account. Finally, we subjected each cross-correlogram to
five different shuffle subtractions and only accepted peaks or troughs when trespassing
the 3*SD boundary above or below the mean on each of these 5 occasions. The overall
procedure is rather conservative, first because of the fact that the 3*SD boundaries were
based on non-subtracted cross-correlograms and noise is added by shuffle subtraction,
and second because of the five-fold repetition of shuffle subtractions.
Behavioral correlates of firing patterns of single units were evaluated using rate maps and
peri-event time histograms using the spike datasets from Experiment 1 (Fig. 3.4). Rate
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maps, i.e. graphs displaying a single unit’s firing rate as a function of the spatial position
of the rat’s head on the triangular track, were constructed by dividing the track in spatial
bins 0.75 cm in width, counting the rat’s occupancy time and number of spikes allocated
to each bin based on the time stamps of spikes and head positions, and dividing the
spike count by the occupancy time. Bins with very low occupancy (< 0.167 s across the
total behavioral period) were not assigned a primary firing rate value. A secondary, final
firing rate value for each bin was obtained by a spatial smoothing procedure in which
each bin’s primary firing rate value was averaged with the primary values from its four
nearest neighboring bins. Peri-event time histograms were constructed by installing, offline, three “virtual photobeams” on the triangular track, each of which was positioned so as
to signal the rat’s arrival at a reward site. The moment of crossing this line was taken as the
synchronizing time point for the histograms. Using videotape information, peri-event time
histograms were constructed for the two different conditions (rewarded/non-rewarded)
per site, thus yielding 6 different histograms. To determine whether a unit exhibited a
significant change in firing rate in relation to each of the 3 reward sites, we considered time
bins of 250 ms within a period of 1 s before to 1 s after a reward site crossing, which did
not reflect responses in relation to previously or subsequently visited reward sites. Using
Wilcoxon’s matched-pairs signed-rank test (p < 0.01), we assessed whether the spike
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count for each bin close to a reward-site crossing (‘test bin’) was significantly different from
the spike count within the same trial in each of three reference bins, which were located in
the corner section of the track opposite to the reward site under study. We controlled for
the possibility that a marked change in firing rate occurred in that corner, which was not
the case for the units presented here. A firing rate change was only considered significant
if the spike count in the test bin met the p < 0.01 criterion for all three reference bins.
Differences between responses at the three reward sites were statistically evaluated with
a Kruskal-Wallis test (p < 0.05) followed by Mann-Whitney’s U-test (p < 0.05), while
rewarded versus non-rewarded conditions were compared using Mann-Whitney’s U-test
(p < 0.05).
Histology
At the end of an experiment the positions of tetrodes were marked by passing a 10
s, 25 μA current through one lead of each tetrode. Rats were transcardially perfused
with 0.9 % saline solution followed by 4.0% paraformaldehyde in experiment 1
and 4.0% paraformaldehyde and 0.05% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4)
in experiment 2. Brain sections were cut (40 μm) using a freezing microtome and Nissl
stained to reconstruct tetrode tracks and their final positions as indicated by lesion sites.
Localization of single units in the VS was verified using these histological reconstructions.
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Abstract
Spontaneous ‘off-line’ reactivation of neuronal activity patterns may contribute to the
consolidation of memory traces. The ventral striatum exhibits reactivation and has been
implicated in the processing of motivational information. It is unknown, however, whether
reactivating neuronal ensembles specifically recapitulate information relating to rewards
that were encountered during wakefulness. We demonstrate a prolonged reactivation in rat
ventral striatum during quiet wakefulness and slow-wave but not REM sleep. Reactivation
of reward-related information processed in this structure was particularly prominent and
this was primarily attributable to spike trains temporally linked to reward sites. It was
accounted for by small, strongly correlated subgroups in recorded cell assemblies and
can thus be characterized as a sparse phenomenon. Our results indicate that reactivated
memory traces may not only comprise feature- and context-specific information but also
contain a value component.
Introduction
The Ventral Striatum (VS) is one of the key structures involved in the motivational control
of behavior (Mogenson et al., 1980; Robbins and Everitt, 1996). Evidence indicates that
the VS is required for the learning of cue-outcome (Parkinson et al., 1999b) and response82

outcome (Kelley et al., 1997) associations to invigorate or guide goal directed behavior
on the basis of the motivational value of cues and contexts. Single-unit recording studies
in awake rodents and primates have established VS neural responsivity to actual and
expected rewards or aversive reinforcers (Schultz et al., 1992; Roitman et al., 2005),
cues predicting these reinforcers (Tremblay et al., 1998; Setlow et al., 2003; Roitman et
al., 2005) and motor responses required to obtain or avoid these (Shidara et al., 1998;
Tremblay et al., 1998; Hassani et al., 2001). Recent fMRI results have confirmed the role
of the VS in processing and predicting reinforcers in a time-specific manner (O’Doherty
et al., 2006).
Recently, the VS was indicated to participate in memory consolidation. Pharmacological
interventions in protein synthesis, glutamatergic or dopaminergic neurotransmission
in the VS shortly after training impaired instrumental (Hernandez et al., 2002), spatial
(Setlow and McGaugh, 1998; Sargolini et al., 2003) and Pavlovian approach learning
(Dalley et al., 2005). In addition, spontaneous reactivation of neuronal firing patterns (i.e.
in the absence of external stimuli) occurs in the VS during sleeping periods following a
behavioral experience (Pennartz et al., 2004). In these ‘off-line’ periods, the recurrence
of neuronal activity patterns might contribute to memory consolidation by strengthening
synaptic connections activated during the preceding behavior or by forming more direct

connections among items stored in distributed form throughout the brain (Pavlides and
Winson, 1989; Wilson and McNaughton, 1994; McNaughton, 1998; Rasch et al., 2007).
Ventral striatal reactivation, similar to hippocampal replay (Kudrimoti et al., 1999), is
manifested during periods of slow wave sleep and occurs especially in neuronal subgroups
whose firing rates are modulated in close temporal association with sharp wave-ripple
complexes, i.e. high-frequency oscillations in the hippocampal Local Field Potential (LFP;
O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Buzsaki, 1986). It is unknown, however, whether VS reactivation
preferentially takes place during ripple episodes and whether it also occurs during Rapid
Eye Movement (REM) sleep. Interestingly, although a significant reactivation effect was
reported, its occurrence and strength appeared variable across sessions (Pennartz et al.,
2004).
Thus far, replay has been primarily studied in populations of hippocampal pyramidal cells
exhibiting ‘place fields’ (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996),
where it may be assumed to pertain to spatial and contextual information processing. For
the VS however, the behavioral correlates of the reactivated information are unknown. We
hypothesized that it is reward-related information that is reprocessed ‘off-line’ in this area
to endow the memory trace with a motivational component. We tested this by examining
whether the VS specifically reactivates reward-related information rather than the overall
ensemble spike patterns that occur during behavior in general. In addition, we examined
which sleep stages exhibit this reactivation, including periods of REM.
Materials and Methods
Experimental procedures
Behavior Four male Wistar rats (375-425g, Harlan, the Netherlands) were individually housed
under a 12/12h alternating light-dark cycle with light onset at 8:00 AM. All experiments
were conducted in the animal’s inactive period. On training and recording days, intake of
water was limited to a two hour period following training or recording. Food was available
ad libitum. Before surgery, rats were pre-trained on a linear track (185cm long x 10cm wide,
40 cm elevated from the floor) to shuttle back and forth for reinforcements available at
both ends of the track. Over the course of training rats were introduced to three kinds of
rewards which differed in both taste and texture (sucrose solution 10%, vanilla desert and
chocolate mousse) and to a partial reinforcement schedule.
During recordings, rats were subjected in daily sessions to a protocol consisting of a
rest period (pre-behavioral rest, 20-60 min) followed by a phase of reward searching
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behavior on a triangular track (Track, 20 min) and concluded by a second period of rest
(post-behavioral rest, 60-120 min). The track (equilateral sides 90 cm, width 10 cm) was
novel to the rats at the first recording session. On the track, the rats were required to run in
one direction, stopping only at reward wells positioned in the center of each arm to check
whether a reward was available. To promote differential firing associated with reward sites,
the three types of rewards used during pre-training were also provided to the animal in the
task. Each lap, one of the three reward types could be obtained from its corresponding well.
The combination of reward type and well location was fixed throughout all sessions. Rats
spent the rest episodes on a towel folded in a wide flowerpot situated next to the track.
Surgery and recordings Rats were implanted with a multi-electrode microdrive containing
7 individually movable tetrodes directed to the VS (1.8 mm anterior and 1.4 mm lateral
to Bregma (Paxinos and Watson, 1986) whereas additional tetrodes were placed in the
hippocampus. Reference electrodes were placed in the corpus callosum, and near the
hippocampal fissure. A skull screw located on the caudal part of the parietal skull bone
contralateral to the drive location served as ground. Spike trains from individual cells, LFPs
and the position of the rat were recorded using a 64 channel Cheetah recording system
(Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT, USA). When signals exceeded a manually preset voltage
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threshold, waveforms were sampled at 32 kHz for 1 ms (filter settings: 600-6000Hz).
LFPs were continuously sampled at 1690 Hz and band-pass filtered between 1 and 475
Hz. Using an array of light-emitting diodes on the headstage, a video tracking system
extracted the rat´s position on the maze at 60 Hz with a resolution of 2.5 mm/pixel. The
behavior of the rat was also stored on videotape. All experimental procedures were in
accordance with national guidelines on animal experimentation.
Data Analysis
Spike sorting Spikes from neurons were separated from those emitted by other neurons
recorded on the same tetrode by grouping spikes with similar distributions of waveform
properties across the four channels of a tetrode using standard automated and manual
clustering methods, i.e. Bubbleclust and MClust respectively. BubbleClust groups spikes
based on nearest-neighbor distances, clustering spikes that are close to each other, given
features of the waveform such as peak-amplitude or area under the curve and principal
components of a spike on each tetrode channel. MClust facilitates manual selection of
clusters by allowing users to limit cluster membership based on boundaries drawn on twodimensional plots of the waveform features. Clusters of spikes were attributed to a single
unit on the basis of waveform characteristics and when they exhibited less than 0.1% of
spike-intervals within a 2 ms refractory period in their inter-spike interval histograms (Fig

4.1A). Units were only included in the analyses when they emitted at least 20 spikes in
each behavioral/rest episode. Putative interneurons were distinguished from principal cells
by means of average firing rate (>8 Hz) and waveform characteristics (small peak-to-valley
width, valley shape) and were not included in analysis.
Identification of rest and sleep phases / ripple detection Pre- and post-behavioral rest
phases comprised all periods of motionless behavior of the rats when they were situated
in the flowerpot. Time frames with body movements during these episodes indicated by
video tracker equipment and video tapes were extracted from the pre-and post-behavioral
recordings. Within these rest episodes of behavioral immobility, sleep phases were
identified using LFP traces recorded near the hippocampal fissure and pyramidal layer.
REM sleep was primarily defined by an elevated ratio (> 0.4) of spectral power density in
the theta band (6-10 Hz) to the overall power; borders of theta oscillations were refined
upon secondary visual inspection. Periods of SWS were identified by the presence of
Large Irregular Activity and ripples in the hippocampal LFP (Vanderwolf, 1969; O’Keefe
and Nadel, 1978; Buzsaki, 1986; e.g. Kudrimoti et al., 1999; Pennartz et al., 2004). After
filtering a LFP trace from the pyramidal cell layer between 100 and 300 Hz, a ripple was
detected each time the squared LFP trace exceeded a preset threshold (3.5 SD) for at
least 25 ms. Adjacent ripples were merged when the ripple-interval was less than 100
ms. The presence of large irregular activity in the LFP was verified upon off-line visual
inspection. Short periods of quiet wakefulness may have been included in SWS episodes
because the LFP patterns of both states share principal features. For this reason, this state
is further referred to as quiet wakefulness – slow wave sleep (QW-SWS). Rest periods
lasting shorter than 20 s were excluded from classification and further analysis. Thus, rest
periods contained QW-SWS and REM sleep as main components, whereas segments of
unclassified rest period constituted a very minor part of rest. Periods of active wakefulness
within the rest episodes were not analyzed as a separate state of the sleep-wake cycle
because the periods were generally short and did not contain sufficient spike counts.
Reward-related firing patterns To identify reward-related units, peri-event time histograms
were constructed for the rewarded and non-rewarded condition for each reward site.
The histograms were synchronized on reward site arrivals, which were signaled by the
crossings of off-line installed ‘virtual photobeams’, positioned right before the point at
which the rat reached each reward well. Reward-related responses were assessed within
a period of 1s before and 1s after arrival at a reward site. Spike counts were binned in
250 ms intervals. The eight bins comprising the reward period were each compared to
three bins taken from the corner passage opposite to the well under scrutiny within the
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same lap (Wilcoxon´s matched-pairs signed rank test, p<0.01). A bin of the reward period
was only considered significantly different when the rank test (which includes as entries a list
of all spike-count values from the test bin paired with those from the control bin per reward
period) indicated significance from each of the three control bins. We verified that the firing
in the control period of three bins was not marked by specific deviations from the firing in all
intermediate segments between corners and reward sites using peri-event time histograms
and plots of the spatial distribution of firing rates. Responses were qualified as significant
when one or more bins in the reward period were significantly different from each of the
three reference bins. This control period was preferred over for example the average firing
rate per lap because many neurons were virtually silent during track running except for their
brief, phasic response at one or more reward sites. Thus, the average firing rate of these cells
strongly depends on the response intensity itself, which would enhance the bias towards false
negative responses (i.e. erroneously identified as non-responsive) if it were used as control
value. However, results were comparable when other control measures were used such as the
baseline firing rate or the average firing rate per lap. Differences between responses at the
three reward sites were statistically evaluated with a Kruskal-Wallis test (p<0.05) followed a
Mann-Whitney’s U-test (MWU: p<0.05), whereas rewarded versus non-rewarded conditions
were compared using MWU (p<0.05).
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Quantification of reactivation The assessment of covariation in firing rates and the quantification
of reactivation with the Explained Variance method was previously described (Kleinbaum et
al., 1998; Kudrimoti et al., 1999; Pennartz et al., 2004; Tatsuno et al., 2006). Briefly, spike trains
of simultaneously recorded neurons were binned in intervals of 50 ms to obtain sequences
of spike counts for each episode. Temporal correlations of the firing patterns of neuron pairs
were determined by computing Pearson´s correlation coefficients for each episode separately.
All coefficients of a particular rest/active episode were assembled into a single matrix and the
similarity between the three matrices was determined by computing a correlation coefficient
for each of three possible combinations of two rest/active episodes. These matrix-based
correlation coefficients were used to determine the degree to which the variance in the
correlation pattern in post behavioral rest can be explained by the pattern established during
the behavioral experience while factoring out any correlations present before the behavioral
experience. This quantity is expressed in the Explained Variance (EV) measure:

(EQ 4.1)

where R1 is the pre-behavioral rest phase and R2 is the post-behavioral rest phase.
For example rTrack,R2 equals the matrix-based correlation between the track running and
post-behavioral rest pattern. EV equals the square of the partial correlation coefficient
and is bounded between 0 and 1. As a within-subject and session control measure,
the Reverse Explained Variance (REV) can be computed by swapping R1 and R2 in
the previous equation, thereby switching the temporal order of episodes. EV and REV
values were computed for all recorded sessions that contained at least 5 well-isolated
active neurons and for time blocks of 20 minutes composed of quiet rest and sleep,
i.e. periods of active behavior were excluded. Therefore, correlated firing between
cells caused by behaviors irrelevant to the task, such as grooming, cannot influence
reactivation measures. Sessions that showed reactivation (EV > REV) in the first 20
minute rest block after track running were used to assess decay and the contribution of
individual cell pairs to the session EV. Two control procedures were performed to check
whether the observed reactivation was time- and cell-specific (Louie and Wilson, 2001):
1) entire spike train vectors from the behavioral episode were temporally shifted relative
to the original time stamps of the same cell. The shift was circular, so that data removed
from the pattern at one end were reinserted at the opposite end; the temporal distance
ranged between 2s for- and backwards and varied randomly amongst cells. 2) Entire
spike train vectors from the behavioral episode were randomly reassigned between
cells. In both cases the temporal order of spike activity within each train was preserved.
Differences between the EV and REV session values were statistically assessed with
Wilcoxon´s matched-pairs signed rank test.
For reactivation analysis of subgroups of neurons, Pearson’s correlation coefficients
obtained from all rats across all sessions were pooled and subsequently EV and REV
values were determined. To obtain estimates of the mean and variance of the EV and
REV values, a bootstrapping procedure was applied in which randomly drawn samples
were generated (n = 10000) from the observed set of correlation coefficients (Sokal
and Rohlf, 1995; cf. Hoffman and McNaughton, 2002). The re-sampling procedure was
done with replacement so that each sample may contain repetitions of some triplets
and omissions of others. Random samples were of the same size as the original and
triplets of correlation coefficients obtained for the three task episodes (i.e. from the
pre-behavioral rest, running period and post-behavioral rest) of a single recording
were kept together during the re-sampling. Reactivation measures were computed
for each sample resulting in distributions of estimated EV and REV values for each
subset. Differences between the means of the distributions of subsets were statistically
evaluated with MWU.
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Temporal order of firing We used temporal bias (Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996) and
sliding template (Louie and Wilson, 2001; Tatsuno et al., 2006) analyses to assess whether
the temporal order of firing within striatal cell pairs was preserved from track running to the
post-behavioral rest episode as was previously described for the hippocampus. However,
probably because of the limited number of strongly reactivating cell pairs in each session
and the generally low firing rates of the neurons, these analyses did not yield additional
results shedding light on this question.
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Figure 4.1
A: Example of a tetrode recording: projection plots of cluster isolation, waveforms and
inter-spike interval (ISI) histograms. Spikes belonging to separate clusters were identified
according to multiple waveform features including area under the curve (plotted in this
figure), peak amplitude, and principal components. X, Y and Z correspond to three out of
four leads of the tetrode. The color of the waveforms shown in the first and third column
from the bottom panel corresponds to the colors of the individual clusters in the projection
plots. The black diagonal band corresponds to unclassified events, including noise. In the
second and fourth column from the bottom panel, ISI histograms are shown for each unit
represented to the left, with ISI counts on the ordinate and interval duration on the abscissa.
B: Schematic representation of the endpoints of the tetrode tips. The tetrode endings were
in the ventral striatum approximately between 2.2 and 1.2 anterior to Bregma and between
1.6 and 3.0 laterally as compared to an atlas of the rat brain (Paxinos and Watson, 1996).
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Figure 4.2
Ventral striatal units showing firing patterns associated with one or more reward sites. Rats
ran along a triangular track to obtain three types of reward (S: sucrose, V: vanilla and C:
chocolate). Upper panels: spatial distribution of firing rates of two individual neurons. Local
firing rates ranged from 0 to maxima of 19 Hz (A) and 18 Hz (B). Lower panels: peri-event
time histograms for both cells synchronized on reward site arrivals. Rows represent different
reward types whereas columns differentiate between the presence and absence of reward.
Firing rate in bins of 250 ms. Red ticks indicate arrivals at other reward sites. A: Neuron
showing an increased firing rate shortly before and after arriving at the sucrose reward
site, mainly when a reward was obtained. B: Neuron increased its firing rate prior to arrival
at two sites differentially for the rewarded versus non rewarded condition. The response
at the vanilla site was stronger than at the chocolate site. The rat may have detected the
availability of reward before arriving at the well by visual or olfactory cues although reward
cups were filled outside the rat’s field of view.
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Table 4.1: Numbers of reward-related responses
Number
of cells

% of total
recorded cells

Total number or recorded cells

385

100%

Number of reward- related units

66

17.1%

% of reward
related responses

100%

Fiting rate response
Increase

61

92.4%

Decrease

5

7.6%

Prior to arrival

20

30.3%

After arrival

20

30.3%

After arrival

26

39.3%

Reward present

39

59.1%

Reward absent

9

13.6%

Differential responses
between conditions

5

7.6%

1 site

21

31.8%

2 sites

9

13.6%

3 sites

6

9.1%

Differential responses between sites

9 of 15

60.0%

Differential firing to presence and sites

26

39.3%

Firing pattern not specific for
any condition

8

12.1%

Response timming relafive to reward
site arrival

90

Reward availability

Reward sites

Reward availability & reward sites

t Overview of the number of significant reward-related correlates. A total of 66 rewardrelated correlates were identified from 385 units (Wilcoxon´s matched-pairs signed rank
test, p<0.01). Subsets of reward-related correlates, classified under Reward availability
and Reward sites, responded differentially to the presence/absence of reward or to the
reward sites respectively, whereas the remaining neurons were less selective in their firing
profiles. The term ‘differential responses’ between reward presence and reward absence
indicates that in both conditions a significant response was observed but the amplitude
of the responses was significantly different (Kruskall-Wallis, p<0.05, Mann-Whitney-U test,
p<0.05). The same specification holds for ‘differential responses’ between reward sites.
Some neurons discriminated between reward presence/absence and between reward sites.
These are listed under ‘Differential firing to presence and sites’.

Histology The final position of the tetrodes was marked by passing a 25 µA current lasting
10s through one lead of each channel to produce a small lesion. The next day, animals
were transcardially perfused with a 0.9% NaCl solution followed by 4% paraformaldehyde
in phosphate-buffered saline (0.1 M, pH 7.4) before the brains were removed. Coronal
brain sections (40 µm) were cut on a Vibratome and Nissl-stained for verification of tetrode
tracks and end points. All of the tetrodes endings were in the ventral striatum approximately
between 2.2 and 1.2 anterior to Bregma and between 1.6 and 3.0 laterally as compared to
an atlas of the rat brain (Paxinos and Watson, 1986). To estimate the number of recordings
originating from the core and shell subdivisions of the ventral striatum, we first assessed
the endpoints of the individual tetrodes in the histological sections and converted them to
coordinates according to the atlas (Fig 4.1B). We then calculated the approximate depths
of the tetrodes in each session by subtracting the estimated travel distance from the tetrode
endpoint. Thirty sessions yielded recordings from 203 locations of which 109 (54%) were
likely in the core and 94 (46%) in the shell region. Note that ensembles from most sessions
were likely to contain both core and shell recordings. Six recording sessions were identified
as containing core-only recordings, and reactivation was present in these sessions.
Results
Activity of multiple single units in the VS was monitored in four rats during daily
episodes of reward searching behavior on a triangle track flanked by two rest periods.
On the track, rats typically ran from well to well and stopped each time checking for
reward availability. As the rats became proficient at acquiring rewards on the track, the
number of laps ran in twenty minutes increased over sessions (15.3 ± 4.1 in the first to
62.3 ± 6.2 in the tenth, linear regression R2 = 0.53, p<0.0001, see Supporting Figure
4.1A). The travel time between two wells was significantly longer when a reward was
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t Figure 4.3
Examples of the firing patterns of a ventral striatal ensemble, plotted in parallel with the local
field potential recorded near the hippocampal fissure (A) and the pyramidal cell layer (B,C).
A: As the rat is running on the track, theta oscillations were observed in the hippocampal
field potentials. The bottom and top traces represented raw and filtered (6-10 Hz) field
potentials, respectively. In a period of 15s, the rat crossed 4 reward sites (s = sucrose, v =
vanilla desert, c = chocolate mousse), 2 of which were baited (indicated with green arrows)
and two were not (red arrows). Each row in the plot below the field potential traces represents
a single unit, its spikes being marked by specifically colored dots. Note the high variability
in the firing patterns around each reward site arrival but also the positively correlated firing
of the ´green´ (4) and ´blue´ (5) units. B: The hippocampal local field potential during QWSWS is dominated by large irregular activity interleaved with sharp wave-ripple complexes.
Bottom and top traces represent raw and filtered (100 – 250 Hz) field potentials. Note the
concurrent firing of the ´green´ (4) and ´blue´ (5) units (two high contributors) indicated by
black arrows. C: Enlargement of a segment of the LFP traces and spike patterns shown in B.
The firing of units 4 and 5 as well as spikes of unit 8 are aligned to identified ripples in the
hippocampal LFP which are marked with asterisks.

consumed than when an empty well was visited (16.54 ± 0.38 and 7.65 ± 0.25 s, MWU,
p<0.0001). The inter-well intervals did not become significantly shorter when several
empty wells were encountered consecutively.
Behavioral correlates of ventral striatal firing patterns
A total of 398 well-isolated, stable and sufficiently active single units was recorded over
30 sessions (13.3 ± 0.9 per session). Of these neurons, 79 (19.8%) showed significant
firing rate changes correlated to reward site visits, whereas 7 (1.8%) showed changes to
other task components such as locomotion. Responses time-locked to reward site visits
were generated both by putative fast spiking interneurons (n=13), which were not included
in the analyses below, and other neurons (probably mostly medium-sized spiny neurons;
n=66 recorded from 25 sessions. Five sessions recorded from 3 rats did not contain any
reward-related correlates). Neurons showing reward-related correlates exhibited various
firing profiles (Fig. 4.2, Table 4.1). They responded predominantly by increasing their
firing rates (61, 92.4 %), whereas occasionally firing rate decrements were observed (5,
7.6%). Individual responses peaked prior to the rat’s arrival at a well (20, 30.3%), during
the post-arrival phase (20, 30.3%) or consisted of elevations during both phases (26,
39.3%, see Supporting Figure 4.2). More neurons changed firing rates when a reward
was present (39, 59.1%) than when it was absent (9, 13.6%). Five neurons (7.6%) showed
firing rate changes in both conditions but with significantly different response magnitudes,
whereas the remaining units showed no difference between presence and absence of
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reward. About half of the neurons discriminated between reward sites, by either selectively
responding to a single site (21, 31.8%), two sites (9, 13.6%) or to all three sites (6, 9.1%).
In the latter two cases, responses to individual reward sites could differ in magnitude (9
out of 15 units). Interestingly, a subset of neurons (26, 39.3%) discriminated between the
reward versus no-reward condition as well as between different reward sites. A last subset
of cells (8, 12.1%) was less selective in their firing profiles in that their firing rate changes
reached significance only when all reward conditions (absence/presence and sites) were
lumped together.

Figure 4.4
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B:

Reactivation

observed during QW-SWS sleep
(**p<0.02) was not different
from the reactivation found
for the entire rest episodes
which included all episodes of motionless behavior (Rest, n=16 sessions). In contrast,
REM sleep periods did not show reactivation and EV values were significantly lower than
for QW-SWS (*p<0.05). This lack of reactivation cannot be ascribed to the relatively late
occurrence of REM sleep periods after sleep onset because post-REM QW-SWS periods
showed significant reactivation (QW-SWS control, *p<0.05). The strength of the observed
reactivation during these intervals was not significantly different from the complete QWSWS periods. Error bars indicate SEM.

In line with previous studies on rat VS (Roitman et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2005), we will
apply the term ´reward-related´ to all units showing significant responses time-locked to
reward site visits. Three units responded to one reward site only and in addition, did not
fire differentially for reward presence versus absence. Although these cells were included
in our analysis as reward-related, it cannot be excluded that their firing is purely spatially
modulated (Lavoie and Mizumori, 1994; Shibata et al., 2001). However, exclusion of these
units from analysis yielded similar results. When the firing patterns of reward-related and
other units were viewed together during track running, sequences of consecutively firing
neurons were observed, which however showed great variability because of time-varying
allocation of reward to the three sites (Fig. 4.3A). Figure 4.3B shows the same ensemble
firing in parallel with hippocampal local field potential during subsequent QW-SWS.
Reactivation in the ventral striatum
The ventral striatum showed reactivation (EV: 17.6 ± 4.1% and REV: 5.2 ± 1.3%, p<0.001,
n=30, Fig. 4.4) which is in line with previous results (Pennartz et al., 2004). The EV exceeded
the REV in a majority of sessions (23/30). Including putative fast-spiking interneurons in
the analysis yielded similar reactivation values (EV: 15.9 ± 3.2%, REV 4.4 ± 1.1%, p<0.01).
When the correlations between cells recorded on the same tetrode were removed from
the analysis, we still observed a significant reactivation (EV 11.0 ± 3.6%, REV: 3.7 ± 1.0%,
p<0.05). To examine whether the observed reactivation was attributable to cell- and timespecific firing correlations, EV and REV values were recalculated after the spike trains of
the behavioral episode had been randomized in two different ways (Louie and Wilson,
2001). Both 1) randomly shifting these spike trains in time and 2) reassigning these spike
trains to different cells strongly decreased EV values and removed the significant difference
between EV and REV (1: EV: 3.3 ± 0.7%, REV: 2.8 ± 0.2%, 2: EV: 2.1 ± 0.9%, REV: 2.1 ±
0.9%, n.s. Fig. 4.4A). Reactivation measures in these control procedures were significantly
lower than the original values (p<0.002). Furthermore, the strength of reactivation was
significantly correlated with the progression through the sessions (linear regression on
the difference (EV-REV), R2= 0.24. p<0.01) and with the number of laps ran on the track
(R2= 0.17. p<0.05; See Supporting Fig. 4.1B). As the detectability of reactivation may
positively correlate with the behavioral regularity and repetitiveness of task performance,
this positive correlation per se does not confirm or contradict a role for reactivation in
learning and memory consolidation (Jackson et al., 2006).
The dynamics of reactivation in the course of time after track running was studied by
comparing two 20-minute blocks of concatenated quiet rest/sleep (block 1 EV: 22.2 ±
4.3% REV: 4.0 ± 1.3%, p<0.0001, block 2 EV: 16.6 ± 4.2% REV: 7.7 ± 2.5% p<0.002). We
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did not find a significant decline over the two blocks (n.s.). Because periods of awake
behavior within post-experiential rest were excluded from this analysis, the amount of
rest time in which rats slept for a total of 40 minutes was 53.7 ± 1.7 minutes. Similar
results were obtained when reactivation was computed over continuous 20 minute
time blocks, taking only the quiet rest/ sleep periods within the blocks into account.
Ventral striatal reactivation occurs in SWS but whether it emerges during REM sleep
has remained unclear (Pennartz et al., 2004). To address this issue, REM sleep and
QW-SWS episodes were delineated in 16 sessions containing at least 4 minutes of
REM sleep (pre-behavioral rest: 8.0 ± 0.7, post-behavioral rest: 10.2 ± 0.9 min) and
QW-SWS (pre-behavioral rest: 20.4 ± 2.0, post-behavioral rest: 37.4 ± 2.9 min) per
rest episode (Fig. 4.4B). Reactivation during QW-SWS was comparable in strength
to the replay computed across whole rest periods in the same sessions (EV: 16.3 ±
4.7%; REV: 5.1 ± 1.6%; p<0.02). Specifically, reactivation appeared particularly strong
during short time-windows (200 ms) following ripple-onset (EV: 22.3 ± 5.3% and REV:
2.8 ± 3.8%; p<0.001) whereas for windows of identical length taken from the intervals
between ripples the EV was not significantly different from the REV (EV: 13.0 ± 4.7%,
REV: 8.8 ± 3.1%). Reactivation for spikes within the ripple-windows was significantly
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different from spikes in interval-windows (p<0.01 for both EV and the difference EVREV). We noted that the duration of ripples in post-behavioral QW-SWS was slightly but
significantly increased compared to pre-behavioral QW-SWS (99.0 ± 0.4 ms and 95.3 ±
0.3 ms respectively, p<0.02). The emission rate of ripples was similar in both pre- and
post-behavioral QW-SWS (pre-behavioral SWS: 0.65 ± 0.01 Hz and post- behavioral
SWS: 0.66 ± 0.01 Hz, n.s.). Significant reactivation was not detected in REM sleep (EV:
7.5 ± 2.5%, REV: 3.8 ± 0.8%, n.s.). When bin sizes larger than 50 ms were used to
capture one or more theta cycles, similar results were obtained. To control for possibly
confounding effects caused by undersampling of REM sleep or the timing of REM sleep
throughout the resting period, reactivation was computed over QW-SWS episodes that
were equal in length to REM episodes and followed these in time. These episodes also
showed significant reactivation (EV: 13.2 ± 3.5%; REV: 4.4 ± 1.1%, p<0.05), similar to
the amounts found for total QW-SWS time. The mean firing rate across all cells was
significantly higher in REM sleep than in QW-SWS (0.34 ± 0.02 Hz and 0.23 ± 0.01 Hz
respectively). Correspondingly, the lack of REM sleep reactivation could not be ascribed
to an undersampling in terms of total spike numbers (REM pre-behavioral rest: 2165 ±
269; post-behavioral rest: 2645 ± 396; QW-SWS pre-behavioral rest: 1319 ± 192; postbehavioral rest: 1836 ± 231).

Reactivation of motivationally relevant information
We next addressed the question whether reward-related information was specifically
reactivated in the VS. Reactivation was assessed for the subset of reward-related units
(RRU) and the subset of units recorded in the same sessions without such correlates
(NRU, non-related units). The number of RRUs per session was generally low (2.6 ±
0.3, n=25 sessions). Therefore, all cell pair based Pearson’s correlations per episode
were pooled across sessions and animals for each subset. This procedure requires at
minimum 2 cells per session, and therefore fewer RRUs (n=57) could be used than
recorded throughout all 25 sessions. The RRU group showed an extremely strong
reactivation (EV: 50.8%, REV: 0.3%, n=57 cells) whereas the NRU group (n=166) yielded
a much smaller EV value, i.e. 14.6% and REV 2.3%. To assess significance, we applied a
bootstrapping procedure with resampling of pooled correlation values. The distributions
showed a significantly higher EV than REV in both subsets (p<0.001), demonstrating
reactivation in both ensembles (Fig. 4.5A). Moreover, the mean reactivation of the RRU
subset was significantly higher than the NRU group as assessed from the distributions
of the difference EV minus REV (EV-REV, p<0.001).
The (EV-REV) distribution of the RRU group, however, was broad and bimodal (Fig. 4.5A).
This suggests that cell pairs are unevenly contributing to the observed reactivation. To
estimate the relative contribution of each cell pair to the session reactivation, a pair
was excluded from the population after which EV and REV values were re-computed.
The difference between the session EV minus the EV after pair exclusion represents
the estimated contribution of that pair to the session EV. Only 5 of 70 cell pairs (7.1%)
contributed more than 10% to their respective EV but there were no pairs that negatively
contributed to the EV by more than -6% (binomial test p<0.05, Fig. 4.5B,C). These 5
highly contributing cell pairs were all recorded from different sessions across 4 rats.
All but one of these 10 cells showed increased firing rates prior to the rat’s arrival at
reward wells. Generally, the rate maps and peri-event time histograms of two cells
forming a highly contributing pair were similar, and their cross-correlograms showed
a prominent peak around zero, indicating a high degree of synchronous firing during
track running and during the subsequent rest period (Fig. 4.5C). When all of the highly
contributing pairs were excluded from the RRU group, the pooled EV value dropped to
0.63% (REV: 7.5%), indicating that reactivation in the RRU group strongly depended on
a small fraction of the RRU population (Fig. 4.5D). The incidences of high-contributors
(≥10% EV) in the NRU pairs and the pairs consisting of one RRU and one NRU (mixed
pairs) appeared lower than in the RRU group (NRU: 7/1379 (0.005%) and mixed: 3/545
(0.006%) and were not significantly different from the incidences of pairs that made
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a large negative contribution to the EV (i.e. ≤ -10%) in both groups. Reactivation was
still present in the NRU group when the high-contributors were excluded from the
population (EV: 8.8%, REV 2.3%, p<0.001), however, this residual replay was weaker
than in the total NRU population.
In principle, differences in the number of cell pairs, average firing rates or correlation
strength between spike trains during the behavioral experience between the subgroups
could account for the observed difference in reactivation between the RRU and the NRU
groups (Fig. 4.5E). To examine these possibilities, the RRU group (mean firing rate: 1.3 ±
0.2 Hz, mean correlation strength: 0.033 ± 0.007) was tested against three subsets of the
NRU group that were matched for number of cell pairs and 1) were taken from the same

t Figure 4.5
Strong reactivation of ventral striatal units showing reward-related firing patterns. A:
Bootstrap distributions of EV-REV values of reward-related correlates (RRU, blue) and
non reward-related correlates (NRU, green). The RRU distribution was broad and bimodal,
indicating inhomogeneous contributions of cell pairs to reactivation. B: Distribution of the
contributions of individual RRU cell pairs to their session EV. Only a small fraction of the
RRU cell pairs contributed more than 10% (5/70, ‘high contributors’). C: Rate maps of two
neurons constituting a highly contributing pair. Cross-correlograms show that firing patterns
of these cells, recorded on different tetrodes, were highly correlated in time on the track
and in post-behavioral rest, but not in pre-behavioral rest. D: Reactivation disappeared after
exclusion of highly contributing pairs from the total RRU group as shown by a leftward shift
in the cumulative EV-REV distribution (blue g light blue). E: Mean reactivation in the RRU
group was a factor of 1.5 - 3.5 higher than in control groups matched for recording session
(green), firing rate (orange) and strength of Pearson’s correlation coefficients (red). F: EVREV values plotted as function of the width of the time window before and after reward site
visits or intervals. Spike patterns of RRUs (blue) that occurred in close temporal association
to reward site visits (filled circles) were reactivated more strongly than those that occurred
in intervals (open circles). Reactivation was not observed for the NRU group across the
same time windows (green).

sessions (session-matched NRU), 2) showed similar mean firing rate during track running
(1.2 ± 0.1 Hz, rate-matched NRU) or 3) showed similar mean and distribution of Pearson’s
correlation coefficients (0.034 ± 0.004, correlation-matched NRU). The NRUs comprising
the various control groups showed similar waveform characteristics and inter-spike interval
distributions as the RRUs. In line with the overall NRU group, reactivation was apparent in
all three groups, most prominently in the correlation-matched NRU (EV: 33.6% en REV:
1.3%) and the rate-matched NRU (EV: 31.6%, REV: 5.5%) but also in the session-matched
NRU (EV: 22.0%, REV: 0.4%, all groups; p<0.001). Reactivation in all three of these NRU
subgroups however was not nearly as strong as in the RRU group (p< 0.001).
The results presented thus far leave open the possibility that the reactivation observed
for RRUs is not attributable to neural activity temporally linked to reward site visits but to
intervals between them. Thus, we examined reactivation measures based on the narrow
time windows during track running that were associated with reward site visits (-0.5 to
+0.5s relative to site arrival), and found a significantly higher EV than REV when pairwise
spike train correlations within these windows were compared to pre- and post behavioral
rest episodes (EV: 36.9%, REV: 0.38%, p<0.001, Fig. 4.5F). Reactivation occurred also in the
intervals between these windows but was significantly less when either the total duration
(EV: 14.6%, REV: 0.2%, p<0.001) or the spike counts (EV: 17.8%, REV 1.2%, p<0.001) were
comparable to the reward-related window (reward site visits versus intervals, p<0.001). Time
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windows ranging from 200 to 750 ms before and after reward site visits and corresponding
intervals yielded similar results (Fig. 4.5F). The session-matched NRUs also reactivated both
during the reward site visits (EV 19.4% REV: 6.6%, p<0.001) and intervals (EV: 10.6% REV:
0.9%, p<0.001). Although reactivation was stronger during the reward site visits (p<0.001),
the difference was less prominent than for the RRUs. None of the other NRU groups showed
the same pattern. In the overall NRU group, the rate-matched NRU group and the correlationmatched group reactivation was absent during both the reward site visits (overall NRU: EV:
1.2%, REV: 0.0%; rate-matched NRU: EV: 1.0%, REV 0.8%, correlation-matched NRU: EV:
2.3% REV: 0.8%) and the intervals (overall NRU: EV: 3.1%, REV: 0.0%; Fig. 4.5F, rate-matched
NRU: EV: 0.2%, REV: 3.0%, correlation- matched NRU: EV: 0.1% REV: 0.1%,). An increase
of the time period flanking reward site arrivals and intervals of at least several seconds was
required to obtain a reactivation strength comparable to that found for the whole track running
period.
Next we tested whether the strong reactivation in the RRU group specifically occurred during
a particular sleep phase. For QW-SWS, the EV (77.1%) greatly exceeded the REV (7.4%, MWU
p<0.001). In contrast, for REM sleep low EV and REV values were found, 1.3% and 0.8%
respectively (n.s.). The computation of RRU reactivation over QW-SWS episodes that were
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equal in length to REM episodes and followed these in time yielded an EV and REV of 55.4%
and 0.1% (MWU p<0.001, relative to REM sleep). Similar to the results for the complete
population per session, this difference between QW-SWS and REM sleep for RRUs could not
be explained by spike count (REM R1: 759.6 ± 138.9; REM R2: 991.2 ± 204.4; QW-SWS R1:
407.1 ± 107.3; QW-SWS R2: 710.1 ± 155.5), duration or temporal order effects.
In addition to the preferential reactivation of reward-related firing patterns, there may be
a concomitant experience-dependent change in their temporal relationships with ripples.
Therefore we considered a measure of the proportion of spikes occurring during ripplewindows or during intervals between ripple-windows, corrected for the different durations
of these two types of state. The measure is also required to correct for differences in
mean firing rate, because on average the RRUs generated higher rates than NRUs. This
measure, termed Relative Spike Density, was computed as follows for ripple-windows and
intervals between ripple-windows occurring during pre- or post behavioral rest episodes.
First, the spike count was taken for the relevant state and episode under scrutiny (e.g.
ripple-windows, pre-behavioral rest). This spike count was divided by the total spike
count occurring in the entire episode under study (e.g. pre-behavioral rest). This ratio
was next divided by the total period of time made up by the relevant state in the same
episode (e.g. total duration of ripple-windows during pre-behavioral rest). Within the QW-

SWS periods of post-behavioral rest, the mean Relative Spike Density was significantly
higher for RRUs during ripple-windows than during intervals (4.75*10-4 ± 0.20*10-4 and
2.24*10-4 ± 0.12*10-4 s-1 respectively, p < 0.0001, n = 57). In contrast, the Relative Spike
Density during pre-behavioral rest was similar for ripple-windows and intervals (5.91*10-4
± 0.55*10-4 and 4.76*10-4 ± 0.12*10-4 s-1 respectively, n.s.). The NRUs (n = 166) on the
other hand showed similar Relative Spike Densities for ripple-windows and intervals in
both the pre- and post-behavioral rest episodes (pre- behavioral rest: Ripple-windows:
4.93*10-4 ± 0.24*10-4, Intervals: 4.91*10-4 ± 0.12*10-4 s-1, ns, post behavioral rest: Ripplewindows: 2.57*10-4 ± 0.14*10-4, Intervals: 2.44*10-4 ± 0.07*10-4 s-1, ns). Comparing the
two cell groups during post-behavioral ripple-windows, the Relative Spike Density of RRUs
was significantly higher than that of NRUs (MWU, p < 0.001). During the intervals, however,
an opposite tendency was expressed, viz. the Relative Spike Density of NRUs was slightly
but significantly higher than of RRUs (p < 0.001). These differences between RRUs and
NRUs were not observed during pre-behavioral rest. Thus, not only are reward-related
firing patterns more strongly reactivated relative to non-related patterns, reward-related
patterns also become more temporally aligned to ripple episodes during post-behavioral
rest, relative to pre-behavioral rest and to non-reward- related patterns.
Discussion
Our main results indicate that reactivation mediated by reward-related neurons was
significantly stronger compared to neurons not showing such activity and was particularly
prominent for spike trains temporally linked to reward sites. A small minority of the units,
pairs sharing highly similar firing patterns on the track, accounted for this reactivation,
underscoring the sparseness of the phenomenon. Reactivation of reward-related neurons
was prevalent during QW-SWS but could not be detected during REM sleep and did not
decay across 40 minutes of sleep following the task.
Ensemble recordings from rat VS revealed firing patterns that were closely correlated in
time to reward site visits. This result agrees with previous studies in rats and primates
indicating that VS neurons fire in anticipation of reinforcement and in the post-reward phase
(Schultz et al., 1992; Roitman et al., 2005). Indeed, no units in our study responded to a
particular location on the track that was not directly related to reward. Pre-arrival responses
were marked by upward ramps in firing rate, whereas post-arrival responses were usually
sensitive to the presence of reward. In agreement with existing literature, the definition of
reward-related firing behavior used here is a broad one including sensori-motor as well as
valuation aspects of reward approach and consumption. Our first novel findings were that
VS reactivation was associated with short time intervals following ripple onset, as previously
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reported for hippocampus (Kudrimoti et al., 1999). Reactivation was not detected in REM
sleep, and this contrast could not be ascribed to a potential undersampling problem for
REM sleep or to a temporal arrangement during post-behavioral rest where REM sleep
occurred later than QW-SWS, in combination with a decaying reactivation. As REM sleep
appears important for consolidation of procedural memory (Gais et al., 2000; Stickgold
and Walker, 2005), REM-replay may occur under different conditions than used here, e.g.
in other brain structures than the VS (Maquet et al., 2000; Louie and Wilson, 2001) or
during later sleep stages.
Our most striking observation was that the subgroup of RRUs reactivated very strongly
and significantly more so than various control groups of NRUs. This difference could
not be explained by differences in group size, mean firing rate or correlation strength.
The powerful reactivation of RRUs was accounted for by only a small fraction of highly
contributing cell pairs (7.1%), the members of which showed very similar firing behavior
during track running (Fig 5C). This sparsity offers a parsimonious explanation of the
previous (Pennartz et al., 2004) and current observation that reactivation in ventral
striatal ensembles, although significant, is highly variable across sessions. Absence of
reactivation in individual sessions is likely attributable to a lack of highly correlated cell
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pairs in the recorded sample. Since the reactivation remained strong when only spikes
generated during a narrow time interval linked to reward site arrivals were included in the
dataset from the behavioral period, our results indicate that at least reward-related firing
patterns are reactivated, whereas other types of information present during the intervals
between visits were reprocessed less prominently. What type of motivationally relevant
information is reactivated is subject for further investigation, although the pre-reward firing
of ‘high contributors’ suggests a component of reward expectancy.
The level of reactivation in the reward-related subpopulation was consistently higher than
in the various non-related groups. Therefore it is tempting to speculate that the motivational
value of the information processed during behavior might influence the strength by which
it will be reactivated during sleep. Nonetheless, the subpopulation without significant
reward-related activity also showed reactivation. The latter effect may have arisen because
of reactivation of spike patterns correlated to behavioral components other than reward
site visits, or because these cells showed a trend towards being correlated to rewarding
events but remained subthreshold for statistical significance. Because NRUs may show
a comparably strong reactivation as RRUs in another task setting than described here,
further evidence would be needed to assess a hypothesized coupling between the
motivational value represented by neural activity and its reactivation strength.

In contrast to the traditional view of the VS as a primarily “executive” interface that
converts limbic, associatively learned information into goal-directed behavior (Mogenson
et al., 1980), recent behavioral studies have highlighted its role in learning and memory
(Kelley et al., 1997; Parkinson et al., 1999b; Corbit et al., 2001), acknowledging the longterm plasticity of intrastriatal glutamatergic afferents (Pennartz et al., 1993; Kombian and
Malenka, 1994). Pharmacological studies using post-behavioral intrastriatal injections of
protein synthesis inhibitors, NMDA or dopamine receptor antagonists suggest the VS to
contribute to the consolidation of several forms of memory (Setlow and McGaugh, 1998;
Hernandez et al., 2002; Sargolini et al., 2003; Dalley et al., 2005). Until recently, a possible
neurophysiological mechanism explaining this involvement remained unknown. Given the
current evidence that replay comprises a reward-related component, we hypothesize that
the VS supports consolidation by endowing reactivation processes with motivational value,
although it may also contribute cue- and context related information.
The empirical support for this thesis may have consequences for our current thinking about
memory traces and their ‘off-line’ replay. Given the evidence that the hippocampus retrieves
spatial-contextual information by reactivating cells characterized by place fields during active
behavior, the VS appears to reactivate a different type of information. Hence it becomes
reasonable to assume that both cortical and subcortical brain structures sustain replay in a
domain-specific manner (Harris et al., 2001; Ji and Wilson, 2007). Whereas direct sensory
processing of object information is generally accepted to occur in many brain areas in parallel
and in a domain- or modality-specific way, so too may replay be conceived as a distributed
process in which some structures reactivate information about the physical-sensory properties
of an object and others about its spatiotemporal context and motivational value. It should be
stressed that other brain structures involved in the processing of reward-related information
including the medial prefrontal cortex and amygdala may influence or contribute to the
reactivation of motivational information in the VS (Paré et al., 2002; Euston et al., 2007b).
Regardless of the precise nature of trace storage, reactivation across multiple brain
structures such as hippocampus and VS raises the question how pieces of information
belonging to the same scene or event are re-processed coherently, so that erroneous
associations with other events can be prevented. Synchronized cross-structural replay
(Qin et al., 1997; Hoffman and McNaughton, 2002; Ji and Wilson, 2007) may subserve
such a function. As suggested by our data, hippocampal ripples may have a facilitating or
coordinating role in supporting this process. Since ventral striatal replay especially occurs
during hippocampal ripples and shortly thereafter, these high-frequency oscillations and
the associated transitions in neocortical states (Battaglia et al., 2004b; Siapas et al., 2005)
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may act as a release mechanism by which the principal cells of VS reactivate motivational
information that will subsequently reach target sites in e.g. ventral pallidum and connected
thalamo-prefrontal cortical circuits, lateral hypothalamus and ventral tegmental area (VTA).
Recently, Foster and Wilson (2006) reported a reverse replay in hippocampal place cells
when rats were pausing at a reward site after running along a track. They suggested
that, when this replay coincides with decaying dopamine transients triggered by VTA
activity, a reinforcement learning mechanism can be implemented to the effect that reward
associations of places close to the reward site are more strongly stored than those of
distant places. Such a process would require (i) reverse replay to be temporally aligned
with transients in dopamine release, and (ii) the appropriate reward information to reach the
VTA to enable it to produce a presumed teaching signal (Schultz et al., 1997). Hippocampal
ripples triggering reactivation of ventral striatal principal neurons projecting to the VTA may
provide such a temporal alignment mechanism (Pennartz et al., 2004; Foster and Wilson,
2006). The second requirement may be met by the current evidence for ‘off-line’ retrieval of
value information, which may drive dopaminergic cells to signal errors in reward prediction.
In turn, such signals may underlie dopamine dependent memory consolidation in target

t Supporting Figure 4.1
A: The number of the laps completed by the rats was significantly correlated to the session
number (R2=0.53, p<0.0001) indicating that the rats became more proficient in acquiring
rewards with experience on the track. The solid line represents the average number of laps
ran by 4 rats. The symbols indicate the number of laps ran by the individual rats on each
session. B: Reactivation expressed as the difference between (EV-REV) was highly variable
but increased over sessions and was correlated to the session number (R2= 0.24, p<0.01)
and to the number of laps completed on the track (R2= 0.17, p<0.05). The solid line represents
the average difference (EV-REV) for 4 rats; symbols indicate individual observations. It might
be that the increasing reactivation with higher numbers of laps reflects a learning process
underlying improving task performance. However, it might also be that the detectability of
reactivation is enhanced along with task familiarity because the behavior of the rat, and thereby
the firing patterns of the neurons, become more regular with training, yielding more consistently
repeated firing patterns. C: Plot of the average number of cells that fired prior to arrival at
a reward site as a function of session number. The average ranged between 0 and 4 cells
per session. D: The fraction of cells firing prior to reward site arrival (i.e., number of cells
firing prior to reward site arrival / total number of recorded cells) did not increase with task
familiarity. E: Reward-related high-contributor pairs were encountered from session 5 onwards.
However, the sparse observation of high contributor pairs makes it impossible to draw firm
conclusions on the relation between the incidence of high contributors and task familiarity.

structures such as the VS (Dalley et al., 2005). The mechanism by which dopamine release
in target structures can be boosted during ‘off-line’ processing is currently unknown. This
could be mediated by burst firing of VTA neurons which however seems predominant
during REM sleep but not QW-SWS (Dahan et al., 2007) or enhancement of local
dopamine release by excitatory afferent input to target structures (Floresco et al., 2003).
Even if this hippocampal-ventral striatal-VTA loop (Lisman and Grace, 2005) subserves
different functions than hypothesized, other VS output pathways, such as the mediodorsal
thalamus-medial prefrontal cortex pathway (Zahm and Brog, 1992), are available as
potential routes along which motivationally relevant information can be supplied to a network
of structures involved in the consolidation of reward-dependent learning processes. VS
reactivation can be hypothesized to contribute a motivational or emotional component to
memory consolidation (McGaugh, 2000; Wagner et al., 2006) not only by strengthening
intrastriatal input connections (Pennartz et al., 1993; Kombian and Malenka, 1994) but
also by affecting reactivation in other (sub-) cortical networks.
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Supporting Figure 4.2
Example of a neuron firing prior to and following reward site arrival recorded during a rat’s
first session on the track. A: Rate map of the neuron. The firing rate of the neuron is color
coded as a function of the rat´s head position on the track; the trajectory of the rat is shown
in black. B: Peri-event time histograms for the rewarded and non rewarded conditions of
the same unit. Different reward sites were pooled. The cell is responding in the condition
when actual rewards were encountered. In the first few trials the local firing rate increases
following arrival at the reward sites, but gradually the firing increments start earlier in time.
This pattern suggests that pre-reward firing patterns are related to reward expectancy,
developing quickly during initial task acquisition.
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Abstract
Learning associations between spatial locations and rewards is fundamental to foraging
and other goal directed behaviors. This type of memory requires the integrity of the
hippocampus and ventral striatum, but its underlying mechanisms remain unknown.
In joint multi-neuron recordings from these areas, hippocampal-striatal ensembles
reactivated together during sleep. This process was especially strong in pairs of which
the hippocampal cell processed spatial information and ventral striatal firing correlated to
reward. Moreover, reactivation was dominated by cell pairs maintaining a preferred order
in which the hippocampal cell fired prior to the striatal neuron. Our results suggest a
plausible mechanism for consolidating place-reward associations and are consistent with a
central tenet of consolidation theory, namely that the hippocampus leads and orchestrates
reactivation in its projection areas.
Introduction
Successful foraging requires that animals maintain a representation of a multitude of reward
properties including the location at which a reward can be found. Forming a place-reward
association is thought to depend critically on the communication between the hippocampal
formation and the ventral striatum (VS). Cells in the hippocampus proper (HC; O’Keefe
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and Dostrovsky, 1971; O’Keefe and Conway, 1978) and adjacent subiculum (Barnes et al.,
1990; Sharp and Green, 1994) show location-specific firing (i.e. ‘place fields’) and these
structures are crucial for spatial and contextual learning (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Morris
et al., 1982; Barnes, 1988; Kim and Fanselow, 1992; McNaughton et al., 1996). Neurons in
the VS fire in relation to rewards, as they are expected or actually delivered, as well as cues
predictive of reward (Apicella et al., 1991b; Schultz et al., 1992; Setlow et al., 2003; Roitman
et al., 2005). The VS is thought to utilize information of reward-predicting cues and contexts
to guide goal directed behavior (Schultz et al., 1992; Pennartz et al., 1994; Robbins and
Everitt, 1996; Cardinal et al., 2002). Although the hippocampal formation projects directly
to the VS, and this connection has been implicated in contextual conditioning (Ito et al.,
2008), it is unknown how neural representations of contextual and motivational information
are integrated and stored to enable the learning of place-reward associations.
In several brain areas, neuronal patterns evoked during behavior are reactivated during
subsequent sleep (Pavlides and Winson, 1989; Wilson and McNaughton, 1994; Hoffman
and McNaughton, 2002; Pennartz et al., 2004; Ji and Wilson, 2007). Through modification
of synaptic connections, this reactivation has been theorized to constitute an important step
in memory consolidation (Marr, 1971; Buzsaki, 1989; McClelland et al., 1995; McNaughton
et al., 2003). Joint reactivation of HC and VS may enable the formation of a memory
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Figure 5.1
Coherent cross-structural reactivation in the hippocampal-ventral striatal circuitry. A:
Diagrams representing firing pattern correlations for pairs of simultaneously recorded
hippocampal and ventral striatal units during periods of active behavior and rest in a
single session. Individual neurons are represented as dots around the perimeter of a circle
(filled dots: hippocampal CA1 units, n = 10; open dots: ventral striatal units, n=13). Lines
indicate a significant firing correlation between two neurons (red: positive, yellow: negative
correlations). A pattern of correlations emerges during track running and is reinstated in postbehavioral rest whereas it was largely absent in rest preceding behavior. B: The Explained
Variance (EV) was significantly larger than the control value (REV) when compared across
sessions (**p<0.01) Error-bars represent SEM. C: Temporal dynamics of joint reactivation
were examined in three twenty-minute blocks of concatenated rest. Reactivation occurs
at least up to an hour of rest after the experience but decays gradually (***p<0.002).
D: Reactivation was prominent in periods of quiet wakefulness-slow wave sleep (QW-SWS;
**p<0.01), but was not observed in REM sleep. Between-condition statistics hold for EV
values and the difference between (EV-REV).

trace comprising both contextual and motivational components. In this study, we recorded
activity from neuronal ensembles in the rat HC and VS simultaneously during wake and
sleep episodes to examine whether the HC and VS reactivate coherently and to reveal the
temporal dynamics of this process. First, during active behavior much of the dynamics of
hippocampal processing is governed by the theta rhythm and therefore we studied whether
neural activity modulation by this rhythm is correlated to reactivation. A second foremost
question in this field, not yet addressed in previous studies (Qin et al., 1997; Hoffman and
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McNaughton, 2002; Ji and Wilson, 2007), is whether cross-structural replay depends on
the type of behavioral information coded by cell assemblies. To address this question,
we studied whether the expression of place fields and reward-related neural responses
is associated with reactivation. Thirdly, theories of consolidation (Marr, 1971; Buzsaki,
1989; McClelland et al., 1995; McNaughton et al., 2003) posit that replay is initiated and
orchestrated by the HC, which prompted us to examine whether hippocampal activity
leads the VS during reactivation.
Results
Four rats were implanted with a tetrode-drive allowing joint HC-VS recordings of spike
trains of multiple neurons and local field potentials in each area (see Materials and
Methods in Supporting information (SI)). Daily recording sessions were composed of an
episode of reward searching behavior flanked by two episodes of rest, which rats spent
on a ‘nest’ next to the track. The task was to traverse a triangular track repeatedly in one
direction. On each lap, one of three reward wells was baited with a drop of one of three
corresponding reward types; i.e. sucrose solution, vanilla desert or chocolate mousse.
First, we assessed reactivation of neuronal patterns using an Explained Variance (EV)
method based on the spike correlations of cell pairs across all simultaneously recorded
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neurons (Kleinbaum et al., 1998; Kudrimoti et al., 1999; Pennartz et al., 2004). The
Explained Variance reflects the extent to which the variance in the distribution of spike
correlations during post-behavioral rest is statistically accounted for by the correlation
pattern found during track running, factoring out the correlations present in pre-behavioral
rest. Joint HC-VS reactivation was examined during rest periods in which the rat was
immobile, using only spike correlations between pairs composed of one HC and one
VS neuron.
We found coherent, cross-regional reactivation between ensembles of the HC and VS as
expressed by an EV of 9.7 ± 3.0% which was significantly higher than the control measure,
the Reverse Explained Variance (REV: 1.4 ± 0.5%, p < 0.01, n = 21 sessions; Fig. 5.1A,B;
SI). Analysis of the temporal dynamics of reactivation in 20-minute blocks of concatenated
rest revealed a gradually decaying reactivation which was significant for at least one hour
of post-behavioral rest (Block 1 EV: 13.3 ± 3.7%, REV: 1.1 ± 0.6%; Block 2 EV: 8.0 ± 2.2%,
REV: 1.1 ± 0.8 %; Block 3 EV: 4.5 ± 1.6%, REV: 2.0 ± 1.5%; n = 15 sessions; Friedman
p < 0.002; Fig. 5.1C). Within periods of rest, reactivation was prominent especially during
quiet wakefulness-slow wave sleep episodes (EV: 6.8 ± 2.4%, REV: 0.6 ± 0.3%; p < 0.01;
n= 13 sessions) but it was not significant for Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep (EV: 0.9
± 0.4%, REV: 0.4 ± 0.2 %; n.s. Fig. 5.1D). The lack of pattern recurrence during REM sleep

was not attributable to its relative short duration and its late occurrence after sleep onset
compared to quiet wakefulness-slow wave sleep (Supporting Fig. 5.2).
The existence of joint HC-VS reactivation raises the question which physiological and
behavioral factors are associated with the strength of this process. We examined three not
mutually exclusive factors, first by computing the degree to which cells in each pair fired
together, and then by pooling all of these correlation values per episode across sessions
and animals. We next formed subgroups of cell pairs by partitioning the complete set
of correlation values on the basis of the factor under scrutiny. Reactivation values were
computed for these subgroups and statistical significance was assessed by applying a
bootstrapping procedure with re-sampling of pooled correlation values (SI; Sokal and
Rohlf, 1995; Pennartz et al., 2004; cf. Hoffman and McNaughton, 2002).
The two-stage model of memory trace formation posits that theta oscillations are crucial for
encoding information in the HC (Buzsaki, 1989). The hippocampal theta rhythm may also
have a role in governing the temporal organization of activity in target structures to ensure
efficient communication (cf. Jones and Wilson, 2005a; DeCoteau et al., 2007). Thus, our
first hypothesis holds that HC-VS reactivation will only be strong when information is crossstructurally aligned by a common temporal framing, the theta oscillation, creating windows
of near-synchronous firing.
During track running, robust theta oscillations were observed in the HC and VS. In both
areas, cells were recorded that fired in close relation to the local theta oscillation (n = 121
out of 263, 46.0% in HC, and n = 20 out of 243, 8.2% in VS). Ventral striatal cells that were
modulated by the local theta rhythm generally also showed modulation by hippocampal
theta oscillations (n=20, 8.2%). When the peak of the theta oscillation recorded near
the hippocampal fissure was taken as synchronizing time point, CA1 cells fired at an
average angle of 199.9 ± 6.1 degrees (range: 43.9 – 356.4) and VS cells fired at a slightly
later phase (217.1 ± 26.0 degrees, range: 4.5 - 336.3; n.s.). Cell pairs were divided on
the basis of modulation by the hippocampal theta rhythm, resulting in four subgroups:
‘Both cells’ (n=140), ‘HC only’ (n=1273), ‘VS only’ (n=81) and ‘None modulated’ (n=1422).
Reactivation was observed for the ‘Both-cells’ group, the ‘HC only’ group and the ‘none’
group (Fig. 5.2A and Supporting Table 5.2). Comparison of the reactivation strength
between subgroups did not reveal significant differences. Similar results were found when
the local field potentials in the VS were used to determine theta modulation of VS cells.
Thus, theta modulation of both members of a cell pair was not preferentially associated
with strong cross-structural reactivation.
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Our second hypothesis departed from the assumption that spike patterns are not
reactivated equally, but are re-processed especially when they convey behaviorally
relevant information. For the HC-VS system we predicted that cells expressing spatial (HC)
and reward-related information (VS) should be preferentially reactivated. Location-specific
firing was found for 102 out of 263 (38.8%) hippocampal cells (SI). Place fields were
distributed uniformly across the track, there was no indication that place fields occurred

t Figure 5.2
Reactivation of subgroups composed according to three firing-pattern characteristics. A:
Modulation by theta oscillations. Four examples show binned spike counts (upper panels,
solid lines) in relation to the hippocampal theta rhythm (bottom panels) for two successive
theta cycles. Randomization of spike intervals abolished the relation between firing pattern
and theta rhythm (dashed lines). Distributions of EV and REV values for each subgroup,
obtained with bootstrapping, showed significant reactivation in all but the ‘VS only’ subgroups,
which was of similar strength across groups (right hand panel). B: Processing of place and
reward information. The left panel shows the spatial distribution of local firing rates of two
hippocampal-ventral striatal pairs. The rat’s trajectory is shown in black and the firing rate of
the neurons is color coded ranging from low rates in dark red to their individual maxima (top
right corners) in yellow and white. The ‘Double Correlates’ group reactivated significantly
stronger than other groups (*p<0.05), which did not show reactivation. C: Firing order was
defined by the difference in area between the light- and dark-shaded regions of crosscorrelograms. Reactivation was observed in all groups, but the HC g VS group reactivated
more strongly than the other two (*p<0.05).

more frequently near reward sites or corner passages. In contrast, a subset of VS neurons
fired in close temporal relationship with reward site visits (41 out of 243 cells, 16.8%; SI).
Reward-related responses were generally increments in firing rate and could be generated
at one, two or all three reward sites. Furthermore, they were often sensitive to either the
presence or absence of reward. In line with previous studies on the VS (Roitman et al.,
2005; Tran et al., 2005), we will apply the term ´reward-related´ to all VS units showing
significant responses time-locked to reward site visits.
Depending on the expression of place fields and reward-related correlates, cell pairs
were grouped in four categories, ‘Double Correlates’ (n=192), ‘Place Field only’ (n=941);
‘Reward-related Correlate’ only (n=287), or ‘No Correlates’ (n=1496). The group ‘Double
Correlates’ group showed very strong reactivation (EV: 22.9%, REV: 0.1%). The strength
was significantly higher than in any other of these four subgroups, which did not yield
significant reactivation (Fig. 5.2B and Supporting Table 5.1).
A long standing assumption in theories of memory consolidation holds that the HC initiates
and orchestrates reactivation in its projection areas (Marr, 1971; Buzsaki, 1989; McClelland
et al., 1995; Pennartz et al., 2002; McNaughton et al., 2003). This implies that reactivation
should be strong when a particular firing order is maintained: during replay a hippocampal
cell should fire predominantly in advance of a VS cell. During behavior, VS firing may also
precede HC firing, but this order should not be associated with strong reactivation. The
HC g VS order would also be consistent with the unidirectionality of the projection from
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HC to VS (Kelley and Domesick, 1982; Groenewegen et al., 1987). Despite the finding that
sleep reactivation occurs in a ‘forward’ direction, meaning that the order of firing during
sleep is similar to the order during the preceding behavior (Skaggs and McNaughton,
1996; Nadasdy et al., 1999; Lee and Wilson, 2002; Euston et al., 2007b), this critical
assumption has yet to be confirmed or refuted. Hence, our third hypothesis holds that
reactivation is strong when the information flow is organized according to a leading role
of the HC.
The firing order of each cell pair was assessed by computing cross-correlograms (Aertsen
et al., 1989; Eggermont, 1992) and determining which order of firing was most prevalent
using a ‘temporal bias’ measure (SI; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996). Three subgroups
were formed, i.e. HC g VS pairs (n=608), VS g HC pairs (n = 796) and ‘No Clear Order’
which included pairs that did not show a preferred firing order (n=1512). The HC g VS
group reactivated most strongly (EV: 15.2%, REV 0.0%). Reactivation was also observed
for the other groups although the observed strengths were significantly lower than for the
HC g VS group. (Fig. 5.2C; Supporting Table 5.2).
Variations in reactivation measured across all of the subgroups partitioned according to
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each of the three factors could not be attributed to differences in varying numbers of cell
pairs or differences in correlation strengths (SI). Altogether, these results indicate that
maintenance of the HC g VS firing order and expressing a combination of a place field
and a reward correlate are important indicators for strong reactivation. However, since a
reactivating cell pair may display multiple characteristics at the same time (e.g. behavioral
correlates and a particular firing order), we used a multi-linear regression model to test
whether the contribution of each cell pair to the session EV value was dependent on firing
order, theta modulation, behavioral correlates or any combination of these characteristics.
First, the relative contribution of each cell pair to the session reactivation was estimated
by excluding a pair from the simultaneously recorded population and recomputing the
reactivation values. The difference between the session EV minus the EV after pair
exclusion represents the estimated contribution of that pair to the session EV. Multi-linear
regression showed that both the expression of a double correlate and the HC g VS firing
order were significant factors in explaining the contribution to the session EV (p<0.02 and
p<0.002, respectively; theta modulation was not significant, p = 0.6). The combination of
firing order and expression of a double correlate predicted the pair’s contribution better
than either one alone (p < 0.0002). This analysis confirms the importance of the HC g VS
firing order and expressing combined place and reward information during track running
for subsequent reactivation.

We next explored whether HC-VS cell pairs fire in the same order during reactivation as
during behavior and whether replay is accelerated relative to active behavior. For each pair
of neurons that showed a place field and a reward-related correlate we constructed three
cross-correlograms, one for each task-episode (n = 192, Fig. 5.3A). We compared the
time-offsets during active behavior and rest for pairs that showed significant peaks in the
cross-correlograms of track running and in at least one of the rest episodes (n = 53, 27.6%).
The time-offsets of the peaks during track running were positively correlated to those in
post-behavioral rest (R2 = 0.09, p < 0.05; n = 47) but not to those of pre-behavioral rest
(Fig. 5.3B; n = 26). Thus, the recurrent firing patterns reflected the preceding experience
rather than intrinsic network dynamics during rest in general. Spatial overlap between the
firing fields of a cell pair appeared not to be a prerequisite for concurrent firing during
subsequent sleep, as 29.8% of the cell pairs that showed peaks in the cross-correlograms
for track running and post-behavioral rest exhibited non-overlapping firing fields. The
peak offset in the cross-correlograms of track running ranged from -4.5 to 3.8 s and was
correlated to the spatial distance between the firing fields (R2 = 0.27, p < 0.001).
To determine whether the order of firing on the track was preserved or reversed in the
subsequent rest episode the offset sign (+/-) relative to 0 was considered. Peaks during
track running and post-behavioral rest were consistently found with the same offset sign
(43/47 = 89%, sign test, p< 0.0001) which demonstrates that replay took place in a forward
direction. In combination with the strong reactivation of HC g VS pairs, the preservation
of firing order suggests that replay should be dominated by activity patterns in which
HC firing largely precedes VS firing, both during track running and post-behavioral rest.
Indeed, in a vast majority of cases, the hippocampal cell fired preferentially before the
striatal cell during both periods (36/43 = 83.7%), indicating that HC-VS circuitry maintains
a rather strict organization of firing order (sign test, p < 0.0001). Thus, not only is the firing
order preserved from the behavior to ensuing sleep, but apparently the HC also takes the
lead in replay and the VS follows. An additional analysis on all cell pairs with significant
cross-correlogram peaks yielded similar results and confirmed that the preferential firing
order during reactivation was not attributable to a lack of VS g HC correlations during track
running (SI).
Replay may occur at a different time scale than applicable during behavior (Skaggs and
McNaughton, 1996; Nadasdy et al., 1999; Lee and Wilson, 2002; Euston et al., 2007b). We
examined whether joint HC-VS firing patterns were replayed on an accelerated time scale.
Peak times in the post-behavioral rest cross-correlogram occurred significantly closer to 0
than during track running (track: 525.5 ± 201.9 ms, post-behavioral rest: 53.2 ± 28.5 ms;
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p<0.01; n = 47), showing a ~10 fold compression (Fig. 5.3). Replayed patterns appeared
compressed and not merely truncated as the shape of the cross-correlogram peaks with
offsets of up to several seconds during behavior were fully re-expressed during sleep,
including their offset from zero (Fig. 5.3A).

t Figure 5.3
A: Cross-correlograms for three pairs of simultaneously recorded neurons showing the
temporal relation of firing during pre-behavioral rest, track running and post-behavioral
rest. Hippocampal activity is synchronized on ventral striatal firing (time = 0) with a bin
resolution of 20 ms. Spatially distributed firing patterns of the neurons are shown in the
blue squares (see also Fig. 5.2B). During track running the three pairs of neurons show
correlated firing with peaks at different offsets relative to time zero. This correlated firing
was absent in pre-behavioral rest but reinstated during post-behavioral rest. In the topmost
example a secondary peak during track running is recurring in post-behavioral rest (*). The
relative time-offsets of peaks were preserved from track running to post-behavioral rest. B:
Scatter plots of the temporal offsets of the peaks in the cross-correlograms (CCG) during
track running and pre-behavioral rest (left) and post-behavioral rest (right). The peak offsets
during track running were correlated to the peak-offsets during post-behavioral rest (R2 =
0.09, p < 0.05) but not to pre-behavioral rest. The peak offsets during post-behavioral rest
were significantly reduced compared to track running, indicating accelerated reactivation.

Discussion
Altogether, our results demonstrate coherent reactivation between the HC and a
subcortical structure and identify two major factors governing cross-structural reactivation
in the hippocampal-striatal system, suggesting a plausible mechanism for consolidation of
associative place-reward information. The first factor that significantly correlated to strong
HC-VS reactivation bears on the dependence of reactivation on the coding of behaviorally
relevant information. Cell pairs that exhibited a double correlate, one place field plus one
reward-related correlate, showed the strongest reactivation amongst all four subgroups. In
addition, the contribution to reactivation by individual pairs depended specifically on such a
co-expression of behavioral correlates. The near-synchronous reiteration of spatial and
motivational information during sleep may serve to integrate these types of information
and support the learning of place-reward associations. Such associations are essential
to predict and localize desired food and liquids within a known environment and are
therefore fundamental to foraging behavior and learned behaviors such as conditioned
place preference (Carr and White, 1983; Kim and Fanselow, 1992; Parkinson et al.,
1999a; Ito et al., 2006; Ito et al., 2008).
The second significant factor in joint HC-VS replay is the preferred firing order of
hippocampal and VS cells, consistent across track running and subsequent sleep.
The HC g VS firing order during track running was associated with a significantly
elevated reactivation as compared to other temporal relationships, and the cell pair
contributions to reactivation depended on this specific firing order. This organization
of firing order obeys the direction of the anatomical projection (Kelley and Domesick,
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1982; Groenewegen et al., 1987) and presents necessary, although not sufficient,
evidence for a central tenet of consolidation theory, proposing the hippocampus to
initiate reactivation in its target structures, as predicted by Marr (1971) and subsequent
theorists (Buzsaki, 1989; McClelland et al., 1995; McNaughton, 1998; Pennartz et al.,
2002).
An important finding is that the joint reactivation is compressed by a factor 10 compared
to the behavioral time scale of neuronal activation. Thus, several seconds of ‘realtime’ information during behavior are brought together in a time frame of hundreds of
milliseconds during sleep. This further supports the plausibility of a mechanism for the
associative storage of place and reward information by way of synaptic weight changes
in the HC-VS system. If a hippocampal cell, coding place, fires consistently and briefly
in advance of a VS cell signaling reward (Fig. 5.3), spike timing dependent plasticity
can be induced in their connection (Markram et al., 1997; Bi and Poo, 1999; Abbott and
Nelson, 2000; c.f. Pennartz et al., 1993; Kombian and Malenka, 1994).
Cross-correlogram analysis revealed that joint reactivation is not restricted to neuronal
pairs that exhibit overlapping firing fields; peaks that were separated by up to about 4.5
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seconds during behavior were found to recur during post-behavioral rest. In a scenario
where a series of place fields is followed by a reward-related correlate, this indicates
that value information during slow wave sleep is not only paired with locations nearby
but also with more remote stages of the path leading to the reward site. Formation
of reward-predicting representations should, by definition, obey the temporal order of
predictor-reward events, a requirement which is met by the preferential HC g VS firing
order during replay. In principle then, the characteristics of hippocampal-striatal replay
are suitable for mediating the ‘backwards’ association between reinforcements and
cues and contexts situated progressively earlier in time. This temporally backwards
referral is a key feature of conditioning theory and models of reinforcement learning
(Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Pennartz, 1995; Schultz et al., 1997; Sutton and Barto,
1998).
Although the causal role of ensemble reactivation in memory consolidation remains to
be proven, the temporally ordered cross-structural replay of spatial and motivational
information during sleep illuminates a plausible ‘off-line’ mechanism by which
information processed in different parts of the brain can be integrated to enable the
composition and strengthening of memory traces comprising various attributes of a
single event.

Supporting Information
Materials and Methods
Subjects, Behavioral Paradigm and Recordings
Four male Wistar rats (375-425 g, Harlan, the Netherlands) were individually housed under
a 12/12h alternating light-dark cycle with light onset at 8:00 AM. All experiments were
conducted in the animal’s inactive period. During training and recording periods, rats had
access to water during a two hour period following the experimental session whereas food
was available ad libitum.
Prior to surgery, rats learned to shuttle back and forth on a linear track (185 cm long x 10
cm wide, 40 cm elevated from the floor). Rewards (sucrose solution, 10%, vanilla desert or
chocolate mousse) were provided on the track ends according to a partial reinforcement
schedule. Recording sessions consisted of a rest period (pre-behavioral rest, 20-60 min)
followed by a phase of reward searching behavior on a triangular track (20 min) and
concluded with a second period of rest (post-behavioral rest, 60-120 min). All rats were
unfamiliar with this track when recording sessions commenced. Rats were required to
traverse the track repeatedly in one direction stopping only at reward wells positioned
in the center of each arm to check for the presence of a reward. Each type of reward
mentioned above was assigned to one of the three reward wells and the reward-location
combination remained fixed throughout the recordings. Each lap, one reward was delivered
to its corresponding cup according to a pseudorandom schedule. Rats rested on a towel
in a wide flowerpot located next to the track.
Rats were chronically implanted with a micro-drive containing 14 individually movable
tetrode drivers above the right hemisphere of the brain (Lansink et al., 2007). Five tetrodes
were directed to the dorsal hippocampal CA1 area (4.0 mm posterior and 2.5 mm lateral
to Bregma) and seven to the VS (1.8 mm anterior and 1.4 mm lateral to Bregma; Paxinos
and Watson, 1986). Reference electrodes were placed in the corpus callosum dorsal to
the hippocampus, and near the hippocampal fissure. A skull screw inserted in the caudal
part of the parietal skull bone served as ground.
Recordings were conducted using a 64 channel Cheetah recording system (Neuralynx,
Bozeman, MT, USA). Activity of individual neurons was sampled during one ms windows
(32 kHz, amplifier gain 5000, filter settings: 600-6000 Hz), whenever the voltage
signal exceeded a manually preset voltage threshold. Local field potentials (LFP) were
continuously sampled at 1690 Hz and band-pass filtered between 1 and 475 Hz. The rat’s
headstage was equipped with an array of light-emitting diodes which allowed to track the
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position of the rat and to indicate body movements during periods of rest (60 frames/
seconds, resolution ~2.5 mm/pixel).
Data Analysis
Spike sorting Groups of spikes belonging to a single unit were discriminated from other
clusters and noise events on the same tetrode on the basis of waveform properties across
the four channels of a tetrode using standard automated and manual clustering methods
(Bubbleclust by P. Lipa, University of Arizona, AZ, Tucson U.S.A. and MClust by A.D. Redish,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, U.S.A. respectively). Clusters that were selected
for analysis exhibited less than 0.1% of spike intervals within a 2 ms period in their interspike interval histograms and emitted at least 20 spikes in each task episode. Putative
interneurons were discriminated from principal cells on the basis of average firing rate
(>8Hz) and waveform characteristics such as small peak- to-valley width and the valley
shape and were not included in the analysis.
Resting state and sleep phase identification. Pre- and post-behavioral rest episodes
included all periods of at least 20s in which the rat was in the flower pot and remained
motionless. Episodes of movements were generally short and were excluded from analysis
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of neural activity during resting periods. Within these periods of rest, episodes of SWS
and REM sleep were identified. SWS periods were characterized by the presence of large
irregular activity and the occurrence of sharp wave-ripple complexes in the LFP of the CA1
pyramidal layer. Ripples were detected each time the squared amplitude of the filtered
LFP trace (100-300 Hz) crossed a threshold of 3.5 SD for at least 25 ms. Short intervals
of quiet wakefulness may have been included in SWS episodes as these two phases
share principal LFP characteristics. Therefore, these combined states are referred to as
quiet wakefulness-slow wave sleep (QW-SWS). REM sleep periods were indicated by an
elevated ratio (>0.4) of spectral density in the theta band (6-10 Hz) to the overall power
of the LFP trace recorded near the hippocampal fissure. Their borders were refined upon
visual inspection of the trace. Only SWS and REM sleep episodes lasting more than 20
s were included in the analysis. In summary, analysis of reactivation was performed for
resting periods, which mainly consisted of QW-SWS and REM sleep phases, while a minor
part was made up by unclassified, transitional periods.
Quantification of reactivation The assessment of covariation in firing rates and the
quantification of reactivation with the Explained Variance method was previously described
in detail (Kleinbaum et al., 1998; Kudrimoti et al., 1999; Pennartz et al., 2004; Tatsuno et
al., 2006). Briefly, the temporal correlation between the firing patterns of two neurons was

expressed in a Pearson’s correlation coefficient which was computed for all concurrently
recorded cell pairs using binned spike trains (50 ms bin size) of each rest/task episode.
Pairs in this study always consisted of one hippocampal and one ventral striatal cell; intraarea pairs were not taken into account. Thus each recording session yielded three matrices
of Pearson’s correlation coefficients corresponding to pre-behavioral rest, track running
and post-behavioral rest. The similarity of the matrices between each combination of two
episodes was determined by computing a separate correlation value. These matrix-based
correlation values were used to determine which proportion of the variance in the postbehavioral correlation pattern can be explained by the pattern established during trackrunning while controlling for any correlations that were present before the track running
experience (i.e. in the pre-behavioral rest). This quantity is expressed in the Explained
Variance (EV) measure:

(EQ 5.1)
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in which R1 and R2 represent the pre-and post-behavioral rest episode respectively and
for example rTrack,R2 equals the correlation coefficient between the track and rest 2 pattern.
EV equals the square of the partial correlation coefficient and is bounded between 0 and
1. The within-control measure, i.e. Reverse Explained Variance (REV), was derived by
exchanging R1 and R2 in the previous equation, thereby switching the temporal order of
episodes. EV and REV values were computed for all recorded sessions that contained
at least 5 well-isolated active neurons from each area and for 20 minute time blocks of
concatenated periods of quiet rest and sleep, i.e. periods of active behavior were excluded.
Sessions that showed reactivation (EV > REV) in the first 20 minute rest block after track
running were used to assess decay of reactivation (n = 15). Sleep phase dependent
reactivation was computed for sessions that showed more than 4 minutes of REM and
QW-SWS in each rest episode (n = 13) Differences between EV and REV values were
statistically tested for significance with the Wilcoxon´s matched-pairs signed rank test.
Reactivation analysis for subgroups of cell pairs For assessing reactivation in subgroups
of cell pairs (e.g. ‘both’ and ‘none’ modulated in the section on theta modulation) all
Pearson’s correlation coefficients for cell pairs within each subgroup were pooled across
all sessions and all rats before the EV and REV value were computed. Estimates of the mean
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and variance of these values were derived using a bootstrapping procedure in which random
samples were taken (n=10000) from the observed set of Pearson’s correlation coefficients
(Sokal and Rohlf, 1995; cf. Hoffman and McNaughton, 2002). During re-sampling the
triplets of correlation coefficients belonging to the three rest/active episodes were kept
together and the created samples were of the same size as the original subset. The resampling procedure included replacement, thus samples may have contained multiple
copies of one triplet while others were omitted. For each sample, reactivation measures
were computed resulting in distributions of EV and REV and the difference (EV-REV)
values for each subset. Differences in reactivation strength between two subgroups
were statistically assessed using the (EV-REV) values, although EV values alone yielded
generally similar results. Individual (EV-REV) values drawn from the two distributions were
compared in pairs and we determined which parent-distribution contributed the larger
value. Distributions were classified as significantly different from each other when the
largest value was contributed by the same parent-distribution in more than 95% of the
comparisons.
Theta-modulated firing To determine whether the firing pattern of a cell was modulated by
the theta rhythm recorded from HC or VS, LFP traces recorded from the hippocampal fissure
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and the VS were filtered using a Chebyshev type-1 band pass filter between 6 and 10 Hz.
Binned spikes (10 degrees/bin) were plotted relative to the theta peaks of two successive
theta periods. The spike distribution was considered non-uniform when Rayleigh’s score
was < 1x10-5. The phase angle of the spikes was determined by computing the Hilbert
transform of the filtered theta signal. If the firing pattern of a cell is truly modulated by the
theta oscillation, randomization of the spike trains should disrupt the phase relationships
between the spikes and the LFP and thus result in a uniform firing distribution relative to the
theta oscillation. Firing of a unit was considered as being modulated by the theta rhythm
when shuffling of the spikes abolished the non-uniformity of the spike firing distribution as
assessed with the Rayleigh score.
Identification of place fields The spatial selectivity of firing of hippocampal pyramidal cells
was assessed by computing the information conveyed per spike. Instantaneous firing rates
were computed for bins of 50 ms. The spatial position of the rat’s head was determined by
creating a one-dimensional representation of the track and using a resolution of 2.3 cm.
Mutual information was computed between the binned spike trains and the position and
corrected for finite sampling size (Skaggs et al., 1992; Panzeri and Treves, 1996). A cell
was considered to express a place field if its firing rate during track running was at least
0.3 Hz and if it carried at least 0.25 bits/spike of spatial information.

Identification of reward-related firing patterns Because rewards were applied at discrete
moments in time, the method used to identify place fields could not be applied to assess
reward-related firing patterns. These patterns were identified with peri-event time histograms
which were constructed for the rewarded and non-rewarded condition for each reward site.
The histograms were synchronized on crossings of off-line installed ‘virtual photobeams’
positioned at the points where the rat was just reaching the reward sites. Reward-related
responses were assessed within a period of 1s before and 1s after arrival at a reward site
using a bin resolution of 250 ms and were statistically evaluated with Wilcoxon´s matchedpairs signed rank test (p < 0.01). Spike counts in the eight bins comprising the reward
period were each compared to three separate control bins taken from the corner passage
opposite to the well under scrutiny within the same lap. A bin of the reward period was only
considered significantly different when the rank test indicated significance from each of
the three control bins. A response was qualified as reward-related when one or more bins
in the reward period were significantly different from the control bins. In addition we verified
that the control bins did not show marked deviations from overall base line firing using
peri-event time histograms and plots of the spatial distribution of firing rates. Differences
between the responses at different reward sites were assessed with a Kruskal-Wallis test
(p<0.05) followed by a Mann-Whitney’s U-test (MWU; p<0.05), while rewarded versus
non-rewarded conditions were compared using MWU (p<0.05).
Regression analysis Multi-linear regression was used to determine whether the contribution
of the cell pairs to the Explained Variance per session was dependent on firing characteristics
of the neuronal pairs; i.e. modulation by the theta oscillation, expression of place and/or
reward-related firing patterns, order of firing and any combination of these factors. Each
partition was used as regressor and the cell pairs were assigned a value according to the
subgroup they belonged to (e.g. ‘Double Correlate’: 4, ‘Place field only’: 3, ‘Reward-related
correlate’: 2 and ‘No correlates’: 1). Thus the values of the regressors varied between 1
and the number of subgroups in the partition. Similar results were obtained when a value
was assigned to the number of correlates that a pair expressed (e.g. ‘Double correlate’: 2:
‘Place field only’ and ‘Reward-related correlate only’: 1 and ‘No correlates’: 0)
Cross-correlograms and Temporal Bias for determination of firing order The temporal
relationship between firing patterns of HC place cells and VS reward-related units was
examined by construction of cross-correlograms according to Perkel (1967) and Eggermont
(1992). Spikes were binned into 10 or 50 ms intervals and the cross-correlation was
examined across at least three time windows; viz. [-500, 500] ms, [-2000, 2000] ms and
[-5000, 5000] ms. The firing order of pairs of HC and VS cells was assessed with the
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temporal bias method (Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996) using cross-correlograms with
the spikes of the striatal cell serving as reference. The ordinate expressed spike counts
per second, which was integrated across intervals of 200 ms before (I) and after (II) zero.
The difference between II minus I divided by the sum of the spike counts determined
the temporal bias score. If this score was negative, the hippocampus was determined
to fire preferentially before the VS cell. If this score was positive the preferred firing order
was in the opposite direction. The classification ‘No Clear Order’ was assigned when the
scores were approximately equal or when the cross-correlogram did not have a clear
single maximum.
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Supporting Figure 5.1
Cross-structural reactivation was observed across 21 sessions (Original: Wilcoxon´s
matched-pairs signed rank test, **p < 0.01). To test whether the reactivation was cell- and
time specific, spike train vectors of the track running episode were randomized according
to three different protocols. Shuffling of the time bins within the spike train vector of each
cell (BIN), exchanging cell identities (SWAP) and disruption of the temporal alignment of
the spike train vectors (SHIFT) each abolished reactivation. Residual EV and the difference
(EV-REV) after randomization were significantly reduced compared to the original values (**
p < 0.01).

To estimate the significance of peaks in the cross-correlograms, we followed Eggermont’s
procedure (1992). The mean expected number of joint spike counts m and the levels
of μ �± 3*SD (corresponding to p=0.0013; SD, standard deviation) were computed to
provide indications for non-random excursions of spike counts above or below the
expected range. Each cross-correlogram was then subjected five times to a spike

shuffling substraction procedure (Perkel et al., 1967; Aertsen et al., 1989). Peaks were
accepted as significant only when they exceeded the +3*SD threshold above the mean
in each of the 5 repetitions.

Supporting Figure 5.2
Reactivation occurred during periods of QW-SWS (** p<0.01) but was absent in REM sleep.
The lack of reactivation in REM sleep could not be attributed to the total REM sleep time
or to the relatively late occurrence of REM sleep periods after sleep onset, because postREM segments of QW-SWS showed significant reactivation (QW-SWS control, *p<0.05).
Reactivation in the overall QW-SWS phase was significantly larger than in REM sleep or
post-REM sleep segments of QW-SWS (** p<0.01).

In addition to cross-correlograms, a ranked-order sequence analysis of multi-neuron spike
trains has been applied to hippocampal and neocortical datasets to demonstrate temporally
structured replay (Lee and Wilson, 2002; Diba and Buzsaki, 2007; Ji and Wilson, 2007).
Typically, templates consisting of ranked-order sequences are extracted from the period of
active behavior, while sequential replay is indicated when a partial or complete ‘match’ is
found between the template and a multi-neuron spike sequence in a putative reactivation
period, be it in an awake or sleeping state. Although this method appears to work well
for hippocampal datasets, it is considered less suitable for studying HC-VS replay in the
current task, first because reward-related neurons in the VS often showed multiple foci of
intense firing on the behavioral track, which does not result in an unambigous sequence
when ordered together with firing of hippocampal place cells. Second, the probabilistic
reward-search task we applied did not result in strong behavioral regularity, because
in some trials a reward was present at a given site but not in other trials. If a VS cell
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was responsive to reward at that same site, it fired in close relation to activity of an
hippocampal cell having a nearby place field in some trials but not others, again leading
to variability in the elicited spike sequences. Because correctly replayed multi-neuron
spike sequences appear to be quite sparse even under conditions of strong behavioral
regularity (Lee and Wilson, 2002; Diba and Buzsaki, 2007; Ji and Wilson, 2007), they are
probably very hard to detect against a background of other, similar sequences arising
from differently structured trials within the same session. In contrast, cross-correlograms
provide a lumped measure of temporally related firing of two cells and may therefore be
less sensitive to variations in behavior and concomitant VS firing.
Histology Following termination of an experiment, the tetrode endpoints were marked
by a small lesion resulting from passing a 25 μA current for 10 s through one of the
leads of each channel. The next day, rats were transcardially perfused with 0.9% saline
solution followed by 4.0% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline (0.1 M, pH 7.4).
Coronal brain sections (40 μm) were cut on a Vibratome and Nissl-stained for verification
of tetrode tracks and endpoints. Recordings of hippocampal CA1 neurons were made from
103 locations between 2.6 mm and 4.8 mm posterior and between 1.2 mm to 2.8 mm lateral
to Bregma compared to an atlas of the rat brain (Paxinos and Watson, 1986). Ventral striatal
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tetrodes were situated approximately between 2.2 and 1.2 mm anterior to Bregma and
between 1.6 and 3.0 mm laterally. From a total of 140 recording sites, 58% was estimated
to be situated in the core region and 42% in the shell region of the ventral striatum. Note
that the recordings from one session may contain both core and shell units. Six sessions
were most likely composed of HC-VS core cell pairs only. Reactivation was observed among
these sessions.
Supporting Results
Behavior on the triangle track
On the track, rats ran in one direction and paused shortly at each reward site to check for
reward availability. As the rats gained experience on the track, the average number of laps
completed in one session increased (15.3 ± 4.1 in the first session to 62.3 ± 6.2 in the
tenth, linear regression R2 = 0.53, p<0.0001). The time between two reward site visits was
significantly longer when the rat consumed a reward than when the well was not baited
(16.54 ± 0.38 and 7.65 ± 0.25 s, Wilcoxon´s matched-pairs signed rank test, p<0.0001). The
travel-time between wells did not decrease when a few consecutive wells were empty.
Reactivation strength of individual sessions expressed as the difference between (EV-REV)
was highly variable but on average increased across sessions and was correlated to the

progression through the sessions (linear regression R2 = 0.20, p<0.05) and the number
of laps completed on the track (R2 = 0.46, p<0.001). These positive correlations do not
confirm or contradict a role for reactivation in learning and memory consolidation per se.
The increasing strength of reactivation with experience on the track might reflect a learning
process underlying improving task performance. Alternatively, the same result may be
explained by an enhancement of reactivation detectability along with task familiarity
(Jackson et al, 2006). As the behavior of the rats becomes more regular and repetitive
with training, neuronal patterns may well be more consistently repeated.
Randomized controls for verification of cross-structural reactivation
To examine whether the observed cross-structural reactivation was due to cell- and timespecific firing correlations, EV and REV values were recalculated after the binned spike
trains of the track-running episode had been randomized in three different ways (Louie
and Wilson, 2001). In the BIN condition, time bins were randomly exchanged within
the spike train vector of each cell. In the SWAP condition, the spike train vectors were
randomly reassigned to different cells. In the SHIFT condition entire spike train vectors
were individually shifted with a maximum of 10 s forward or backwards. The shift was
circular so that bins that were removed from one end of the vector are reinserted at the
other end. In all three control conditions, these randomization procedures reduced the
difference between EV and REV values to insignificant levels (Supporting Fig. 5.1; BIN: EV:
0.9 ± 0.1%, REV 0.8 ± 0.1%; SWAP: EV: 2.1 ± 0.4%, REV 2.4 ± 0.4%; SHIFT: EV: 1.6 ±
0.5 %, REV: 1.0 ± 0.1%; Wilcoxon´s matched-pairs signed rank test, n.s.). In all conditions,
reactivation measures were significantly decreased compared to the reactivation observed
with the original spike train vectors (p < 0.01).
Control procedure verifying absence of reactivation in REM sleep
In pre- and post behavioral rest episodes, rats spent significantly more time in QW-SWS than
in REM sleep (pre-QW-SWS: 19.3 ± 2.4 min, pre-REM sleep: 9.0 ± 0.8 min, post-QW-SWS
37.0 ± 2.9 min, post-REM: 11.6 ±1.0 min, p<0.01). Compared to quiet wakefulness-slow wave
sleep, episodes of REM sleep were short and occurred at relative remote times after sleep
onset. In combination with a decaying reactivation, these factors may provide an explanation
for the absence of reactivation during REM sleep. To examine this, reactivation was computed
over segments of quiet wakefulness-slow wave sleep that were of identical length as the
REM epochs but occurred at later time points in the rest period. Significant reactivation was
observed in these quiet wakefulness-slow wave sleep segments (EV: 3.6 ± 1.4%, REV: 0.5 ±
0.2%; p< 0.05; Supporting Fig. 5.2), indicating that the lack of pattern recurrence during REM
sleep is most likely unrelated to its short duration and its late occurrence after sleep onset.
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Hippocampal cells emitted on average significantly more spikes per cell during the QWSWS segments than in REM sleep during the post- but not the pre-behavioral rest phase
(Supporting Table 5.1, *p<0.05). In contrast, striatal cells were more active during REM
sleep episodes than during the SWS sleep segments in both rest phases (**p<0.001).
Supporting Table 5.1: Mean spike counts per cell during REM sleep and QW-SWS
segments
REM sleep

QW-SWS control segments

Hippocampal CAI
pre-behavioral rest

199.1 ± 92.1

252.6 ± 70.3

post-behavioral rest

231.9 ± 40.4

305.9 ± 71.5*

pre-behavioral rest

179.8 ± 24.6

102.7 ± 16.8**

post-behavioral rest

232.6 ± 32.9

145.1 ± 19.7**

Ventral Striatum
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Behavioral correlates of ventral striatal firing patterns
Out of 243 recorded ventral striatal units, 41 (16.8%) showed significant firing rate changes
in close association with reward site arrivals. Although these changes were by and large
firing rate increments (40, 97.6%), response patterns were heterogeneous. Responses
were found when rats were approaching reward sites (9, 21.9 %), after arrival at reward
sites (12, 29.3%) or spanning both phases (20, 48.8 %). A majority of responses signaled
reward presence (25, 61.0%) whereas only three (7.3%) neurons responded when the
wells were found unbaited. Four (9.8%) other neurons showed firing rate changes in both
conditions with different response magnitudes. Firing rate changes in the remaining group
of neurons (9, 21.9%) only reached significance only when the reward presence and
absence condition where lumped together. Responses could be generated in relation
to one (10, 24.4%), two (6, 14.6%) or all three reward sites (3, 7.3%). When a neuron
responded to several reward sites, differences in magnitude were observed between the
individual responses (5 out of 9 neurons, 55.6%). Changes in the firing rate of about half
of the responding neurons (22, 53.7%) reached significance only when the three reward
sites were pooled.

A large majority of responsive neurons fired differentially for reward presence or absence,
for the various reward sites or in both conditions (34, 82.9%), which renders the possibility
that their firing was purely spatially modulated highly unlikely (cf. Lavoie and Mizumori,
1994; Shibata et al., 2001). For two neurons which increased their firing rates to a single
reward site irrespective of the presence or absence of a reward this option cannot be
excluded. Reactivation analysis yielded similar results when these two neurons were
removed from the data set.
Control procedures for reactivation of subgroups
In principle, differences in numbers of cell pairs and/or correlation distributions may
account for the differences in the observed reactivation between the subgroups according
to the ‘firing order’ and ‘expression of correlates’ partitions. To examine these possible
confounds the bootstrapped reactivation distribution (EV-REV) of the subgroup with the
highest reactivation was tested against the (EV-REV) distributions obtained from 10000
samples of each of the other subgroups in that partition, matched for the total number of
cell pairs and showing a comparable distribution of correlation strengths (MWU: p > 0.05).
In the ‘firing order’ and ‘expression of correlates’ partitions, the sampled subgroups all
showed significantly less reactivation than the HC g VS or the ‘double correlate’ groups
(this was tested as explained in the Methods section ‘Reactivation analysis for subgroups
of cell pairs’; p<0.001).
Further analysis of maintained firing order from active behavior to post-behavioral rest
As pointed out in the main text, the large majority of HC-VS pairs with double correlates,
which maintained their firing order from track running to post-behavioral rest showed
hippocampal firing preferentially before ventral striatal firing. Although this result indicates
a predominance of HC g VS pairs in replay, it might be the case that this effect arises
from a lack of clear cross-correlations in which the VS precedes the HC during track
running. To examine this possible confound, we analyzed all cell pairs exhibiting significant
peaks in their cross-correlograms of the track running period (n = 222; see Materials and
methods for assessment of significant peaks). In most of these cell pairs the hippocampal
cell fired preferentially before the ventral striatal cell during track running (n=153, 69%).
Activity of the ventral striatal cell preceded that of the hippocampal cell in 54 pairs (24%)
and in the remaining 15 pairs (7%) the peak was found at 0 offset. Thus, although during
behavior more highly cross-correlated HC g VS pairs were found than VS g HC pairs,
there was no shortage of pairs in which the VS neuron fired before the HC neuron did. As
in the subgroup of cell pairs exhibiting double correlates, the time-offsets of the significant
peaks during track running were positively correlated to those in post-behavioral rest
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(R2 = 0.09, p < 0.005, n = 84) but not to those of pre-behavioral rest (n = 64), which
confirms the experience dependence of replay in this larger population of cells. Similarly,
most of the cell pairs that showed significant peaks during track running and in postbehavioral rest maintained their firing order (72/84; 86%).
Cell pairs exhibiting a HC g VS firing order during track running showed a recurring peak
with the same offset sign during post-behavioral rest in 58 out of 153 cases (38%). This
fraction was almost twice as high as for pairs that showed a VS g HC order (11/54, 20%;
Fisher exact p < 0.02). Similar results were obtained when the analysis was performed more
selectively, viz. when only cell pairs were taken into account having cross-correlograms
with significant peaks and containing more than 500 counts (within [-2000,2000] ms,
binsize 50 ms) during track running. In conclusion, during behavior we found more HC�VS
pairs with well-articulated cross-correlations than VS g HC pairs, but even if this difference
is taken into account, the probability that a cross-correlation with the same order recurs in
the HC�VS remained significantly higher than for the VS g HC group.
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Supporting Table 5.2: Mean reactivation values of subgroups composed on the basis
of three physiological and behavioral factors.
Mean EV
(%)

Mean REV
(%)

EV-REV
(%)

Firing modulated by HC theta rhythm
Both

17.3*

0.0

17.3

HC only

4.5*

0.0

4.5

VS only

1.6

0.0

1.6

none

6.5*

0.1

6.4

Double correlates

22.9*

0.1

22.8 � † §

Placefield only

0.9

0.0

0.9 �

Reward-related correlate only

8.9

1.3

7.6

No correlates

0.5

0.1

0.4

HC � VS

15.2*

0.0

15.2 ¶ °

VS � HC

4.2*

0.2

4.0 ¶

No order

2.1*

0.0

2.1

Expression of behavioral correlates
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†
§

Order of firing

°

Overview of reactivation values for the different subgroups of cell pairs partitioned on the basis
of modulation by the theta rhythm, the expression of behavioral correlates and the order of firing
between the cells from hippocampus (HC) and ventral striatum (VS). Occurrence of reactivation
within subgroups was statistically assessed as explained in the Methods section ‘Reactivation
analysis for subgroups of cell pairs’ (* p<0.05). The difference in reactivation between subgroups
of the same partition was tested for statistical significance with the same procedure using the
difference (EV-REV) as measure for reactivation. Reactivation in the ‘Double Correlate’ group
was significantly stronger than in any of the other subgroups within the partition ‘Expression of
behavioral correlates’ (‡i † § p < 0.05). The cell pairs in the HC g VS subgroup showed stronger
reactivation than the other two subgroups in the partition ‘Order of firing’ (¶ ° p < 0.05).
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Summary of results
Communication between neurons is the driving force of all processing in the brain, from
encoding sensory stimuli to mediating complex cognitive operations and facilitating
output of specific behavioral patterns. To gain insight into multi-faceted processes such as
memory consolidation and reactivation, it is of importance to study the temporal relation of
firing patterns of groups of neurons, whether they are organized in relatively small neural
circuits within a brain area or in large networks distributed through several distinct parts of
the brain. In the studies described in this thesis, we simultaneously monitored the activity
of multiple neurons in the hippocampal area CA1 and ventral striatum of the rat brain
when the animals were awake and during periods of sleep. We focused on the following
questions i) how are firing patterns of different classes of ventral striatal (i.e. principal
cells and interneurons) neurons temporally related to the activity of neurons belonging
to the same or to another class? (chapter 3), ii) is motivationally relevant information
preferentially reactivated in the ventral striatum? (chapter 4) and iii) do the hippocampus
and ventral striatum reactivate coherently during sleep? (chapter 5).
To record neural activity simultaneously from the dorsal hippocampus and the ventral
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striatum, two areas which are widely separated in the rodent brain, we designed a ‘splithyperdrive’, described in chapter 2. With 5 tetrodes placed in the hippocampus and 7 in
the ventral striatum we were able to record ensembles of up to 20 cells per area for a
few weeks following implantation. During recordings, rats were running along a triangular
track searching for sweet, semi-liquid rewards or resting in a nest, indicating that they
where neither restrained nor observably stressed by the (implanted) recording equipment.
Among the principal cells that we recorded from hippocampal area CA1 where those that
showed place fields (38%), i.e. firing patterns selective for a particular location on the track.
These place fields were distributed uniformly across the track, not accumulating at reward
locations or corner turns. In contrast, a subset of putative medium-sized spiny neurons
(pMSN) of the ventral striatum was selectively responsive in relation to reward locations
(17%, chapter 4). Firing rates of these neurons generally increased when rats approached
or paused at a reward site. Moreover, differential responses were observed towards the
various reward sites, or to reward availability or in both of these conditions.
In chapter 3 we examined the firing properties of another class of striatal neuron, the so
called fast spiking (FS) neurons. FS neurons most probably represent a particular type
of interneuron that is thought to regulate the activity of the medium sized spiny neuron
population by a feedforward inhibitory mechanism. In contrast to pMSNs, FS neurons

generally expressed a high baseline firing rate (pMSNs: 0.23 ± 0.05 Hz and FS units:
21.5 ± 4.0 Hz during active behavior) and showed a firing rate decrement when rats
encountered and consumed a reward. During reward site approach some FS units started
to gradually decrease their firing rate, whereas others showed a ramping increase in firing
rate during this phase. Analysis of the temporal dynamics of the firing of FS units and
pMSNs revealed a depression of activity in a large subset of pMSNs around the time
of FS unit firing, which is basically in line with in vitro evidence indicating a GABAergic
connection between FS interneurons and MSNs in the ventral striatum (Taverna et al.,
2007). The current findings also go beyond this in vitro evidence in that they suggest that
FS interneurons form a network for ‘early-inhibition’ of MSNs, so that many MSNs already
decrease their firing rate before an arbitrary recorded FS unit has fired. Other pairs of the two
classes showed concurrent firing, presumably because of common glutamatergic input.
The temporal relation of activity of pairs of FS neurons or pMSNs could also be examined
when two of these cells were simultaneously recorded on different tetrodes. The observed
relationships between FS units were by and large instances of near-synchronous activity.
Previous in vitro evidence of electrotonic coupling between these neurons indicated such
a relationship (Koos and Tepper, 1999; Taverna and Pennartz, 2008). In some cases the
co-activation was followed by a trough in the cross-correlogram. In vitro, also pairs of MSNs
were previously found to be connected via unidirectional inhibitory synapses (Czubayko
and Plenz, 2002; Tunstall et al., 2002; Koos et al., 2004; Taverna et al., 2004; Venance et
al., 2004). In vivo, a subset of pMSNs showed a decrease in firing upon activity of another
pMSN but two pMSNs could also be concurrently active.
Spontaneous reactivation of neuronal activity patterns representing a scene or event
during periods of rest and sleep is widely thought to contribute to memory consolidation
by strengthening synaptic connections activated during the preceding behavior (Marr,
1971; Buzsaki, 1989; McClelland et al., 1995; McNaughton et al., 2003). Consistent
with current concepts on declarative memory consolidation, reactivation was primarily
studied in the hippocampus (Pavlides and Winson, 1989; Wilson and McNaughton, 1994;
Kudrimoti et al., 1999; Lee and Wilson, 2002) and neocortex (Qin et al., 1997; Hoffman
and McNaughton, 2002; Battaglia et al., 2007; Euston et al., 2007b; Ji and Wilson,
2007). Reactivation theories have proposed that the recurrence of memory traces in the
hippocampus may initiate a process of reactivation in associated neocortical ensembles
leading to the strengthening of the cortical memory trace. The observation of reactivating
ensembles in the subcortical ventral striatum indicated that this process also extends
outside the hippocampal-neocortical circuitry (Pennartz et al., 2004). In our study on
the ventral striatum (chapter 4), we showed an elevated level of reactivation of neurons
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exhibiting a reward-related correlate as compared to neurons that did not respond to
reward sites, indicating that motivationally relevant information is specifically reactivated in
the ventral striatum. Moreover, this reactivation was especially strong for those spike patterns
that occurred nearby reward sites, while spike trains occurring during corner passages were
less reactivated. These findings indicate that memory traces are likely to contain a motivational
component in addition to object and contextual information. We furthermore showed that
reactivation in the ventral striatum is a sparse phenomenon, because only few cells within the
recorded ensemble accounted for the observed reward-related reactivation. Concerning the
general reactivation process in the ventral striatum, we revealed that reactivation is unlikely to
occur during REM sleep periods in the first hour after the behavioral experience, but instead
mainly depends on periods of slow wave sleep. Reactivation appeared particularly strong
during small time windows (~200 ms) during and following emission of sharp wave-ripple
complexes in the hippocampus. We also verified the somewhat unexpected finding of a
previous study (Pennartz et al., 2004) that reactivation in the ventral striatum does not decay
until at least forty minutes of sleep after the track running experience.
The finding of ripple associated reactivation in the ventral striatum extended the existing
evidence of a hippocampal influence on reactivation in its subcortical target. The study
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in chapter 5 showed for the first time the existence of coherent reactivation across
ensembles of the hippocampus and ventral striatum. Analysis indicated two firing pattern
characteristics during active behavior that were associated with strong reactivation during
subsequent sleep. The first was the co-expression of a place field in the hippocampus and
a reward-related correlate in the ventral striatum and the second was the maintenance of
a firing order during active behavior in which the hippocampal neuron fired preferentially
before the ventral striatal neuron. Whether or not hippocampal and ventral striatal neurons
showed firing modulation by the hippocampal theta rhythm seemed less indicative for
cross-structural reactivation as examined by subgroup comparisons and multi-linear
regression analysis. The temporal dynamics of joint reactivation of spatial/contextual and
reward-related information showed that hippocampal neurons fired preferentially before the
ventral striatal neurons during track running and during the post-behavioral rest episode
whereas such order was not consistently observed in the pre-behavioral rest phase. This
preservation of firing order from track running to subsequent sleep indicates a forward
reactivation in which the hippocampus orchestrates the ventral striatum. The time lag of
firing of two neurons during track running and during subsequent sleep was correlated.
Interestingly, the timescale of co-activation during the post-behavioral rest was about a
factor 10 accelerated compared to track running, suggesting that a compressed version of
the behavioral neuronal pattern was reinstated.

General discussion
Selection of a functional ensemble in the ventral striatum
The ventral striatum is an important node of the limbic-corticostriatal system and has
functions in signaling and predicting reinforcers (Schultz et al., 1992; Setlow et al., 2003;
Roitman et al., 2005), controlling consummatory behaviors (Stratford and Kelley, 1999)
and is thought to invigorate goal directed behavior on the basis of the motivational value
of cues and contexts (Pennartz et al., 1994; Cardinal et al., 2002). The ventral striatum
is proposed to consist of distinct networks of neurons that form functional ensembles
which act in parallel and in this way maintain a broad range of functions (Pennartz et
al., 1994). Although at this point in time ventral striatal ensembles have been postulated
but not explicitly demonstrated, they offer a parsimonious way of interpreting the diverse
and heterogeneous roles of the ventral striatum in directing behavior, and a number of
arguments has been raised in support of the theory (Pennartz et al., 1994; Badiani et al.,
1999; see also our results on highly similar, strongly reactivating cell pairs in chapter 4). The
striatal complex integrates incoming information of various glutamatergic and dopaminergic
origin, after which relevant information for guiding behavior may be selected through the
activation of a specific functional ensemble. Output of the selected functional ensemble
will be transferred to target areas such as motor-related structures where it could initiate
or modify an appropriate behavioral action program, or to the prefrontal cortex, where the
output may contribute e.g. to the formation of predictions of reward associated to cues and
contexts. Inappropriate or redundant inputs not leading to sufficiently coherent excitation
of a ventral striatal ensemble will fail to gain control over behavior. The ventral striatum may
thus enhance the contrast between ensembles as they respond to diffuse neuronal inputs
(Groves, 1983; Pennartz et al., 1994).
Two intra-striatal inhibitory mechanisms are thought to sculpt the recruitment of a
functional ensemble through regulating its activity level relative to other ensembles. The
first is a feedforward inhibition mediated by FSIs onto MSNs (Kita et al., 1990; Pennartz
and Kitai, 1991; Kita, 1996; Plenz and Kitai, 1998; Koos and Tepper, 1999; Koos et al.,
2004). Glutamatergic drive excites particular MSNs by way of monosynaptic contacts and
in addition silences the same or other MSNs by activating FSIs (Kita et al., 1990; Pennartz
and Kitai, 1991; Bennett and Bolam, 1994; Plenz and Kitai, 1998) which subsequently
exert inhibitory influence on MSNs. The monosynaptic projection from FSIs onto MSNs
was established in vitro using dual cell patch clamp techniques in brain slices (Koos and
Tepper, 1999; Taverna et al., 2007). In chapter 3 of this thesis we present in vivo evidence
of depressed pMSN activity associated with FS unit firing. Whereas a feedforward inhibition
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from FS neurons on MSNs would predict the FS neuron to fire preferentially before MSN
firing drops, our data generally showed a different pattern; i.e. in most cases the decrease
in firing of the pMSN began before FS unit fired. Pairs of FS units generally showed a broad
peak of concurrent firing, indicating that activity of one FS unit is often preceded by activity
of another FS unit. This rough synchronization of activity can result from FS units forming
networks through electrotonic coupling (Koos and Tepper, 1999; Taverna and Pennartz,
2008). Together these results suggest an organization of feedforward inhibition in which
limbic-cortical input to one locus of the FS network transmits excitation to other FS units
that subsequently exert a broad inhibitory influence on MSNs situated at other loci of the
same system (chapter 3 Fig 3.5). A release of FSI-mediated inhibition would subsequently
gate the activity of pMSNs (Koos and Tepper, 1999). This process may well be reflected
in the opposite polarity of the neuronal responses of FS units and pMSNs associated with
reward consumption; when a reward was consumed, FS units generally decreased their
firing rates whereas pMSNs often showed an increase in firing rate (chapter 3, Fig 3.4).
It remains unclear how a release of FSI-mediated inhibition is accomplished. Candidate
mechanisms include a transient reduction of glutamatergic inputs, FS mediated inhibition
onto other FS units via GABAergic collaterals (Taverna and Pennartz, 2008) or GABAergic
projections onto FS units originating in the ventral pallidum (Bevan et al., 1998). Our data
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contained one FS-FS pair (14%) that showed a firing rate decrement of one member
associated with activity of the other providing in vivo evidence that concurrent activation
and inhibition can occur in different groups of FS units.
The second mechanism for ensemble recruitment is proposed to mediate an inhibitory
control by way of MSN axon collaterals that synapse on dendritic sites of fellow MSNs
(Czubayko and Plenz, 2002; Tunstall et al., 2002; Koos et al., 2004; Taverna et al., 2004;
Venance et al., 2004). Unidirectional inhibitory GABAergic connectivity between MSNs
was shown to exist at a rate of about 34% in in vitro dual cell patch clamp recordings
(Taverna et al., 2004). Whereas FS units synapse on the MSN cell body (Kita et al., 1990;
Kita, 1993; Bennett and Bolam, 1994), MSN-MSN synaptic contacts were found to be
predominantly located on the distal dendrites (Wilson and Groves, 1980). On the basis
of individual synapses, MSN to MSN inhibition is therefore considered less powerful than
FSI to MSN inhibition in influencing the spiking of a MSN. Nonetheless, the abundance
of MSN-MSN synapses compared to FS-MSN synapses suggest that overall the MSNMSN inhibition may contribute significantly in regulating the excitability of MSNs. As our
data showed (chapter 3, Fig 3.3), depressions in firing activity of a pMSN can occur at the
moment that other pMSNs are activated, which could be interpreted as the result of the
combined inhibitory drive from FSIs and MSNs on the MSN under scrutiny.

Thus, feedforward inhibition exerted by an interconnected network of FS units on MSNs
and feedback inhibition within the MSN population indicates that the ventral striatum
contains important network mechanisms to dynamically activate or deactivate a particular
neuronal ensemble at the expense of others.
The ventral striatum is implicated in post-experiential processing of information
Traditionally the ventral striatum is viewed as a ‘limbic-motor’ interface – a view that
refers to a function as a computational device where motivation is translated into action
(Mogenson et al., 1980). Accumulating evidence however also shows the significance of
the ventral striatum in the consolidation of memories. Several studies have shown that
interference with protein synthesis, glutamate and/or dopamine receptor function in the
ventral striatum shortly following training on spatial (Setlow and McGaugh, 1998; Sargolini
et al., 2003), Pavlovian approach (Dalley et al., 2005) and instrumental (Hernandez et al.,
2002) learning tasks drastically impaired the performance on the next day. The acquisition
and consolidation of task-related information likely depends on long-term changes in
synaptic efficacy that occur at the synapses of the glutamatergic afferents onto MSNs
(Pennartz et al., 1993; Kombian and Malenka, 1994) as interference in the receptor- and
signal-transduction cascade that underlies LTP induction prevents consolidation of an
instrumental learning task (Baldwin et al., 2002b). The spontaneous reactivation of ventral
striatal neuronal patterns during periods of sleep immediately following a behavioral
experience (Pennartz et al., 2004; chapter 4) confirms the participation of this area in posttraining information processing, and provides a potential neurophysiological mechanism
for striatal involvement in the consolidation of memories. Thus, not only is the ventral
striatum involved in the integration of various streams of cortical and limbic information
to invigorate the appropriate behavioral output pattern, it also contributes to cognitive
functions such as memory consolidation of which reactivation may be an important step.
Distributed reactivation of distinct components of a memory trace
One of the major novel results presented in this thesis is that the ventral striatum specifically
and preferentially reactivates reward-related information. This was demonstrated by the
stronger reactivation of neurons that expressed a transient change in firing rate related
to the arrival at reward ports compared to neurons that did not show such a response
pattern (chapter 4). Furthermore, when we studied reward-related neurons generating
spike trains that were either temporally associated with reward sites or with other
locations on the track, the former ones were much more strongly reactivated than spike
trains occurring at other locations on the track. We hypothesize that the ventral striatum
supports consolidation by endowing reactivation processes with motivational value. The
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enhanced reactivation of reward-related information in the ventral striatum indicates that
this structure re-processes a different type of information than for example found in the
dorsal hippocampus. As hippocampal reactivation has been studied in populations of
dorsal CA1 neurons exhibiting place fields, it is reasonable to assume that this process
pertains primarily to spatial and contextual information (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994;
Kudrimoti et al., 1999; Lee and Wilson, 2002; Foster and Wilson, 2006). This may point to
an important organizational principle of the reactivation process; i.e. multiple brain areas
are participating in the reactivation of a single event and each area contributes a distinct
aspect to the reactivated trace. Replay therefore may be conceived as a distributed process
in which some structures reactivate information about the physical-sensory properties (e.g.
neocortex; Ji and Wilson, 2007) of an object and others about its spatiotemporal context
and motivational value.
The ventral striatum participates in a larger network of cooperating brain structures that are
involved in processing reward-related information and together control motivated behavior
(Cardinal et al., 2002). Therefore, it is unlikely that the reactivation of motivationally
relevant information depends on a single structure like the ventral striatum only. Neurons
in different areas of the limbic-corticostriatal network process various aspects of rewards,
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ranging from the detection and perception of rewards, trough the expectation of imminent
rewards, to the use of information about predicted rewards for the control of goal directed
behavior (Schultz, 2000). Neurons responding to food or liquid rewards are found in a number
of areas that project to the ventral striatum, such as the amygdala (Nishijo et al., 1988; Pratt
and Mizumori, 1998; Tye and Janak, 2007), the medial prefrontal cortex (i.e. infralimbic and
prelimbic cortices; Mulder et al., 2003), the anterior cingulate cortex (Niki and Watanabe,
1979; Shidara and Richmond, 2002) and the dopaminergic neurons in the ventral tegmental
area (Schultz, 1986; Ljungberg et al., 1992). Although the orbitofrontal cortex innervates the
dorsal striatum more densely than the ventral part (Haber et al., 1995; Groenewegen et al.,
1997), it most likely participates in the limbic-corticostriatal network, as it contains neurons
responsive to reward (Schoenbaum et al., 1998; Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; van Duuren et
al., 2007) and is amply interconnected with e.g. the basolateral amygdala, medial prefrontal
cortex and the mediodorsal thalamic nucleus (Groenewegen and Uylings, 2000). The ventral
striatum receives information on reinforcers and the associated cues and contexts through
projections from the prefrontal cortex, amygdala and hippocampus. Subsequently, rewardrelated information processed by striatal neurons may re-enter the cortico-limbic system via a
route through the ventral pallidum and mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus to the prefrontal
cortex (Zahm and Brog, 1992; Groenewegen et al., 1997) or via the dopamine release by
ventral tegmental neurons that is regulated by striatal output (Lisman and Grace, 2005).

Reactivation was recently observed in another area participating in the network for
emotional and motivational learning, viz. the medial prefrontal cortex (Tatsuno et al., 2006;
Battaglia et al., 2007; Euston et al., 2007b). Although the nature of the replayed information
was not directly addressed in these studies in rats, Euston et al. showed that during
the task, consisting of running a spatial pattern in a circular arena for food or medial
forebrain stimulation reward, neurons fired differentially in anticipation of and during receipt
of rewards (Euston et al., 2007a). Thus, in addition to the ventral striatum, other brain areas
might reactivate aspects of emotional and motivational information. The answers to the
questions as to which exact type of motivational information is reactivated in the ventral
striatum and in other structures involved in emotional and motivational control, and how
these areas interact during reactivation, should be found in further research into these
topics.
Organization of a distributed reactivation process
Reactivation across multiple brain structures such as hippocampus and ventral striatum
implies the existence of a mechanism facilitating the coherent re-processing of pieces of
information belonging to the same event and at the same time preventing the formation of
erroneous associations with other events. Synchronized cross-structural replay (Qin et al.,
1997; Hoffman and McNaughton, 2002; Ji and Wilson, 2007) may subserve such a function.
In this thesis we showed for the first time that hippocampal and ventral striatal ensembles
reactivate coherently (chapter 5). We identified two characteristics of hippocampal-ventral
striatal firing that were associated with subsequent reactivation and that could explain the
contribution of individual cell pairs to the reactivation observed in a recording session.
First, cell pairs co-expressing a place field and a reward-related correlate reactivated more
strongly than pairs of which only one or none of the neurons showed such a response.
Second, cell pairs of which the firing of the hippocampal cell preceded that of the ventral
striatal cell during track running reactivated more strongly than pairs showing the opposite
pattern or pairs not showing a clear firing order. A third characteristic that we analyzed, the
modulation of firing patterns by the hippocampal theta oscillation, was not indicative for
strong reactivation.
The first factor indicates that the combination of spatial/contextual (hippocampus) and
reward-related (ventral striatum) information was specifically reactivated in the rest period
following an episode of food searching behavior. Joint reactivation of hippocampal
and ventral striatal ensembles may provide a unique opportunity to integrate neuronal
representations of contextual and motivational information to enable the learning of placereward associations. Such associations support the ability to predict and localize desired
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foods and liquids while foraging. The significance of the hippocampal-ventral striatal
circuitry in forming context-reinforcer associations has been demonstrated with laboratory
tasks in which successful performance is dependent on such association. Rats with
selective lesions of the hippocampus or ventral striatum were impaired in spatial learning
tasks (Morris et al., 1982; Annett et al., 1989; Sutherland and Rodriguez, 1989) and in
Pavlovian conditioning in which context is paired with a reinforcer (Kim and Fanselow,
1992; Parkinson et al., 1999a; Fanselow, 2000; Levita et al., 2002; Ito et al., 2006; Ito et al.,
2008). Thus, learning combined place and reinforcer information will lead to situations in
which environments become predictive of a reinforcer. The power of such an association is
demonstrated by humans addicted to drugs of abuse that experience intense craving for
drugs when they visit places where they have obtained or used the drug before (O’Brien
et al., 1992).
The second factor indicative for strong reactivation was a firing order in which the
hippocampal cell fired before the striatal cell. Naturally, we also found many pairs of which
the ventral striatal cell fired in advance of the hippocampal cell during track running but
apparently these pairs contributed less or not to reactivation. Subsequent analysis of the
temporal relation between hippocampal and ventral striatal firing showed that in pairs
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expressing a double correlate generally the hippocampal cell fired before the striatal cell
during track running and during reactivation in the subsequent rest period, indicating a
forward replay. To our knowledge, this is the first evidence supporting a temporally leading
role of the hippocampus in reactivation together with any other brain structure. Earlier
studies of dual reactivation in the hippocampus and neocortex have not shown such a
relationship (Qin et al., 1997; Ji and Wilson, 2007). This organization of firing order obeys
the direction of the anatomical hippocampal-striatal projection (Kelley and Domesick,
1982; Groenewegen et al., 1987) and complies with a central tenet of consolidation theory,
proposing the hippocampus to initiate reactivation in its target structures (Marr, 1971;
Buzsaki, 1989; McClelland et al., 1995; McNaughton et al., 2003).
Because hippocampal reactivation is strongest during sharp wave-ripples (Kudrimoti et
al., 1999; Diba and Buzsaki, 2007) these events are thought to be the LFP “carrier” for
replay between the hippocampus and its targets. Cross-regional reactivation between the
hippocampus and ventral striatum indeed showed a tendency of being stronger following
sharp wave-ripple emission than during the intervals but remained sub-threshold for
statistical significance presumably because of the limited number of sessions analyzed
(chapter 5). Nonetheless, several other indications of sharp wave-ripple associated
reactivation in the ventral striatum are in support of a coordinating role of the hippocampus.

Reactivation in the ventral striatum appeared particularly strong during ~200 ms following
the emission of sharp wave-ripples (chapter 4). Moreover, spike patterns of cells responding
to reward-related elements which strongly contributed to reactivation became temporally
more aligned with sharp wave-ripple episodes during post-behavioral rest relative to prebehavioral rest. An earlier study showed that ventral striatal reactivation was mediated by
cells that change their firing rates (i.e. increments, decrements or a combination) upon
the emission of hippocampal sharp wave-ripples (Pennartz et al., 2004). However, as yet
a causal function of sharp wave-ripples in orchestrating replay outside the hippocampus
remains to be demonstrated.
The proposition that the hippocampus orchestrates cross-structural and ventral striatal
reactivation by way of ripple associated burst activity, implies that such excitatory input
from the hippocampus should direct or regulate ventral striatal firing patterns during sleep.
The questions then arise as to whether the hippocampal burst activity is capable of doing
so, and how the hippocampal drive onto the ventral striatum relates to inputs from other
cortico-limbic structures that could potentially influence or even initiate reactivation in the
ventral striatum. An alternative structure that may be able to drive the ventral striatum into
a state of reactivation is the prefrontal cortex.
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Electrophysiological studies in anesthetized rats showed that membrane potentials of MSNs
fluctuate between two defined levels (Wilson and Groves, 1981; Yim and Mogenson, 1988).
In the resting state condition, the membrane potential of MSNs is hyperpolarized and the
probability of spike emission was low. Such ‘down-states’ alternated with periods in which
excitatory input brought the membrane potential to a relatively depolarized state in which
action potentials can be generated, i.e. ‘up-states’. Such a pattern of bi-stable membrane
potentials was also observed in dorsal striatal MSNs during periods of SWS (Mahon et
al., 2006). Populations of ventral striatal neurons were shown to shift synchronously from
down- to up-states and vice versa (Goto and O’Donnell, 2001b). Periods of enhanced
MSN activity alternated with relatively silent periods which could lead to a slow oscillation
(0.5 - 3 Hz) in the local field potential (Leung and Yim, 1993). Down- to upstate transitions
in the ventral striatum appeared to be correlated to the occurrence of sharp waves and
ripples in the ventral hippocampus (Goto and O’Donnell, 2001a). This correlation was
stronger than the correlation between up- to down state transitions in the same structure
and bouts of activity occurring in the prefrontal cortex. The activity pattern in cortical areas
is also organized according to up- and down states under anesthesia (Steriade et al.,
1993; Cowan and Wilson, 1994) and in SWS (Steriade et al., 2001; Timofeev et al., 2001).
These results indicate that patterns of activity in the hippocampus and ventral striatum are
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temporally more precisely aligned than those of the prefrontal cortex and ventral striatum.
As mentioned above, neurons in the ventral striatum have to be excited to the up-state
before spikes can be elicited. In anesthetized rats, electrical stimulation of the fornix, the
projection pathway from the hippocampus, was sufficient to induce down- to up-state
transitions in the ventral striatum (O’Donnell and Grace, 1995). Fornix transection on
the other hand arrested the bi-stability of the membrane potentials of MSNs. Electrical
stimulation of prefrontal or amygdala afferents to the ventral striatum only evoked spiking
of MSNs when the membrane potentials were in an up-state at the time of stimulus
arrival but could not induce down- to up state transitions. This evidence indicates that
the hippocampus may determine the start of an up-state and therewith activity in the
ventral striatal neurons whereas the prefrontal and amygdala may influence the firing
patterns during an up-state. On this account, the hippocampus is proposed to ‘gate’
limbic corticostriatal throughput.
The relation between cortical and limbic inputs to the ventral striatum was further
investigated by paired stimulation of two pathways in anesthetized rats (Goto and
O’Donnell, 2002). When a stimulation-evoked excitatory response of the prefrontal cortex
propagated to the ventral striatum shortly after an input to the ventral striatum evoked
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by stimulation of the fornix, amygdala or thalamus, the postsynaptic potential recorded
from MSNs was enhanced compared to the potential evoked by a single prefrontal
cortical stimulation. In the opposite case, in which the arrival of the prefrontal input
preceded that from hippocampus, the postsynaptic potential was dampened. These
results illustrate again that prefrontal cortical input is most effective when it is preceded
by another excitatory input. On the other hand, hippocampal inputs may be shunted
when preceded by prefrontal cortical input. Lastly, the electrophysiological evidence
is supported by anatomical evidence on the distribution of excitatory synapses on
MSNs in the ventral striatum. Whereas prefrontal cortical and hippocampal afferents
synapse predominantly on the distal dendrites of MSNs, a fraction of the hippocampal
(but not prefrontal afferents) form synapses on more proximal sites relative to the cell
body, indicating a stronger control on MSN excitability (Meredith et al., 1990). Taken
together, this evidence does support a scenario in which the initiation of cross-structural
and ventral striatal reactivation is under control of the hippocampus whereas during
ongoing reactivation the process might be influenced by other sources such as the
prefrontal cortex. However, these data need to be interpreted with caution as they were
mostly obtained from anesthetized rats and have not been replicated in awake subjects.
Potential effects of anesthesia on spike firing patterns for example in relation to up- and
down states have not been identified.

Accelerated cross-structural replay
As hippocampal reactivation occurs predominantly during ripples, the relative short
duration of these events (~100-200 ms) poses a time limitation on the temporal extent
to which information can be replayed on each occasion. A similar time constraint on
reactivation may be effective in the medial prefrontal cortex and the ventral striatum
provided that reactivation occurs during periods of enhanced neuronal activity, i.e. upstates. Reactivation may assume several modes of operation. First, stretches of neural
activity representing the behavioral experience may be replayed in ‘real time’ and become
truncated at the moment the sharp wave-ripple event has ended. In this case, very short
time periods of the experience are replayed. Alternatively, as the brain is not constrained
by behavioral demands during sleep, reactivation may occur at the speed determined by
the brain’s cellular and transmission dynamics (cf. Euston et al., 2007b). In this case, neural
activity patterns would be time-compressed during replay compared to the behavioral
experience, implicating that a period in the range of seconds of the maze experience
can be replayed during a time window of a few hundreds of milliseconds during sleep.
As a consequence, time lags between neural firing are shortened considerably, which
is beneficial for associative processes such as spike timing dependent plasticity (Levy
and Steward, 1983; Markram et al., 1997; Bi and Poo, 1999; Abbott and Nelson, 2000).
Our cross-region reactivation results support the latter hypothesis because the crosscorrelograms showed the time lags between the firing of neurons to be significantly shorter
for the post-behavioral rest episode than for the track running (chapter 5). Also the widths
of the peaks in the cross-correlograms of post-behavioral rest were significantly smaller
than those of track running. In addition, even neurons that exhibited non-overlapping firing
fields on the track showed near-synchronous firing during sleep and the overall shape
of the cross-correlograms were preserved despite the compression. The compression of
neural firing patterns during replay was previously suggested to occur in the hippocampus
(Nadasdy et al., 1999; Lee and Wilson, 2002) and medial prefrontal cortex (Euston et al.,
2007b). We observed a compression factor of about 10 times which is comparable to
the factor ~7 reported for medial prefrontal cortex but considerably lower than the factor
20 that was reported for hippocampus (Lee and Wilson, 2002). Whereas our results,
consistent with the medial prefrontal cortex, support the idea of compressed reactivation,
it was recently proposed that reactivating hippocampal spike sequences may already
be accelerated during behavior (Euston et al., 2007b). Namely, hippocampal cells show
the tendency to fire at earlier phases of the theta cycle as the rat progresses through a
place field, a phenomenon known as theta phase precession (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993;
Skaggs et al., 1996). As a consequence of theta phase precession, spikes representing
adjacent place fields occur in rapid succession within the theta cycle during behavior. In
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this way, temporal alignment of activity patterns takes place on a condensed time scale
already during behavior and is not further compressed during subsequent sleep.
Euston et al. (2007) suggest that reactivated spike patterns are composed by different
mechanisms depending on the brain area; i.e. ‘condensation’ during behavior in the
hippocampus and ‘compression’ during sleep in the medial prefrontal cortex and other
structures such as the ventral striatum. These mechanisms, however, are not necessarily
mutually exclusive and may even act in concert. An important aspect of the ‘condensation’
hypothesis is that it includes only cells pairs that are active in the same theta cycle, and
thus show overlapping or adjacent place fields (Euston et al., 2007b). It assumes that only
these cell pairs reactivate. Our cross-correlogram results (chapter 5) showed cell pairs in
the hippocampal-ventral striatal circuitry that exhibited non-overlapping firing fields on the
track and were concurrently active during subsequent sleep. Firing patterns of these cells
need to be compressed in order to reactivate within the time frame of ripples or up-states,
which we observed in our data. Thus, whereas spike pattern ‘condensation’ may occur
on very short segments of an experience (~100-200 ms), additional compression may
take place on longer periods (several seconds). To assess whether or not hippocampal
spike patterns undergo compression during reactivation, firing relationships between
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cells that exhibit non-overlapping place fields should be examined. On the other hand,
‘condensation’ might not be limited to the hippocampus but may also occur in other brain
areas that show theta phase precession such as the prefrontal cortex (Jones and Wilson,
2005b).
The assumption that only cells with overlapping firing fields will reactivate together is
anchored in the way reactivation is often assessed, on the basis of binned spike train
correlations. The pair-wise Pearson’s correlation coefficient of binned spike-trains will
reach its maximal value of 1 when spikes emitted by two neurons occur consistently in
the same time bins, low when spikes occur in different random time bins and negative
when spikes of two neurons occur in an anti-correlated manner. Because bins generally
contain a rather short time period of 50-100 ms each, only cells that are activated nearsynchronously during active behavior because of overlapping firing fields will show a
high Pearson’s correlation value. In contrast, two cells exhibiting non-overlapping firing
fields will be sequentially activated with a constant time-lag that is most likely more than
one bin size resulting in a negative correlation value. The temporal relation of firing of
these neurons during active behavior will thus be classified as anti-correlated and may
as such negatively contribute to the reactivation measure, i.e. Explained Variance (chapter
4 & 5). The spike trains of these neurons may become correlated in the subsequent

sleep period as a result of compression, provided that the same bin size is used for all
episodes. The Pearson’s correlation value for the post-behavioral rest period will then turn
out positive which negatively influences the Explained Variance. Thus ignoring the exact
temporal relationship of the firing patterns of two reactivating neurons that expressed nonoverlapping firing fields may lead to an underestimation of the true reactivation. Current
methods could be improved to take into account the contribution of these cell pairs to
reactivation by for example using different bin resolutions for periods of active behavior
and sleep according to the compression factor.
General reactivation dynamics: Dependence on sleep state and temporal decay
Now that we have investigated hippocampal- (unpublished observations), striatal- (chapter
4) and cross-regional (chapter 5) reactivation in the same experimental paradigm we can
compare its dynamics across the structures on two important aspects; i.e. the dependence
on sleep-wake states and the decay across post-behavioral rest.
Reactivation within the hippocampus, the ventral striatum and joint reactivation was
found during periods of quiet wakefulness and SWS. Within these periods, striatal and
hippocampal reactivation were particularly prominent following short time intervals (~200ms)
following the onset of hippocampal ripples which in previous research was only shown for
hippocampal ensembles (Kudrimoti et al., 1999). Joint reactivation of the hippocampus
and striatum showed this same trend but did not reach statistical significance presumably
because of the limited number of sessions analyzed. Recent studies have reported
reactivation of neuronal patterns to occur in ripple epochs during a track running task
when rats were pausing at reward sites and, on some occasions, consuming the available
reward (Foster and Wilson, 2006; Diba and Buzsaki, 2007). This evidence indicates that
reactivation already starts during ongoing behavior and may indeed be solely associated
with the occurrence of ripples and thus independent from sleep per se. Whether striatal
and joint hippocampal-striatal reactivation also occur during awake states is yet unknown.
The partial reinforcement schedule used in our experimental paradigm prompted rats to
travel quickly from well to well and consequently they were hardly pausing at reward sites
except for consumption of rewards. The low number of ripples occurring during track
running did not allow examination of replay during these events.
We did not find an indication for reactivation during REM sleep in any of the three
neuronal subsets analyzed. Most electrophysiological reactivation studies in rats have not
addressed reactivation in REM sleep specifically because of undersampling; REM sleep
episodes are generally rather short and occur at remote times following sleep onset. The
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few studies that examined REM sleep associated reactivation yielded equivocal results
(Pavlides and Winson, 1989; Kudrimoti et al., 1999; Louie and Wilson, 2001). Human
sleep deprivation studies have ascribed a prominent role to REM sleep in procedural
memory consolidation (Karni et al., 1994; Gais et al., 2000; Stickgold et al., 2000b). Our
evidence is not necessarily in conflict with the evidence derived from these studies with
human subjects, because REM sleep might contribute to a different aspect of memory
consolidation and might be manifested at different latencies in relation to the experience
than reactivation of ensemble firing patterns.
It has been proposed that REM sleep plays a role in separating new from familiar information.
In an electrophysiological study, rats were searching for food on a track of which one half
was familiar and one half was novel to the rats (Poe et al., 2000). Spikes of hippocampal
cells generated in their place field on the familiar part of the track generally coincided
with the positive peaks of the theta rhythm in the LFP recorded near the hippocampal
fissure. During subsequent REM sleep, cells that had been active on the familiar part of
the track fired preferentially on the trough of theta oscillations whereas cells activated
on the novel part fired more often on the peaks. Thus, the spikes representing familiar
experiences showed a phase shift of ~180 degrees. Moreover, as the novel part of the
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track became familiar across recording sessions, the cells that were active on this part of
the track shifted their firing during REM sleep from the theta peaks to the troughs. Earlier
evidence indicated that a short burst of electrical stimuli to hippocampal CA1 inputs,
timed to arrive at the theta peak induced LTP, which could subsequently be depotentiated
by stimulation during the troughs of theta waves (Huerta and Lisman, 1995; Holscher et
al., 1997). Together these data suggest that REM sleep may facilitate the discrimination
between old and new information for subsequent consolidation
Others have proposed models for memory consolidation in which SWS and REM sleep
have different but interrelated roles. The consolidation of a visual discrimination task in
humans seems to require both early-night sleep which is SWS enriched and late-night
sleep which contains more REM sleep (Gais et al., 2000; Stickgold et al., 2000b) indicating
that REM sleep may become important for consolidation after a substantial period of
slow wave sleep. The authors of these studies propose that memory consolidation is
initiated during SWS and that subsequent REM sleep may enhance the memory. This
notion was shared by Ribeiro et al. (2004) who showed that REM sleep following a novel
experience induced up-regulation of a plasticity-associated immediate early gene, viz. zif268, in the rat hippocampus. Up-regulation of this gene was more prominent in late than
in early REM sleep. They suggested that SWS reinstantiates the memory representation

through reactivation of neuronal patterns while subsequent REM sleep then potentiates
the memory for subsequent post-sleep recall, through gene induction-mediated synaptic
plasticity.
Thus, our results showed that reactivation with characteristics as observed in SWS does
not occur during REM sleep episodes in the first hour following a behavioral experience.
REM, however, sleep might contribute in other ways to the consolidation of memories.
Existing evidence indicates a discrepancy in the decay times of hippocampal and
ventral striatal reactivation. Reactivation in the ventral striatum was found to be of equal
strength across the first 40 minutes following behavior (Pennartz et al., 2004), whereas
hippocampal reactivation was reported to generally decay in ~ 30 minutes (Kudrimoti
et al., 1999; Tatsuno et al., 2006). Our data confirm this pattern; using concatenated
periods of sleep we found that hippocampal reactivation decreased to undetectable levels
in about 40 minutes (corresponding to a period of ~60 min real time) whereas the striatal
ensemble showed no significant decay during this period (chapter 4). Interestingly, joint
reactivation was detected across the first hour of concatenated sleep but its strength
gradually declined in this period (chapter 5). This cooperation supports the notion that the
hippocampus may influence reactivation in the ventral striatum across a considerable time
period. The distinct patterns of decay indicate that at some point the ventral striatum may
sustain reactivation independently of the hippocampus. Reactivation studies detect the
phenomenon generally only during rather short periods following an experience (~ up to
one hour). But, if memory consolidation depends on reactivation in a sustained manner, it
is predicted to occur during the entire consolidation process; i.e. during periods of days,
weeks or even years. This difference in time frames was one of the objectives of Ribeiro
et al. (2004) examining reactivation in several brain areas for as long as twenty-four hours
following a novel experience. Using a template matching method they indeed observed
reactivation for extended time periods. However, replication of this study failed to produce
similar results and showed that the long lasting reactivation found before was likely the
result of certain parameter settings in the template method analysis (Tatsuno et al., 2006).
Another indirect suggestion of extended periods of reactivation was provided by the above
mentioned electrophysiological study where reactivation was found during REM sleep
periods preceding track running which may reflect the reiteration of the activity pattern of
the experience on the previous day (Louie and Wilson, 2001). Thus, reactivation of neuronal
patterns is a phenomenon which has a considerable strength immediately following the
behavioral experience in which the activity patterns were evoked. Over time the strength
of reactivation decays in the hippocampus but less in the ventral striatum and may in both
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CHAPTER 6

structures eventually become indistinguishable from neuronal ‘noise’. This, however, does
not necessarily imply that the process has terminated but it is more likely that it became
undetectable with the current methodologies. Further research is required to understand
why different decay dynamics exist across areas and how the ventral striatum is able to
sustain reactivation without support by hippocampal reactivation.
General overview of reactivation in hippocampal-ventral striatal ensembles
Integrating insights obtained by the studies described in this thesis with the current
knowledge leads to an interesting though speculative hypothesis on the dynamics and
implications of the reactivation process within and between structures.
Because of the auto-associative and plausibly ripple-generating properties of hippocampal
area CA3 (Buzsaki, 1986; Ylinen et al., 1995), we assume that spontaneous reactivation
arises here, perhaps as a result of decreased neocortical input and activity changes in
pontine nuclei (Kirk, 1997; Battaglia et al., 2004b). Propagation of the sharp wave-ripples
to the CA1 area excites most likely those networks that were activated in the previous
experience as these neurons have a higher probability to spike than others (Pavlides and
Winson, 1989). Herewith, a neural representation of the spatial/contextual aspects of the
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preceding scene or event is reinstated (Wilson and McNaughton, 1993, 1994). Via the
subicular complex, massive excitatory drive associated with sharp wave-ripples reaches
target sites of the hippocampal formation such as the entorhinal and prefrontal cortex
and, via the fibria-fornix bundle, the ventral striatum. Repetitive electrical stimulation of the
fimbria-fornix pathway in anesthetized rats was shown to induce postsynaptic potentials
and short-term potentiation concurrently in the ventral striatum and prefrontal cortex
(Mulder et al., 1997). Likewise, bursts of hippocampal activity may excite neurons in both
these areas and initiate reactivation in multiple targets at the same time. Concerning the
ventral striatum, synchronized activity of hippocampal cells representing a particular scene
may induce a down- to up-state transition in the ensemble of neurons that was previously
implicated in the encoding of information on rewards associated with that scene (e.g.
O’Donnell and Grace, 1995; Goto and O’Donnell, 2001a). Through the association between
neural representations of contextual information and motivational value, the context or
scene will become predictive of a particular reinforcer. Once in the up-state, converging
hippocampal, amygdaloid, thalamic and prefrontal cortical glutamatergic afferents on
ventral striatal neurons may activate a distributed ensemble, capturing relevant aspects
of the foregoing behavior. The contrast between the active ensemble and others may
be enhanced by intra-striatal feedforward (Pennartz et al., 1991; Koos and Tepper, 1999;
Taverna et al., 2007) and feedback mechanisms (Czubayko and Plenz, 2002; Tunstall et

al., 2002; Taverna et al., 2004; see also chapter 3) involving MSNs and FS interneurons.
Moreover, firing patterns across structures (e.g. hippocampus, prefrontal cortex, amygdala
and ventral striatum) may at this stage be synchronized and collectively represent detailed
aspects of the foregoing scene or event. As a result of accelerated replay, firing patterns
of hippocampal and ventral striatal ensembles are temporally confined to time windows
comprising tens to hundreds of milliseconds, which is the condition required for the
induction of spike-timing dependent plasticity (Levy and Steward, 1983; Markram et al.,
1997; Bi and Poo, 1999; Abbott and Nelson, 2000). Consistent with the unidirectional
projection from the hippocampus to the ventral striatum (Kelley and Domesick, 1982;
Groenewegen et al., 1987) and the prerequisite for long term enhancement of synaptic
efficacy, i.e. that the presynaptic cell has to fire shortly in advance of the postsynaptic
cell, those cell pairs of which the hippocampal cell fired closely before the striatal cell
reactivate and others hardly do (chapter 5). In this way, ripples may not only transmit
reactivated information to hippocampal target structures, but may also facilitate lasting
changes in glutamatergic inputs to the ventral striatum (Buzsaki, 1986; King et al., 1999b).
Bouts of reactivation in ventral striatal ensembles may last as long as the duration of an
upstate (100-1000 ms; cf. O’Donnell and Grace, 1995) and may therefore outlast those
in hippocampus as the duration of sharp wave-ripples is generally shorter than striatal
up-states.
Ventral striatal output predominantly reaches the ventral pallidum, ventral tegmental
area (VTA), lateral hypothalamus and substantia nigra pars compacta and reticulata
(Groenewegen and Russchen, 1984) and may, via these relay stations, convey motivationally
relevant information to several neuronal systems. First, output to the subthalamic nucleus
and the substantia nigra pars reticulata may reach the premotor cortex (Zahm and Brog,
1992). By these routes motivational information about cues and contexts could contribute
to selection of an appropriate behavioral pattern, depending on the activity patterns in
cortico-limbic structures. Second, the ventral striatum and ventral pallidum project to the
VTA (Phillipson, 1979; Groenewegen and Russchen, 1984; Groenewegen et al., 1993),
where they can influence the activity of dopamine neurons and thereby regulate mesolimbic
and mesocortical dopamine release. The VTA has recurrent dopaminergic projections to
the ventral striatum but also projects to the hippocampus, amygdala and medial prefrontal
cortex (Swanson, 1982; Oades and Halliday, 1987; Van Eden et al., 1987). The rippleassociated ‘off-line’ retrieval of value information in the ventral striatum (chapter 4) may
induce dopamine cells to generate a feedback or ‘teaching’ signal which potentially
reaches each of the three projection areas (Floresco et al., 2001; Lisman and Grace,
2005). Furthermore, such signals might underlie the dopamine associated maintenance
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of long term potentiation and memory consolidation in the hippocampus (Frey et al., 1990;
Gasbarri et al., 1996; Otmakhova and Lisman, 1996; Swanson-Park et al., 1999; Morris et
al., 2003; Granado et al., 2008), ventral striatum (Setlow and McGaugh, 1998; Floresco
et al., 2001; Dalley et al., 2005; Schotanus and Chergui, 2008; but see Pennartz et al.,
1993) and the medial prefrontal cortex (Gurden et al., 1999; Gurden et al., 2000; Baldwin
et al., 2002a). Third, via projections mainly from the ventral pallidum to the mediodorsal
thalamic nucleus, ventral striatal output may reach the medial prefrontal cortex (Zahm and
Brog, 1992) and this way regulate a network of structures involved in the consolidation of
reward-dependent learning processes.
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Concluding remarks
Developing the ‘split-hyperdrive’ placed us in the position to record multi-neuron activity
from hippocampus and ventral striatum when rats were performing a behavioral task
and during periods of sleep. Our data provide a contribution to the understanding of
temporal firing relationships between different classes of neurons in the ventral striatum,
which were previously mostly studied in vitro. The observed firing patterns support an
organization in which a rather broadly synchronized network of interneurons selectively
suppresses firing activity of striatal projection neurons. In addition, we showed that
FS neurons exhibit reward-related firing responses which supports a function for FS
interneurons in fast information processing during reward consumption.
Another major incentive for our study was to gain insight in the process of spontaneous
reactivation of neuronal activity patterns during periods of rest and sleep, both in the
ventral striatum and in the hippocampal-ventral striatal circuitry. The results described in
this thesis hold important implications for how we view these processes. Until recently,
the focus of reactivation research has primarily been on the hippocampus and neocortex,
defining the current concepts of declarative memory consolidation. The evidence from
our lab on the engagement of the ventral striatum in reactivation indicates, however,
that reactivation is a widespread phenomenon and illuminates the potential importance
of subcortical contributions to memory consolidation, whether declarative, procedural
or otherwise. By specifically reactivating reward-related information, the ventral striatum
may endow the memory trace with a value component. As this content is distinct
from the presumed spatial/contextual information replayed in the hippocampus, we
hypothesized reactivation to be a distributed process in which each brain area contributes
a specific aspect to the reactivated trace. Binding pieces of information belonging to
the same scene or event together may occur though synchronization of firing patterns
across brain areas during reactivation. We demonstrated coherent, fast cross-structural
reactivation in hippocampal and ventral striatal ensembles in which the firing order was
maintained between the experience and the subsequent sleep. Our evidence indeed
indicates that within this circuitry a combination of spatial/contextual and motivational
information is replayed. We also showed that the hippocampus leads the ventral
striatum in joint reactivation which is yet the most direct evidence supporting the long
standing assumption that the hippocampus initiates and coordinates reactivation in
extra-hippocampal structures. However, whether this finding can be generalized to
other hippocampal target structures awaits further investigation.
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The interaction between the hippocampus and ventral striatum in reactivation was
highlighted in this thesis, but we also emphasized the potential involvement of other
areas connected to this axis, for example the prefrontal cortex and the amygdala. The
research described in this thesis only marks the start of unraveling the origin of reactivated,
motivationally relevant information and the disclosure of the brain areas involved. Future
challenges include investigation of the specific contribution of each area of the limbic
corticostriatal network to the reactivation of motivationally relevant information, the
interaction between the areas in this network during replay and of the question how it is
embedded in the overall reactivation and consolidation of a complete memory trace.
Although reactivation possesses attractive properties to be advanced as a suitable substrate
for memory consolidation, existing evidence supporting this role is of a correlative nature.
The largest challenge currently facing the field of reactivation research therefore is to
provide causal evidence on the relation between spontaneous re-instatement of neuronal
activity patterns after the event and learning and memory processes.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands
De communicatie tussen miljoenen zenuwcellen of neuronen staat aan de basis van alle
processen die het brein tot stand brengt, van het verwerken van sensorische prikkels, het
uitvoeren van complexe cognitieve operaties tot het initiëren van gedrag. Signaaloverdracht
tussen neuronen vindt plaats doordat korte elektrische pulsen – actiepotentialen - de cel
aanzetten tot de afgifte van een neurotransmitter, een chemische verbinding die door
een ontvanger cel wordt uitgelezen. Afhankelijk van de neurotransmitter reageert de
ontvangende cel met ofwel het genereren van een actiepotentiaal ofwel het onderdrukken
hiervan. Deze actiepotentialen noemen we ook wel ‘spikes’ en het genereren van
actiepotentialen wordt ook wel aangeduid met ‘neuronale activiteit’ of het ‘vuren’ van een
neuron. Het vuurpatroon van een cel in de tijd kunnen we meten door met elektrodes van
geleidend materiaal in het brein de elektrische pulsen af te leiden.
Cognitieve processen worden hoogstwaarschijnlijk mogelijk gemaakt door het samenspel
van grote netwerken van verbonden neuronen die verspreid zijn door het hele brein.
Om de grondslagen van deze processen te begrijpen, is het van belang om niet alleen
inzicht te krijgen in het gedrag van een enkele cel, maar ook om de temporele relatie van
vuurpatronen van verschillende neuronen te onderzoeken. Dit dient te gebeuren op lokaal
niveau waarin relatief kleine groepen cellen zijn georganiseerd in netwerken (10 tot ~1000
neuronen) en op grotere schaal binnen een hersenstructuur en tussen hersengebieden.
In het project beschreven in dit proefschrift is begonnen met het ontwikkelen van een
meetapparaat voor ratten, de ‘split-hyperdrive’, waarmee het mogelijk is om de activiteit
van ensembles van neuronen gelijktijdig af te leiden uit hersengebieden die in het brein
relatief ver van elkaar verwijderd zijn. De drive bevat 12 tetrodes, kleine bundeltjes van
elk 4 elektrodes waarmee neuronale activiteit gemeten wordt, die individueel in hoogte
te verstellen zijn zodat het aantal te meten neuronen voor elke sessie geoptimaliseerd
kan worden. Na implantatie van de split-hyperdrive op de schedel kan er gedurende
enkele weken gemeten worden, terwijl de bewegingsvrijheid van ratten behouden blijft.
De ontwikkeling en validatie van de split-hyperdrive is beschreven in Hoofdstuk 2.
We hebben deze techniek aangewend om in een experimentele setting neuronale
activiteit te volgen in twee hersengebieden van het rattenbrein, de hippocampus en
het ventraal striatum. De hippocampus speelt een belangrijke rol bij het verankeren van
informatie in het lange termijn episodisch of autobiografisch geheugen bij mensen en
in het ruimtelijke of contextuele geheugen bij knaagdieren. De hippocampus heeft een
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sterke verbinding met het ventraal striatum dat zich bezighoudt met de verwerking van
beloningsinformatie en de motivatiewaarde van stimuli en context gebruikt om doelgericht
gedrag te bewerkstelligen.
In dagelijkse sessies zijn vuurpatronen gemeten, terwijl ratten zowel rondliepen op een
driehoekige baan op zoek naar zoete beloningen als tijdens perioden van rust en slaap
voorafgaand aan en na afloop van dit actieve gedrag. Met de verkregen data is het mogelijk
om vuurpatronen van cellen in verband te brengen met i) die van andere cellen, ii) met de
meer algemene hersengolven van het EEG en iii) met gebeurtenissen in het gedrag of de
taak, zoals het consumeren van een beloning.
De analyse van de vuurpatronen van individuele hippocampuscellen liet zien dat deze
alleen vuren als de rat zich op een specifieke locatie op de driehoek bevond; voorbeelden
hiervan zijn te vinden in de figuren 2.6, 5.2 en 5.3. Deze zogenoemde ‘place fields’ waren
gelijkmatig verdeeld over de hele driehoek en waren dus niet geconcentreerd rond de
hoeken of locaties waar beloningen werden verkregen. Het meest voorkomende celtype
in het ventraal striatum, het ‘medium-sized spiny neuron’, daarentegen liet verandering
van neuronale activiteit zien in relatie tot de beloningslocaties. In het grootste deel van
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de gevallen bestond deze respons uit een toename van activiteit tijdens het benaderen
en het pauzeren bij een beloningslocatie. Een individueel neuron kon bij elke van de drie
beloningslocaties een verschillend activiteitspatroon laten zien. Ook was het vuurpatroon
vaak afhankelijk van of er wel of geen beloning werd gevonden op een locatie;
voorbeelden hiervan zijn te vinden in de figuren 2.6, 4.2 en Supporting Fig. 4.2. We kunnen
met redelijkheid aannemen dat de gemeten hippocampuscellen informatie over locatie
verwerkten en die in het ventraal striatum informatie gerelateerd aan beloning.
In de studie beschreven in Hoofdstuk 3 is ook de activiteit van een andere klasse van
neuronen in het ventraal striatum onderzocht, de ‘fast-spiking interneurons’. Er wordt
aangenomen dat deze groep interneuronen de activiteit van de medium-sized spiny
neurons reguleert door ze te remmen in het genereren van actiepotentialen. Pas als het
interneuron deze inhibitie een beetje vermindert krijgt het medium-sized spiny neuron de
kans actiepotentialen te genereren. Het interneuron werkt op deze manier als een soort
poort. Er is vastgesteld dat ook deze interneuronen te maken hebben met het verwerken van
beloningsinformatie. Deze cellen, die een heel hoge basale activiteit hebben, lieten vaak
een afname van activiteit zien wanneer ratten een beloning consumeerden. Vervolgens is
onderzocht hoe de activiteitspatronen van medium-sized spiny neuronen en interneuronen
in tijd gerelateerd zijn aan de activiteit van neuronen van hetzelfde of het andere type
door de vuurpatronen van twee cellen aan elkaar te correleren. Paren van verschillende

herkomst lieten vaak een afname van medium-sized spiny neuron activiteit zien rond
een spike van het interneuron, wat consistent is met de ‘poort’ hypothese. Anders dan
verwacht had de activiteit van het medium-sized spiny neuron vaak een minimum bereikt
vlak voordat het interneuron vuurde. Twee interneuronen bleken in de meeste gevallen
ongeveer gelijktijdig actief te zijn. Deze resultaten samen wijzen op een organisatie
waarin een globaal gesynchroniseerd netwerk van gekoppelde interneuronen selectief de
activiteit van medium-sized spiny neurons onderdrukt. In vitro studies, waarin hersencellen
buiten het lichaam in leven worden gehouden, hebben laten zien dat ook medium-sized
spiny neurons de activiteit van elkaar kunnen remmen. In vivo werden inderdaad paren
van cellen gevonden waarbij de activiteit van de een afnam rond de spike van de ander.
Andere paren lieten gelijktijdige activiteit zien, wat wijst op een gedeelde bron van input.
De eigenschap van ons brein om informatie te verwerken en op te slaan om het later in
de tijd weer beschikbaar te maken, het leren en geheugen, is van onschatbare waarde.
Niet alleen kan de informatie over voorgaande gebeurtenissen dienen als kompas om
beslissingen te nemen voor de toekomst, het zorgt ook voor een database aan inzichten en
vaardigheden en het kleurt ons persoonlijk leven. Het verankeren van informatie in het lange
termijn geheugen is een complexe cascade van processen die veel tijd in beslag neemt,
zich grotendeels afspeelt buiten het bewustzijn en waarbij herhaaldelijke blootstelling aan
de originele stimuli niet nodig is. Strikt gezien betekent de consolidatie van geheugen
het proces dat volgt op de initiële registratie van informatie, waarin het geheugenspoor
wordt gestabiliseerd en daarbij steeds bestendiger wordt tegen interferentie van nieuwe
informatie of andere verstoringen. Op cellulair niveau wordt aangenomen dat deze
consolidatie berust op een versterking van de connectiviteit tussen die neuronen wier
activiteitspatronen een representatie van de geleerde informatie vormen. Het is aannemelijk
dat consolidatie ook plaatsvindt tijdens perioden van rust en slaap; wanneer het brein ‘offline’ gaat is het immers niet voortdurend druk met het verwerken van sensorische stimuli
uit de buitenwereld. Tijdens rust en slaap worden neuronale patronen die tijdens het
gedrag zijn opgewekt weer opnieuw afgespeeld. Het terugkeren van neuronale patronen
zou kunnen zorgen voor versterking van synaptische verbindingen die in het voorgaande
gedrag zijn geactiveerd ofwel om verbindingen te vormen tussen componenten van een
geheugenspoor die in het brein verspreid zijn opgeslagen. Op deze manier zou reactivatie
kunnen bijdragen aan de consolidatie van geheugensporen.
Gezien de belangrijke rol die de hippocampus en ook de neocortex, de schors van de grote
hersenkwabben, spelen bij het opslaan van geheugen, heeft het reactivatie onderzoek zich
voornamelijk toegespitst op deze twee gebieden. Theorieën over reactivatie stellen dat
het terugkeren van geheugensporen wordt opgewekt in de hippocampus wat vervolgens
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reactivatie in gerelateerde neocorticale gebieden zou initiëren. Dit zou uiteindelijk leiden
tot een versterking van het geheugenspoor in de neocortex. Een eerdere studie uit ons
lab heeft aangetoond dat reactivatie ook buiten de hippocampale-neocorticale verbinding
voorkomt, namelijk in het ventraal striatum. Het onderzoek beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4
is uitgevoerd om het reactivatie proces in het ventraal striatum beter te begrijpen. In de
wetenschap dat neuronen in het ventraal striatum informatie over beloningen verwerken
in onderzocht af of specifiek deze informatie sterk terugkomt tijdens slaap. Het bleek
inderdaad dat de neuronen die tijdens het rennen een respons lieten zien in relatie tot
beloningen veel sterker reactiveerden dan de overige. Het effect bleek afhankelijk van
een klein aantal cellen met zeer overeenkomstige vuurpatronen. Aan de hand van deze
resultaten stellen wij dat het ventraal striatum een motivationele component toevoegt aan
het geheugenspoor waarin de hippocampus en de neocortex belangrijke bijdragen leveren
met contextuele informatie en informatie over sensorische kenmerken van objecten. Verder
werd gevonden dat reactivatie in het ventraal striatum beperkt was tot de diepe ‘slow wave’
slaapperioden en vooral sterk was tijdens momenten waarop er hoog frequente oscillaties
plaatsvonden in het EEG van de hippocampus. Er zijn geen aanwijzingen gevonden dat
reactivatie ook in de droom of REM-slaap voorkomt.
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Als het inderdaad zo is dat elk hersengebied een andere component van het geheugenspoor
reactiveert, zou er een mechanisme moeten bestaan dat de verschillende onderdelen
verbindt zodat het geheugenspoor alle informatie over een gebeurtenis of ervaring bevat
en er bovendien geen verwarring kan plaatsvinden met andere geheugensporen. Het
zou kunnen zijn dat een synchronisatie van de reactivatieprocessen in de afzonderlijke
gebieden een dergelijke rol vervult. In Hoofdstuk 5 zijn neuronale activiteitspatronen van
hippocampus cellen paarsgewijs gerelateerd aan die van ventraal striatale cellen en
vastgesteld dat deze twee gebieden coherent reactiveren. De de celparen die een coexpressie vertoonden van een hippocampaal ‘place field’ en een beloningsgerelateerde
respons uit het ventraal striatum reactiveerden veel sterker dan anderen. De reactivatie
van deze gecombineerde informatie zou een belangrijke bijdrage kunnen leveren aan het
leren van associaties tussen plaats en beloning. Het bleek dat een specifieke volgorde
van vuren tijdens het rennen op de driehoek, namelijk de hippocampus cel voorafgaand
aan de cel uit het ventraal striatum, ook geassocieerd was met sterke reactivatie. Verder
is aangetoond laten zien dat het grootste deel van celparen de volgorde van vuren tijdens
het gedrag aanhield tijdens slaap. De volgorde van de informatie verwerking tijdens de
terugkeer in slaap is dus gelijk aan die tijdens gedrag. De data lieten zien dat er van de
paren die de volgorde hippocampus voor ventraal striatum aanhouden tijdens gedrag veel
meer reactiveren dan van de paren die vuurden in omgekeerde volgorde, wat consistent is

met het idee dat de hippocampus een leidende rol heeft in reactivatie. De tijdsintervallen
tussen het vuren van de hippocampale cel en de striatale cel tijdens gedrag en de
daaropvolgende slaapfase waren significant gecorreleerd. Echter, de tijdsschaal van coactivatie tijdens de slaap na het gedrag was een factor 10 kleiner dan gedurende het
gedrag, wat suggereert dat er een gecomprimeerde versie van het neuronale activiteits
patroon wordt gereactiveerd.
Met de ontwikkeling van de ‘split-hyperdrive’ werden activiteitspatronen van ensembles
van neuronen gelijktijdig gemeten in de hippocampus en het ventraal striatum terwijl ratten
een gedragstaak uitvoerden en tijdens perioden van slaap. Deze in vivo data verschaffen
nieuwe inzichten in de dynamiek van het neuronale netwerk van het ventraal striatum, daar
waar het bestaande bewijs voornamelijk uit in vitro experimenten afkomstig was. De studies
uit ons lab over de betrokkenheid van het ventraal striatum bij reactivatie laten zien dit een
hersenwijd fenomeen is en illustreert de potentieel belangrijke bijdrage van sub-corticale
hersengebieden aan de consolidatie van geheugensporen. We hebben voor het eerst
laten zien dat coherente reactivatie plaatsvindt tussen ensembles van de hippocampus
en het ventraal striatum. Tevens is er steun gevonden voor een belangrijke hypothese in
de consolidatie theorie, namelijk dat de hippocampus een leidende rol speelt in reactivatie
en dit proces orchestreert in zijn projectiegebieden zoals het ventraal striatum. We hebben
ook de aandacht gevestigd op de inhoud van de gereactiveerde informatie. Het ventraal
striatum reactiveert motivationele informatie; in samenspel met de spatiele informatie uit
de hippocampus zou dit kunnen bijdragen aan het leren van associaties tussen plaats en
beloning.
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Thank you!
Trots ben ik dat het proefschrift er nu ligt. Binnen en buiten de wetenschap zijn er heel
veel mensen die dit mogelijk hebben gemaakt en ervoor hebben gezorgd dat mijn
promotietraject een onvergetelijke tijd is geworden, dank! Een aantal mensen wil ik graag
speciaal bedanken.

• Cyriel, promotor, het meten en begrijpen van ensemble activiteit uit twee hersengebieden

tegelijkertijd was een ambitieus avontuur, maar het resultaat mag er zijn. Al die keren dat
we samen naar data en manuscripten hebben zitten kijken vond ik zeer inspirerend. Zelfs
als de donkerste wolken zich boven de resultaten leken samen te pakken vonden we
weer een nieuwe invalshoek waardoor het er weer een stuk zonniger uit kwam te zien
(natuurlijk was er dan nog wel een of andere analyse noodzakelijk...). Dank voor de goede
begeleiding, gezellige tijd en de prettige samenwerking.

• Bruce, the impressive stream

of your ideas left me in total confusion after your first visits to the lab but soon I found
out how to put these creative insights to use... Thanks for all your input in this project on
the theoretical and practical level. The help of the Tucson lab by way of sending loaded
hyperdrives, code, instructions for recording and clustering is greatly appreciated.

• The

HFSP team: Barry Everitt, Trevor Robbins, Rutsuko Ito, Carol Barnes and Monica Chawla, I
enjoyed the meetings in Amsterdam (on the very first day of this project!), in Tucson and
in Cambridge; the learning curve was extremely steep on each occasion.

• Tonny, dank

voor al de lessen in de electrofysiologie en ook over hoe je je als AIO staande houdt in
een turbulente omgeving. Ik heb de recensies van slechte TV programma’s gemist de
laatste jaren...
layer...

• Francesco, without your help I would still be searching for that tiny cell

• Ruud Joosten, duizendpoot, je ‘gewoon doen’ mentaliteit is verfrissend tussen al

die denkers. Dank voor je hulp bij het ontwikkelen van de split-hyperdrives, Y maze, het
doen van al die operaties en wat al niet meer.

• Jolanda, wat hebben we wat af geclusterd!

Maar de lange middagen vlogen voorbij als we er met ons eigen cluster-cut jargon er toch
een vrolijke boel van maakten.

• Jan, heel wat van je uurtjes zijn verdwenen in programma’s

met de bijzondere namen als ET, Coca en BlueSquare. Voor mij waren ze onmisbaar! Dank

dat je alle ideeën, hoe vaag ook, hebt omgezet in matlab code en vooral dat je me altijd
hielp wanneer ik onverwacht binnen kwam vallen met vragen die begonnen met “Zou je nog
even..”

• Jadin, I think the world-record time dataset recording is in our hands! Sherry, the

wonderful meals, margaritas and good company every time an experiment was finished got
me through that period.
het oog?

•

•

• Tobias and Charlotte, hebben jullie alweer een goed restaurant op

Natalie, het was erg gezellig in Washington en San Diego. Op naar SfN 2009?

Stefano and Barbara, hope to see you soon. It’s been too long, I know.

• De APCN groep
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DANKWOORD

bleef maar groeien de laatste jaren, leuk! Ik heb genoten van de borrels, champagne,
taart, zeiltochtjes en natuurlijk de Nederlandse lessen (wéér die Ponteneur…). Esther,
het is klaar! Eunjeong, Hemi, Henrique, Marijn & Willem, hang on.. Laura, Catalin, Sander
& Wim succes met jullie interessante onderzoeken. Iedereen van de Joëls en Wadman
groepen, dank voor de gezelligheid in gebouw II.

• Drie studenten hebben zich verdiept

in mijn onderzoek, dank voor jullie bijdragen! Pieter, geweldig werk heb je afgeleverd,

drie auteurschappen zegt genoeg. Vol enthousiasme ben je weer een nieuwe uitdaging
aangegaan, veel succes met 2p. Amanda and Joana, your help was vital in designing a
successful behavioral paradigm for the Y maze, thank you! Good luck finishing your PhDs.

•

Harry Uylings, Ernesto, ik heb het erg naar mijn zin gehad in de PFC groep de eerste jaren.

• Veel dank gaat uit naar de mechanische en elektronische werkplaatsen van het NIH

en de UvA. Ruud van der Blom, Rinus, Cees, Wietze en anderen die zich bezig hebben
gehouden met de split-hyperdrives, hoogstwaarschijnlijk heb ik het bloed onder jullie

nagels vandaan gehaald door voortdurend weer met op- en aanmerkingen te komen over
de constructie..excuus. Ik heb veel waardering voor jullie vakmanschap en betrokkenheid.
Keer op keer hebben jullie kleine aanpassingen gemaakt en de drive verbeterd zodat
er gemeten kon worden. Matthijs, dank voor de prachtige tekeningen. Rein, Ronald, Jan
Kalwij, samen met Ruud en Rinus hebben jullie je enorm ingespannen om de Y-maze
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werkelijkheid te laten worden, dank daarvoor. We hebben prachtige data gemeten in die
omgeving. Helaas is het nog niet gelukt om de resultaten hier te presenteren maar dat zal

• Els, dank dat je elke keer weer mijn histologie van
de ondergang hebt weten te redden. • Jilles en Klaas, bedankt voor jullie goede zorgen

niet lang meer op zich laten wachten.
voor de ratjes.

Buiten het lab ging het onderzoek o zo vaak nog door in het hoofd maar gelukkig waren
er genoeg vrienden en familieleden die zich daar niks van aantrokken en voor de nodige
afleiding zorgden. Het ‘biologie groepje’ met aanhang, Esther, Merel en Jeroen, Manon
en Jeroen, Martijn en Lydia, dezelfde studie, heel verschillende richtingen, toch lopen we
nog redelijk in fase. Prettig om ervaringen uit lab en ziekenhuis te delen, overeenkomsten
bleken vaak groter dan verschillen. En.. er is altijd wat te vieren!

• Wietske, na talloze films

en toneelstukken maken we ons nu op voor de marathon! Hoe komen we toch elke keer
weer bij van die drama’s terecht? Desondanks geniet ik van onze uitstapjes en bewonder
je creativiteit.

• Josine, met je spontane en ontspannen persoonlijkheid weet je van elk

afspraakje een feest te maken. Ik prijs mezelf gelukkig met zo’n grote vriendin. Niek, volg
je hart

• Kim, het is zo waardevol om een vriendin te hebben die je al zo lang en goed

kent! Dank dat je er altijd voor me bent. Dat je het volhoudt met twee promovendi zo dicht
in je buurt is een hele prestatie. Thomas: nog even!

• Nanny, de dagjes museum, stad of

wat anders waren een onmisbare afleiding van het onderzoeken. Ik ben er niet trots op dat
je me zo nu en dan bijna letterlijk van mijn bureau moest losweken.. Je onverwachte kijk
op zaken hielp vervolgens om het hele gebeuren weer een beetje in perspectief te zetten.

• Ben en Ineke, jullie houden van het goede leven en ik ben blij dat ik daar deel van uit

mag maken. Weekendjes weg en het ‘witte wijntje op het terras’ waren goede manieren
om even stoom af te blazen. Jullie niet-aflatende interesse vond ik erg fijn.
Raymond, veel geluk!

• Annelies en

• Kasper, stoere CFO, hoewel het vaak aanlokkelijk klinkt kan niet

alles verklaard worden in economische termen... Heel veel succes met het realiseren van
je dromen.

• Lieve Ben en Lieke, pap en mam, jullie vertrouwen in mij en de steun voor

de keuzes die ik maak zijn meer dan belangrijk voor me en hebben me ook weer in mijn

promotietijd het zelfvertrouwen gegeven om het tot een goed einde te brengen. Dank

• Margo, zus, het is altijd leuk als we samen zijn, in
Amsterdam, Hengelo of ergens anders. • Bas, grote liefde, vanaf het eerste moment heb
dat thuis in Borne zo’n fijne plek is.

je dit avontuur met mij beleefd. Je was er om alle overwinningen te vieren maar ook om

frustraties weg te nemen. Als jij je creatieve theorieën op een situatie loslaat is er altijd weer - reden tot lachen. Ik vind het geweldig dat je tijdens de verdediging naast me staat
om deze periode af te sluiten en om samen uit te kijken naar nieuwe uitdagingen.
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